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FORM A HEALTH CLASS!

This Course is written for those who are seeking the Truth, who
want to heal themselves and help those of their own family to health.
This Course is not intended to fit you to take up the practice of
Suggestive Therapeutics as a profession. For those who wish further
training in tills vital work so they can take it up as a profession, we
refer to the Complete Correspondence Course or to the Clinical Class
Course of the Weltmer Institute.
In other words, this is a brief Course, the first step in teaching you
about the great Laws of Life; teaching you how you can attune yourself
with them to gain health, happiness and success.
*

*

•

*

To get the most out of this Brief Course, we urge you to form a
class of interested friends. Two, three or more, studying together, will
gain much more from it than if each person studied alone.
Such a class can meet twice a week to read aloud and discuss the
many vital truths contained in this Course.
Through such discussion, all members will receive greater inspiration and help. Hemarkable healing results are secured through such
class work.
If you are not in a position where you can form a class, then we
suggest that you read this Course aloud to some member of your own
family.
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The W eltmer Brief Course
tn Practical Psychology
INTRODUCTION
Our purpose in these lessons is to give
you a knowledge of how to become healthful and happy. To learn this, you must understand the Laws of Being, the Laws of
Life and the powers of mind and thoughlt.
We teach you how to heal yourself and
others without the usc of medicine.
We put you in possession of a helpful
method that will enable you to secure a response from the sick and distressed who
have failed to respond to other methods used
to relieve them.

It is the purpose of this system of healing to help all who need it, and who have
not found help because they have been unable to respond to the remedies heretofore
offered.
You are asked to do only such things as
ripe experience has proved practical. You
are asked to accept nothing, but to treverything. You are not asked to rna}!
experiments, but are given a few plain t
rcctions which, when followed, invaria1 .y
produce results.
The Science of Suggestive Therapeutics
is based on the principle that thought controls the body according to the natural law
of Being; that this law exists as ti1e cause
of all created things; that its operation, unperverted, perpetuates and governs all things
perfectly. Sickness in every form, physical
weakness in every phase, is the result of
violated law, insofar as this law relates to
the body.
The repair of the body, or tthe regaining
of one's health, or the recuperation of one's
strength nil depend upon reinstatement of,
or a return to, compliance with the law.
This science teaches you how to comply
with Lhe lnw, and how to teach anyone else
how lo comply with the law.

Drugs, medicines, or applications of any
kind do not in any case or under any condition, heal the sick. There is something in
each individual which reacts to these remedies-that something is nature. Nature
heals the sick.
The whole science of healing is devoted to securing the most effective means of
approaching nature, appealing to the natural healing powers in such a way as to secure a favorable reaction.
The history of drug medication is one
of research throughout the kingdoms of nature, seeking first in the vegetable and mineral kingdoms for remedies to administer tO
the body in order to secure beneficent reaction.
In later years medical research entered
the realm of the animal kingdom and studied the serums of human and animal bodies.
Through this means were discovered many
remedies to which nature seemed to make
favorable reactions.
All the while m:'m was coming closer
to an understanding of himself until finally
he reached the conclusion that the nature
which makes reaction is himself-nature
manifest in the human individual.
·The power by which nature reacts is
mind. Mind is the power to react and the
only power in existence that can react is
mind.
Anything that influences mind from
without is suggestion.
Suggestive Therapeutics is the art and science of giving such
suggestions to yourself or others as will
awaken the healing response. When such
response is awakened there is no such thing
as an incurable disease, no such thing as a
hopeless case.
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Mind in its entirety is infinite, acting
through all things in nature.
The universe in all its parts, animals,
plants, minerals, or planets, is controlled by
an intelligent, indwelling force or governing
power which we call Universal Mind-a
phase of Infinite Mind.
All things having objective existence
separate from each other, arc perpetuated,
renewed, and repaired by the same power
which created them according to the law of
their natures, which is Individualized Mind
-a phase of Infinite Mind.
Individualized Mind as we sludy it in
man is the mind of embodied Being. Embodied Being, occupying a physical organism, is called Ego, which is the man himself. It is Ego that uses Individualized Mind.
The greater part of this power of Ego
is used unconsciously, but intelligently. This
is the unconscious mind of man, by which
Ego governs the organic processes, and from
wl1ich conscious mind is developed.
By a process of conscious evolution Ego
brings into expression its potential powers.
The chart on page 10 is a diagrammatic
presentation of the evolution of consciousness.
The careful study of that chart will enable you to understand how man evolves
from a polential to a manifest state of working consciousness.
The man who understands the source of
conscious motive powers and methods which
so largely determine his relations to the
world is master of himself.
When you thoroughly understand and
are able to apply these lessons you will find
U1at the conditions which before have been
insurmountable obstacles now have become
stepping stones on which you mount to
dominion.
Study carefully the first lessons on the
elementary concepts of psychology. Make
yourself familiar with the phases of mind.
Learn to use the terms, "Infinite Mind,"
"Universal Mind"and "Individualized Mind"
correctly.

You will see that we speak of man as
manifesting Infinite Mind through Universal
Mind by means of Individualized Mind.
Thus man may be dealt with from the viewpoint of either Infinite, Universal or Individualized Mind.
Il is exceedingly important that you
learn to understand these different viewpoints and the powers implied in each of
them.
·when your thought of yourself is confined to the realm of Individualized Mind
you cannot rise above the world of things.
When you achieve consciousness of
Universal Mind and learn to think in cosmic
terms, then you can attain to cosmic consciousness with the powers of Universal understanding and all that belongs thereto.
\Vhen you learn to think of yourself in
the terms of Infinite Mind and realize yourself a part of the Infinite, you then attain to
the Christ consciousness with all the powers
of a Son of God.
In the lessons of this Course we give
you carefully prepared instructions for using the mind to think right thoughts, to feel
right feelings, and to perform right acts,
by which you may overcome all inferior and
unworthy tendencies in your nature, bring
into expression your deepest powers of
mind, and through wise obedience to natural law make it your servant to prosper you
in hC'alth of body, mind and spirit.
In these lessons we teach you to speak
the healing word with the power that the
authority of knowledge alone can give. We
leach you to think the healing thought with
the consciousness of Omnipresence.
vVe
teach you to pray the healing prayer in conscious communion with God indwelling, the
Healer of all man's ills.
\Ve Leach you to obey the command of
Jesus "lay hands on the sick" with the assurance that you may count on the Divine
prom i !'iC lha l "they shall 1·ccover."
\Vc teach you how to regulate your life
by the laws of nature.

INTRODUCTION
These are lessons in an exact science,
1J1e trust-worthiness of which has been proved by our own experiences of over twentyeight years and the successes of students
recruited from every ·walk of life.
We teach the man of scientific cast of
thought to use the knowledge of psychology
We teach the
according to exact rules.
humanitarian to express the love he feels for
mankind in blessed words, thoughts and
deeds.
We teach the man of religious vein to
practice the precepts of Jesus.
Study 1J1ese lessons patienHy, with trust
in your power to understand, appropriate
and use them.
It is well to realize-in the very beginning
that you will not get their full fruits until
after you have thoroughly digested and assimilated these teachings.
James wisely remarked, "vVe learn to
swim in the winter and we learn to skate
in the summer," meaning by tins that it is
not at the time we are practicing that we
acquire skill but only after we have organized in the nervous system the separate actions of which the practice consists.
This is also true of study. You get the
value of your study only after it has been
organized in rthe nervous system, or as we
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put it in terms of psychology, only after it
has become a working force in the unconscious mind.
\Vhilc it is important that you master
the text and U1at you understand the statements of these lessons, it is of far greater
importance that you develop the attitude of
mind, the deeper understanding, the intuitive insight which will enable you to develop
and usc the derper powers of your being.
You can profitably do a great deal of
this study alone, but if you would attain the
greatest benefits froJn it you should organize
a group of earnest students like yourself.
If only two or three of you can get togeti1er twice a week, read your lessons aloud,
discuss them as to their inner meaning, and
talk over your experiences in developing the
deeper powers, you will make much more
rapid progress, especially in the development
of the Universal or Cosmic consciousness.

Be sure to do tins in the spirit of love.
Remember Jesus' promise, "for where two
or three are ga lhered together in My name,
(that is, in the name of the Indwelling God
which is manifested as love for all mankind)
there am I in the midst of them."
The \Veltmers
Sidney A. Wellmer.

Ernest Weltmer.

LESSON ONE

MIND, THE GOVERNOR OF LIFE.
Students of philosophy, natural science,
and life have discovered that in every part
of creation all changes and conditions are
under natural laws.
Newton has named one of these laws
the universal law of gravitation, others of
these laws he has called the laws of motion.
The laws of chemistry, Kepler's law, and a
thousand and one other natural laws are
known to science.
It seems rather strange, but nevertheless
it is a fact, that while men have been devoting their energies and genius to the discovery and statement of laws of nature as
concerned with the heavens and the earth
and all things therein besides man, this most
fertile of all fields, human nature, has been
sadly neglected.

No one has done for human life what
Newton did for mathematics and what Kepler did for astronomy. We still live in the
shadow of the traditions of the folk-lore of
the race. We still try to govern our lives
by what dreamers and seers have told us
rather than by the findings of experimentation and exact thinking based upon such experiments.
We are learning better now. We have
begun to realize that the laws of mind govern all the events of human life, with the
same predictable certainty as the laws of
chemistry, physics and astronomy govern
the bodies dealt with in those sciences.
Mind is the organization of the natural
laws of life. Understand the laws of mind
and you understand the controlling principles of life. Learn to use the laws of mind
and you learn to control life. Master and
learn to apply these laws in your own life
and you can make your life what you wish.
Fail to do this and the same laws will determine your life according to circum.,tances of environment, the chance suggestions
of your friends and the suggestions of sense.

The first principle to be mastered in
order that you may assume control and
learn to use the powers of your mind for
the fullest expression and mastery of life
is this:
Your mind is your natural means for
governing the expression of your powers of
life. You1; mind is your mind. You do not
get it from your mother or father, your
teachers or from books or from the things
around you. Your mind is your natural
ability to govern the processes of life, to determine the direction that your desires shall
take.
You are its owner, its only governor,
its master, when you choose to be, and when
you comply ·w ith its laws.
Furthermore,
you must not only realize that you can not
get your mind from any outside source, but
you must also realize that you can not get
your power from any outside source. You
may find limitations outside, but you will
not find your powers outside. You will find
your powers within.
Your life consists in the expression of
yourself into the world, with the adaptation
of those expressions to the world. Your
mind is your means for expressing yourself,
your powers, possibilities and privileges•, and
for adapting your expressions to the conditions of environment.
From the world you can learn something of method and conditions of expression and the conditions of adaptation, but
the expression is your expression, the adaptation is your adaptation, when you learn
to think right.
When you do not learn to think right,
you express yourself with the feeling that
even your expression is according to the
necessity of the world and that your adaptation is not a process of your own, but is a
process of the world acting upon you.
When you live in the consciousness of
possession of your mind and body, when you
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live in the consciousness that your power
is your own power, that you belong to yourself, your life is· the life of a master.
When you live in the consciousness that
your world lays down the rules and forces
upon you the conditions of life, you live the
life of a slave.
No matter where you are, nor what you
do, you may live as a master by thinking
right, or as a slave by thinking wrong.
When you learn to live as a master in
any environment or occupation, you soon
find yourself enjoying the prerogatives of
mastership, one of which is freedom to
choose where and how you shall live.
So long as you live, no matter where,
in the consciousness of a slave. you will find
yourself bound to do as slaves are, to live
where and how your master bids.
Learn the laws of mind-the laws that
govern your thinking, the laws that govern
your expressions in every phase of life,
mental, physical, and spiritual.
The purposes of the laws of mind are
manifold. Some of them are manifested
in consciousness, as in the reactions we
make to the conditions of environment and
the processes by which we carry out our conscious plans. Others are manifested in the
unconscious, as the processes by which our
bodies are (1) created, (2) perpetuated, (3)
renewed and (4) repaired. It is upon these
four unconscious processes resulting in creation, perpetuation, renewal and repair, that
we depend for healing.
You must understand that the laws
governing the development of your body
from its single cell beginning, are laws of
your own nature. They are not laws of
your mother's nature, nor laws of nature in
general, but they are laws: of your .own
nature whose body they affect. They are
the laws of the unconscious mind and they
remain a part of your unconscious mind
throughout life.
You build your body according to your
unconscious knowledge of how to build a
body, and you continue building your body
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until it is complete. Keep this in mind. We
cannot too strongly emphasize it.
You built your body and you can rebuild' it. Not only do you build your body,
but you perpetuate it, and by constantly replacing its chemical wastes maintain its life.
This is one of the most wonderful facts
we know and' yet ordinarily we pay no attention to it. We take it for granted, we give
:i:t no importance in our thinking and fail
therefore to profit by such thinking. In fact,
instead of thinking such helpful thoughts as
tl1at we are the builders and tl1e perpetuators
of our own bodies, and have absolute control
over them and their substance, we ordinarily
think hurtful thoughts about our pains, difficulties and disasters, and so magnify il:hem.
Think of this; we take a few pounds of
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, sulphur
and a dozen other less important chemical
elements, in the forms of certain compounds
and we endow these chemical substances
with life.
Not only do we build up the organs and'
parts of the body from lthe raw materials of
life, the food compounds, but we perpetuate
it according to the plan by which we first
built it.
We must realize that under all conditions of health and disease the body is constantly changing its material substance, yet
the bodily appearance and powers do not
change except for the gradual changes of
rna turity and finally of old age.
On tl1e whole, the form and powers of
the body are perpetuated through many
hundreds and possibly thousands of renewals of the material of which the body is
built.
This ability to perpetuate the body according to the plan of its building is a
power of the unconscious mind subject to
those powers which influence the unconscious mind.
There can be no doubt that the function of perpetuation can be influenced to
make our bodies more nearly perfect, when
we think ·thoughts which seek such an expression. Thinking of ugly things and of
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old age will make our bodies less perfect
and make them grow old in appearance.
Fortunately this function is an unconscious one and cannot be readily impressed
by the conscious thinking, so we are saved
from many of the ill effects of wrong thinking, and we are assured of the good effects
of right thinking if persisted in long and'
strongly. enough to affect the unconscious
mind.
Usually we think of our life as coming
from the body, while as a matter of fact we
endow the body with life. Its substances
are being constantly replenished by our
foods, they are constantly being carried
away in the wastes of the body, so that what
last month was so-called dead matter, today lives according to our lives, our moods,
our fears, our purposes, and tomorrow passes away as wastes to again become what
we call non-living matter.
The life of your body is your life in
your body. One great teacher has said,
"The life I now live is the life of God in me.
The realization of this makes me every whit
whole.'' Paul Ellsworth, speaking this over
the body of his dying chlld brought him
back to life and health.
There is magic in such a thought, the
magic of self-realization, the magic of resurrection.

and when, trusting this law, you think only
constructive thoughts, you allow the unhindered action of the unconscious law of
renewal to restore all your bodily losses.
Under such conditions of right thinking you can meet long continued over-work
and excessive strains without loss of weight
and strength, and rest will not only restore
what you have lost, but will give you an increase of material substance and power.
The fourth function in which we are
especially interested is in some degree a
consummation of two of the others, perpetuation and renewal. Repah·, however, is
especially concerned with the healing of injuries and the ravages of disease, while renewal is concerned mainly with the restitution of chemical losses due to nonnal
activity.
Repair may not always be as complete
as necessary to the restoration of some of
the more highly specialized tissues such as
muscles. But even when scar tissue takes
the place of lacking elements ti1e inlegrity
of the body usually is restored and under
proper conditions of m en tal and physical
· hygiene, the function of the part usually is
regained'.

See that you understand fully the meaning of the laws of creation and perpetuation, and that you learn to think in the
terms of the promises of these laws rather
than in the terms of the threats of the memories of the unpleasant experiences tha't may
have been your lot.

It is this unconsciously controlled function of repair upon which the surgeon depends after he has removed some offending
part, or has replaced in their proper position, parts that have been injured, as broken bones. Without this, natural function,
no surgical operation would ever be successful; no healing could ever take place
where waste and loss of tissue had occurred.

Not only do we create and perpetuate
our bodies under the control of these mental laws, but we also renew materials that
have been lost by waste and by disease.
The unconscious mental law governs
renewal.
When understood and trusted,
when you realize that any waste can be
made good, that any loss can be restored,
that it is the purpose of the Divine law
of the unconscious to create and maintain your body according to the Divine Plan

The function of repair is governed by
the same Divine Plan that directed' the creation of the body in the first place and continues the model of the function of perpetuation throughout life.
This is a Divine Plan. It originates in
the purpose and the thought of God. Every
natural power of the unconscious law of
life is striving to create, perpetuate, and
when necessary, repair our bodies according to tins Divine Plan.
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Not only is the unconscious man striving to keep the body as good as 1t was in
the beginning, but he is constantly striving
to more and more nearly approach the perfection called for in the Divine Plan. .This
leads the growing youth to take an interest
in exercises.
This leads the woman and
the man to constantly seck out better ways
for the improvement of their physical appearance.
Sometimes these desires take queer
turns in the conscious mind, but if we can
learn to trust them and leave them alone in
the unconscious they will carry us directly
toward the goal of physical perfection.
One of the dangrrs of sickness· is that
you accept some diseased condition as your
lot, thus allowing it to become chronic
through adaptation to an abnormal condition.
You should never accept as belonging
to you any abnormal condition whatsoever.
Remember that nothing belongs to you
that is not in harmony with the Divine Plan
and lhe purpose of the Divine Plan is always perfection.
Continue in the attitude of protest
against any and all abnormal con<h·d ons. In
this way you will continue to make an effort
toward recovery. While if you accept some
disease, you stop such efforts and become a
victim of chronic diseases.
One of the worst things you can ever
do is to learn to think of any abnormal con-:
dition with the sense of possession. It is
fatal to think "my rheumatism", "my neuritis," "my stomach trouble," "my headaches'', "my constipation".
In yesterday's mail came a letter from
a woman who had been examined and diagnosed by a method which in nearly all cases
finds the patient either a victim of, or threatened with, cancer. The diagnostician told
this woman that she was threatened with
cancer. She writes that she has hardly slept
since that time from worry over her impending doom.
She had accepted cancer as her lot and
through her worry she was disturbing every
function of life. While this probably never

would cause the development of a cancer, at
the same time it would disturb the working
of the unconscious law of perpetuation, renewal and repair, with the result that if she
really has a tendency to cancer, she might
develop it, or if she becomes exposed to
any other form of physical danger she may
succumb to it.
'Ve immediately wrote to this woman
that she must never allow such. a thought to
fasten ilself in her mind. She must know
that she is superior to all influences of such
hurtful sugges trions and that even though
she were threatened with cancer, which she
probably is not, she nevertheless has in her
nature powers that are constantly striving
toward the perfection of her physical manifestation, which when trusted, can overcome
all ills. Such powers can meet and master
every danger to health and life.
The unconscious law of perpetuation,
renewal and repair supplementing the primary law of creation, all governed by the
Divine Plan, make you almost impregnable
to diseases of any sort whatsoever, when
you think right and obey the laws of nature.
It is not necessary for you to talk yourself out of a belief in the reality of matter or
any other rational idea in order for you to
be able to exercise the power of this law.
·what you need to do is to learn to understand and realize your power to overcome all
enemies to health and life.
•
The General who would attempt to win
a war on the basis of contempt for his
enemy, would be very foolish indeed. He
must know his enemy's strength, but he
must make himself Sltronger, reinforce any
weakness he may discover in himself and
prepare himself to overwhelm his enemy no
matter how strong he may be.
You have unlimited power at your disposal. vVhen you think in accordance with
the Divine Plan you have Omniscience to
trust. You have Omnipotence to draw upon.
No enemy or disease can successfully cope
with you. You need not concern yourself
about the particular nature of the destructive forces you are meeting when you learn
to appreciate and trust your own natural
powers.
1
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A scheme of the evolution of consciousness.
In the lower section, we find mind dealing
v.ith the physical world through the senses and
arriving at simple consciousness, "simple" because mind here deals with single or separate
things.
Thro1ugh the senses of the physical world
mind arises to exp11ession through the conscious
facultic>s of the intellectual world and becomes
self-conscious, knowing the self from the not-self.
From the conscious faculties, mind rises to expression through the unconscious faculties and
in the spiritual world, knowing the unity of life,
the omnipresence of mind, its comprehension of
all truth, and the fulness of its power, bas cosmic
consciousness.

Finally having ascended the ladder of the
evolution of consciousness to its to.pmost round,
mind is abLe through intuitiJOn to find full expres-sion as man, the son of God.
Now study the chart from the basis of the
"worlds" of the left-hand column.
In the !Physical world, (left-hand column),
mind senses, (central column), and acquires simple consciousness, (right-hand column.)
In the intellectual world, (left-hand column),
mind thinks, (central column) and becomes selfconscious, (right-hand column.)
In the spiritual world, (left-hand co1umn),
mind knows, (central column), and attains cosmic
oonseiousness, (right-hand column).

LESSON TWO

THE LAWS OF MIND
Mind is the power to know, to do and
to live.
It is the only power possessed by man
or any other intelligent being that can act
and react. Its actions and reactions produce
all of the changes manifest in nature or
expressed in life.
~The study of psychology is the study of
the actions and reactions of mind:
First, in the material world and through
the physical body in which man dwells.
Second, in the world of intellect in
which relations and ideas are studied and
understood.
Third, in its completeness in the spiritual phase of man's existence.

THE ORIGIN OF CONSCIOUSNESS
There are two general theories of the
origin of consciousness. The materialistic
or rational concept is that all knowledge we
acquire through the process of the faculties
of intellect is derived from the reaction of
the brain and nervous system to impressions from the physical world.
A study of this theory leads one naturally to the concluSiion that mind cannot
exist where there is no physical body.
The idealistic theory is that man is a
spiritual entity, or ego, a potential nature,
which has the capacity in its expression, or
unfoldment to know, to do and to be. It
is a complete being sharing the nature and
powers of its Creator and it is in fact, the
Creator of its own life.
SIMPLE CONSCIOUSNESS
Ego begins physical life in what appears
to be nn unconscious or sleeping state. It
begins its evolution by awakening to the
things in its immediate environment.
At first Ego has ' no channel through
which it can acquire consciousness except through the organs, functions and
powers it can put into action in the physical
body.

THE SENSES
It acquires a consciousness through its

senses, tasting, smelling, hearing, touching,
seeing, etc. This is the form we call "sense
consciousness" or "simple consciousness".
In this consciousness, reaction is ruled by
instinct. This is, for instance, the consciousness of the infant, which knows only
its own · animal nature and knows itself by
the name its parents call it.
The child before birth has very few
sensations and only very simple feelings.
After birth and for probably a period of
some weeks its experiences are almost wholly confined to simple sensations.
COMMON SENSATION
Sensations are those simple phases of
experience which constitute your primary
mental reactions to certain conditions of the
world about you. Material objects make
pressure on your body and you react with
that.peculiar experience which we usually
roughly describe as sensation of touch or
pressure.
If rthe object abstracts heat from your
body, you say it is cold; if it gives off heat
to your body, you say it is warm; if it is
sharp or has sharp points on it, you say it
pricks or cuts. All of these terms describe
condi!f:ions of your body as a result of contact with different objects.
These are (four kinds of experience.
They used t0 be classed as phases of one
sensation, but since it has been determined
that different nerves and different brain
centers constitute the physical basis of each
different phase of experience, it has become
the fashion among psychologists to classify
each of the experiences as a different sensation. As phases of experience they are certainly very different from each other.
The experiences of cold and heat are
not at all alike, although they do shade from
one into the other. The experience of pressure and the experience of prick or pain are
also very different, although they are

,
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closely related, both as to cause and se- flavors of foods are in reality smells; althquence.
ough we usually think of them as tastes.
These special types of reaction appear
Ordinarily, the gases which excite the
to be made possible by the nature of the tiny sense of smell reach the upper part of the
cellular organs on the ends of the sensory nose in small amounts, because the main
nerve-fibers. One kind of end-organ, as they currcn t of air passes below this region.
arc called, will respond to pressure, another Therefore, if we especially wish to smell
to a sharp point or edge, another to loss of something we draw the air into the nose
heat, another to increase of heat, etc. Some with a snift', which causes it to be deflected
very special end-organs have been develop- upward by the turbinate bones so that the
ed, as the taste-buds in the tongue, the olfac- sense of smell is much more strongly extory sense in the mucous membrane of the cited.
nose, the organ of Corti in the ear and the
SIGHT
retina of the eye.
The optic nerve has a vers
wborate
Other forms of sensation are found in end-organ, the eye. Its essential part is the
the circulatory systems, respiratory system, retJina, an expansion of the optic nerve in
muscles, tendons, joints, digestive system, · lthe back of the eye.
m·inogenital system, and subcutaneous
The retina has a rather elaborate artissues.
rangement of special cells called rods and
TASTE
cones. The rod cells scattered all over the
The tongue has four different forms of retina are responsive to all intensities of
end-organs on its sensory nerves. One of visible light without reference to wave
these reacts to salty solutions, with that ex- length. The cones, found only in the central
perience we can the taste of salt, a second to portions of the retina, are selectively responbitter, a third to sweet and a fourth to sour. sive 1to certain wave lengths of ether vibraThese taste organs respond only to the stim- tions.
ulations of substances in solution and since
There are three classes of cones. One
they are buried in the surface of the tongue, class reacting to ether vibrations around
we usually place the tongue strongly against 450 billions per second gives the primary
the roof of the mouth in order to force the color of red, another around 526 billions per
solutions somewhat into the tongue surface, second, gives the primary color of yellow,
when we wish to taste carefully.
and another reacting to ether vibrations of
In addition to taste sensations, the ton- 640 billions gives the primary color of
gue has those different forms of sensation blue.
which are ordinarily called common or
The combination of these different
touch sensations, as heat and cold, pressure, primary color experiences results in all of
prick, the sensations of peppery stimuli and the numerous shades and tones of color that
oily substances.
we know in visual experience. The lack of
SMELL
either class of cones will result in blindness
The nerves of smell have their end- to the color quality, which depends upon
organs in the upper part of the nose. They their action. Lack of all of the cones in the
are responsive to gases only. Solutions do eye gives total color blindness.
not affect them, as gases do not affect the
The area of clearest vision is a small
lasle-organs.
spot in the center of the retina. However,
There are about forty different kinds of the edges of the retina are more susceptible
smell-cells, which give us by their simple and to stimulation by faint light than the center
mixed reactions all of the numerous odors, of vision.
wl1ich characterize our experience with
In order that light may be presented to
flowers, foods, etc.
the retina in the forms of the objects of the
All those experiences which we call the environment, it is necessary to have the

I
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rather elaborate apparatus you built around
the retina. This consists of the elastically
rigid ball with a window, the cornea, in
front, back of which is an adjustable curtain for controlling the amount of light.
Back of the opening in the iris is the crystalline lens. In order to hold the whole
structure in its form and maintain every part
in its place there is the aqueous humor in
front and the vitreous humor behind the
crystalline lens. In order · to protect tltis
delicate organ, rthe lids are provided.
In addition to affording protection, the
lids also keep the cornea moist and transparent. The eyes are further provided with
muscles for moving them and an elaborate
nervous co-ordinating mechanism for regulating their positions in relation to each
other.
The eyes have five nerves, four of which
are to the eyes alone. They are exceedingly
important not only from the standpoint of
experience and our reaction to environment,
but also from the standpoint of health. Eye
strain and abuse are frequently causes of ill
healtJ:h of different kinds.

. HEARING

..

l

The nerve of hearing has an organ almost as complex as the eye. Its essential
end-organs are of two kinds-the hair celis
of the organ of Corti in the cochlea by which
we hear tones, and the hair cells of the
utricle and saccule of the vestibule by
which we hear noises. ,
In addition to hearing, this nerve also
has end-organs in the semi-circular canals
which give us sensations of equilibrium. It
is by means of thls part of the auditory
nerve that we "know straight up". These
essential parts of the car are in an exceedingly hard bone, deep down in the skull.
These par'ts altogether constitute the inner
ear.
Outside of this is an irregular cavity
communicating below with the pharynx behind the nose, and behind with the mastoid
cells. This chamber is c.losed on the outside by the tympanic membrane or "ear
drum". It contains three small bones so arranged as to transmit the vibrations of the
lympanic membrane to the inner ear.
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The middle ear, as this part is called, is
very important from the standpoint of
health as communicating with the pharynx
it is liable to infection.
A slightly bent tunnel pass€s from the
middle ear to the pinna or auricle on the
side of the head, whlch we ordjnarily call
the ear. This tunnel and the auricle together constitute the outer ear.
The outer ear collects air waves which it
transmits to the tympanic membrane. The
vibrations of the tympanic membrane are
shol'tened in length and proportionately increased in power by the bones of the middle
ear, which transmits them to the fluid of
the inner e~r. where the different kinds ·of
auditory cells are excited. In some unknown fashion, the resulting nerve stimulation excites in the brain the experience of
sound. There are some forty thousand clifferent grades of these.
Sensation is entirely practical. It is not
for the purpose of giving us a knowledge of
the world, but only for the purpose of enabling us to efpress ourselves into the
world and to relate ourselves to the world .
Of ether vibrations, science knows
something more than twenty-seven octaves.
We react with sensation to less than one. Of
air vibrations, theTe arc almost an unlimited
number. vVe react with sensation to only
those between sixteen and forty thousand
per second. Of chemicals, there are twelve
periodic groups. Vve react with smell and
taste sensations, to only a part of three.
There is nothing in the world outside
of minds like ours, like our sensory experiences. We know the world only through
reason and imagination.
'V e have no direct knowledge of the
nature of the world through sensation. If
we could react to all of ·the different qualities of the world with sensation, it would
seem very different. If sensations were truly representative of the qualities and conditions with which they deal, the difference
would be greater still.
·
Sensation is a J1hasc of experience,
merely the basis for the adjustments of
bodily life. The realities of existence are
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not found in sensation and the man who
does not learn to rise above ·sensation by
imagination and reason will never know the
nnture of even the objects of sensation.
That phase of consciousness in which
we deal with sensation iSI simple consciousness. You will find the study of sensation
in any good modern work on psychology,
such as that by Seashore, Pillsbury or Yerkes, interesting and instructive. The following studies and experiments for your
use in personal or group study of this lesson, will assist you in getting a better umlers:tanding of sensory experience and your relation to the outside world. Do not limit
yourself to these experiments, bul make
them just the beginning of development
of experiments of your own.
EXPERIMENTS
1. l\lake a list of the mmilier of obj ects in your
environment of which you know something because of their odor. To what class of objects do
these belong? Does the sense of smell appear
to be of special importance in connection with any
certain organic pt·ocesses S'uch as nutrition, respiration, reproduction, etc? Do you a'liWays heed
the advice of the sense of smell?
2. There are only four taste sensations-sweet,
bitter, salt and sour. Taste salt, unsweetened
chocolate, sugar, and vinegar. Note the differences. Distinguish between the odor and the taste
of the chocolate. Study the flavors of some one
article of food. Flavors are always odors.
3. Test different objects when the nose is held
tight so that no air can pass in or out of it.
4. Note the difference in "taste'' of water, milk,
cream, potatoes, apples, etc. when luke warm
and when coild ()lr frozen. What other sensations
besides smell supplement the sense of taste in
giving what we call "taste" to our foods?
5. Close one eye. · Fix the other eye on some
point and gaze steadily at that point. Then take
three little pieces of paper, one l'eddish-pink, another yellow and another bluish-green, about
the si:lje of a dime. Hold one of these between
your eye and the point at which you are looking
nncl then move H slowly to the left with your eye
still fixed on the point and see ihow soon the
paper loses its color. This will be the limit of
that area of the retina in which that color is seen.
Repeat this ·experiment toward the right side and
rlownward and upward for both eyes and for all
three colors.
You will find that the area for the different
r.oJors is different and that in each retina there are
rlistinct red-seeing, blue-seeing and yellow-seeing
regions . FnrthermoJ'e, you will note that you still
rontinue to sec the paper long after it h as lost
its color.
·
Close observation will show that the yellow
naper ap,p·ears brighter although gray, that is,
lacking in coJor, the nearer it approaches the edge

of the field of vision. Can you imagine any special usefulness in such characteristics of the retina
in a wild animal or a man in the jungle?
6. While still looking at the fixed point, bring
one of your colored papers or your own finger
nail up in line of clear vision and then move it
away slowly outward with your eye fixed on the
original point. You will notice that at a certain
point the colored spot will disappear. This is
because the image is thrown on the point where
the optic nerve comes into the retina where there
arc no visual elements.
7. Try to discover the blind spot without some
such experiment, as for instance, looldng at the
printed page with one eye.
You will find no
place on the page or in your one-eyed vision of
the room, where you appear to see nothing, and
yet, there is a considerable area in the field of
one-ey•cd vision where you see notl1ing at all, the
mine'! filling up this gap with objects of the rest
of the field. In two-eyed vision, of course, there
is no such hiatus in the visual field for the blind
spots of the two eyes do not coincide.
8. Note the pupil of the eye in bright light and
dim light and when looldng at objects far away
and near by. Note the .relative directions of the
two eyes in far vision and near vision.
9. Strike a chord on the piano and then learn
to listen to eaeh particular note of the chord sepal"ate from the others.
10. Strike a single not-e below middle C and
learn to pick out the overtones by listening for
them.
·
.
Touch as to rdinarily described, is really composed of a number of sensations.
11. Tnlce the fine point of a sharp lead pencil
and gently tOllCh the skin of the back of the forearm over considerable areas, every point being
about on e-fourth of an inoh from the last point
touched.
.1\'-ote that you will find distinct areas in which
the touch appears waJITD, others cold and others a
prickly sensation. Note th·e difference between
these three types of sensations and the sense of
pl'essure.
12. With fine pointed calipers or carpenter's
compass, note the diff.~ence in the ability to distinguish their points as two, when separated by
some disrtance at the tip of the index finger, the
forearm, arm, shoUilder, middle of the back, and
tip of the tongue.
At the tip of the tongu{), the points can be
distinguished as two when only one-twenty-fifth
of an inch apa1·t, at the tip of the index finger,
wh en they are separated by one-twelfth of an
inch. They may still be perceived as one when
tl1ey are two or three inches apart, if both points
touch simultaneously the skin between the shoulder hlac'les.
Does the sensitiveness of touch in space perception var~· in different parts of tht' body with
the impm·tanrc of these parts in contact of the
environment? Js this a useful or useless arrangement?
We have given here only a few of the more
simple nl('thods of studying the sen sory apparatus
and processes by which we acquii·e the raw
material of sensory experience. A study of these
experiments will prepare you to better understand and train the thinking processes.
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LESSON THREE

FEELING, EMOTION AND INSTINCT
Sensation represents our first reaction
to contact with physical environment.
Sensation is not an end, it is only one
of the steps in the processes which lead to
the end for which all of these processes are
maintained.
The real end we seek, when we respond
to various conditions of environment by developing that experience which we know as
sensation, is the bodily adjustment we make
through the muscles and glands.
It may seem to you that you touch the

stove merely to find out if it is hot, or as if
you tap the bell merely to see if it will ring,
or that you look out the window merely for
the scene, and so far as your immediate experience goes, that really is the object you
seek.

•

This fe~ling varies with our own
condi lion !independently of the sensory
phases of the experience. For instance, if
you have eaten no oranges for weeks and
you find yourself eager for this food, you
have a very strong pleasant feeling in connection with the sensory experience. If you
have just eaten two or three and find yourself satiated, the feeling may not only be
laeking in pleasantness, but the experience
of the orange may be unpleasant. If, for
some reason or other, you have developed
an "aversion" to oranges, it may be very distinctly unpleasant. Yct the sensory phases
of the experience will in no degree differ because of your attitude.

There are two or possibly three kinds
of feelings. There are pleasant feelings and
unpleasant feelings, and some psychologists
think there is a class of neutral feelings.
But on the whole, you have the ability This third class, however, is so difficult to
to determine which ob}ects are hot in order define and its very existence is so uncertain
that you may avoid them, you have the cap- that we will treat it as if it did not exist and
acity for hearing sounds, in order that you say that there are really only two classes of
may identify and react towards objects feelings, pleasajll!t feelings and unpleasant
which are sources of sound. and you have
feelings.
vision, which shows you the appearance of
Now let us see what are the differences
your surroundings, in order that you may
between
pleasant and unpleasant feelings.
avoid enemies and find friends in those surIf
you
were
to place your hand on an auroundings. Sensation, therefore is merely
tomatograph,
a sort of swing hung from
a means of expression and adaptation.
the ceiling, which gives your arm perfect
A close study of your sensory exper- support and unlimited freedom of motion
iences will show that even the most simple in two planes, which it records on a movof them have another quality besides the ing tape, you would find that every time
total of those qualities we call sensations. any sense stimulation or idea aroused unFor instance, take such an object as an or- pleasant feeling, your arm involuntarily
ange. The experience of this object not moved toward your body, every time the
only has the sensory qualities of color, tem- feeling became pleasant, the arm moved
perature, pressure or resistance, volume, away from the body.
weight, (forms of muscle, tendon, and
If you study the activities of your
joint sense), and the anticipation of its glands. as by chewing crackers or .drY rice,
taste and smell, but added to these sensory you find that when your feelings are pleasqualities we have another quality of ex- ant, you secrete more saliva, when they arc
perience, which makes this experience of
unpleasant, you secrete less.
the orange peculiar to us. We find a "feelWhat is true of the salivary glands is
ing" of like or dislike, of pleasure or distrue
of all of the other glands of the body,
pleasure, pleasantness, or unpleasantness.
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as the sweat glands, kidneys and glands of
internal secretion.
The heart beats stronger, breathing is
freer, you take longefl ~tcps, S\Viing your
arms more freely, smile more easily, secrete more generously, the gastro-intestinal activities are more vigorous, when your
f eeling state is pleasant, less when the feeling state is unpleasant.
Thus we see that certain tendencies to
action are associated with each type of feeling.
A close study of these activities will
prove that when our experiences with any
certain objects are pleasant, we have a tendency to move toward them, when they are
unpleasant we have a tendency to move
away from them . \Ve have in this the explanation of feeling.
Feeling is the type of experience which
determines choice in animals having
volition who have not yet learned to, or do
not think. It continues to be useful in governing reactions to unimportant or ordinary conditions, even in the lives of those
who do think. Feeling is tl1erefore a forerunner of tl1inldng. It may be a substitute
for thinking.
Feeling is also useful as an indicator
of the organic value of our thinking.
While feeling is a state of experience and
therefore mental, it originates in the body.
Any certain feeling can be analyzed into its
component sensory and memory elements.
There are certain processes on which
life depends, going on in the body at all
times, such as breathing, digestion, the
beating of tl1e heart, the movement of the
blood, secretion by the various glands, and
neryous processes.
These processes normally do not give
rise to distinct sensations. However, when
they are all working properly we have a
sense of bodily well being. \Vhen any of
these processes are disturbed we suffer various degrees of discomfort from a general
feeling of indefinite illness to severe pain.
These conditions usually affect one or

more organs, probably only indirectly affecting the rest of the organs. Thus in
disease we have a more or less distinct pain
and discomfort in one region and a general disturbance in tl1e rest of the body.
The unpleasant feelings ruise from a
transient slight general disturbance of organic processes. Very rarely does such an
effect have a limited or local manifestation. In this way the feelings are quite different from diseases and yet tl1ey resemble
diseases in their origin.
In fact, any feeling of unpleasantness
indicates some degree of disturbance of the
natural organic life process; the action of
the heart is interfered with, it beats too
slowly or too rapidly.
In anxiety or fear tl1e secretions
are diminished or sometimes abnormally
increased.
The distribution of the blood
is irregular and changeable, as may
be noticed by the paling or flushing of the
face, the coldness of the hands and feet,
the disturbance of breathing and the looseness or tension of the general muscular
system.
Ordinarily these disturbances are not
so profound as to constitute a condition of
disease, and yet they are of the same type
and sometimes are frankly pathological.
The sensations resulting from such disturbances of tl1e natural organic processes
(and you will note these are the fundamental processes of life) result in that
phase of experience we call unpleasant feeling.
Please note that unpleasant feeling is
the result of the disturbance of the organic
processes, not the cause. When you have
unpleasant feelings it is because you have
already disturbed tl1e life processes, not
merely a threat that the life processes are
going to be disturbed, but the proof that
you have ah·eady produced disturbances
in your body which, if more severe, would
be a condition of serious disease.
Unpleasant feelings are warnings that
the life processes are being disturbed. You
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should give them the same sort of attention that you should give to actual pain or
crippling disability. Not only should you
put into immediate practice the principles
of good hygiene that would remove the
cause of tllis disturbance, but you should
also apply a remedy and continue in its
use until you have effected a cure.
The hygiene indicated in this condition
is to cease thinking such thoughts as produce
unpleasant feelings. The cure consists in
either allowing the normal courses of nature
to assert themselves or in s,t imulating them
to increasing activity and placing yourself
in such a position as favors the production
of thoughts which will produce pleasant feelings.
Pleasant feelings, like unpleasant feelings originate in the body, but they result
from exactly the opposite conditions to
tl1ose which produce unpleasant feelings.
Pleasant feelings result from mild stimulation of the normal life processes. They are
a result of a heighte11ing or increasing of
these processes. They indicate an increase
in health.
Take an illustration from your own
life: You have been housed up by a storm
for several days, but at last comes a bright
crisp day, when the air is fresh and stimulating. You are free from all duties, you feel
the call of the outdoors. You put on some
old things and go out for a tramp. The
smooth flow of your energies through responsive muscles and tingling nerves is a
source of increasing pleasure.

•

You walk sharply up the slopes, jump
the ditches with a feeling of vigor. You
whoop with overflowing animal spirits.. A
study of your heart action, your breathmg,
secretion, blood circulation and the evolution of energy in the cells would show that
all of the fundamental life processes are undergoing a mild, wholesome stimulation.
The result is pleasant feelings .
You come to the end of your walk and
turn homeward. Immediately you think of
all the unpleasant duties waiting you and of
the burdens you will have to take up again
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as soon as you get in, and at once it seems
to you 'that you have gone a long distance,
you have a long distance to go back.
You are tired, your steps are lagging,
you feel badly. A study of the fundamental
life proceSSies will show that now these same
processes are depressed. Where before your
Sil:ate was one of increasing life expression
and abounding health, now it is one of decreasing life expression and if the condition
were severe enough we would call it disease.
This comparison applies to all pleasant
and unpleasant feeling states. No matter
what is the cause of the pleasant feeling, it
results from the mild normal stimulation of
.the fundamental vital processes. The unpleasant feeling results from mild interference with, and depression of, the fundamental vital processes.
We might put this in another way:
When the thought processes and reaction
tendencies are in harmony with the basic
life processes, pleasant feeling states will result. When the thought processes and reaction tendencies are in disharmony with the
vital processes, unpleasant feeling states result. That is what is meant by harmonious
and inharmonious thinking.
'TI1is is why association with harmonious companions and living in a pleasant
environment promote health, whereas living with unpleasant companions and in an
environment whlch we do not enjoy, causes
disease.
Remember, when you find that an environment is pleasant it is because
your reaction to it is a wholesome one.
When you find an environment is unpleasant
you are merely saying that your reaction to
it has disturbed your life processes and induced in you an abnormal condition. Avoid
the causes of unpleasant feelings.

THE EMOTIONS
In the feelings the sensory element of
lhc experience predominates, but in nearly
all the feelings there is to be found more or
less of an idea or thought content.
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Thus, in the illustration given, as long
as you were conscious of freedom and of going away from the dreaded duties, your feelings were pleasant. As soon as you thought
of returning to them, your feelings became
unpleasant.

The pleasant emotions on the other
hand, promote good health and are powerful in proportion as their feeling states are
strong and their habitual tendencies persistent.

\\11en the feelings are of a mor e lasting
nature and the intellectual element more
impol'Lant this makes ihe ferling state more
or less permanent, independently of the
bodily activities and env!ronmental conditions. \Ve no longer call this state feeling,
but gjvc to it a new name. \Ve now call it
emotion.
These are the differences between the
feelings and the emotions. The feelings are
lransient and leave slight after effects. The
sensory element predominates. The emotions are lasting and strong feeling states
which persist from one crisis to another,
more or less independently of environment.
The thought element predominates.
All that has been said of the feelings
from the standpoint of health applies to the
emotions with even greater force. The emotional slates are stronger and m or e lasting
feeling states and indicate more profound
bodily stimulations or disturbances .
There is a cumulative effect from the
piling up and repetition of these disturbances. This develops an attitude of mind or
habi l of emotional reaction which lends to
make the disturbances, easier to induce.
In the unpleasant emotions a vicious
circle of unwholesome feeling may b~come
established. Thus, an experience of some
sort causes a disturbance of the vital forces ,
U1is results in an unpleasant feeling which
results in still further disturbance of the
vital processes which results in more unpleasant feelings which causes more disturbances of the vital processes, which results in unpleasant feelings and so on until
something breaks this circle and arouses
the victim.
V\Then you cultivate unpleasant emotions you are cultivating a most serious fonn
of inebriety, the vicious effects of which are
in proportion to the unpleasantness of the
feeling state.

ever, that even the pleasant emotions do not
produce the energies of the vital powers•;
they result from the stimulation of these
processes.
Continued stimulation will result in the using up of these vital energies
and work a sort of harm not much less
grave than the more directly hurtful unpleasant emotions.

It might be remarked in passing, how-

Life is no more 1to he lived in eternal
smiles than in eternal frowns. Smiles in
season, calm, unemotional, courageous
work and striving after the high goals of
life are required for full power and nqrmal living, for thus you learn to use the
higher powers of mind.
THE INSTINCTS
The instincts are those habitual modes
of reaction to standard conditions of envir onment which do not have to he learn.ed.
T hese are the race habits of reaction, some
of them arc associated with unpleasant feelings, but most of them are associated with
pleasan t feelings. In fact, pleasant feeling
is usually the result or reward of instinctive r eactions, so long as these are adequate to the needs of the occasion.
For an animal, or a very low type of
man living in a stale of nature>, inSitincts
are usually sufficient to determine all reactions. But for the higher type of man
living in an environment which he has only
lately modified or moved into, instinct will
no longer serve; there are lacking tl1e normal environmental stimulations and a proper adaptation of reaction to existing conditions.
When the Expanding Purpose in
man's life took him out of the jungle, or
rather caused man to remove the jungle
and to develop the broad fields, the cities,
machinery, and tl1e hooks of civilization,
it developed at the same time substitutes
Jor feeling and instincts as means for the
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government of the expressions and adaptations of life.
Imagination which sees ahead, reason
which plans and tests, take the place in
adult civilized man of feeling and instinct
in the animal and child.
Many men have never grown out of
the animal and child stages of existence,
but are still animals and children, or at the
best, savages in their life reactions. They
have a thin veneer of civilization, but a
great core of brute savagery and any severe
crisis soon breaks off the outer shell and
leaves them stripped Ito the naked flesh of
theiF barbaric natures.
Feeling, em.otion, and instinct have all
been of plimary importance in their day,
but their day for the dominance of life has
passed.
They stm have in1portant places, we
still depend upon them for the running of
some of the procesSies of life, and for showing us when we are running our lives according to the organic law.
But we must make them tal{e and keep
their proper places and govern our lives by
the ilhunined vision of the spiritually
awakened, · by the creative in1agination
assisted and regulated by reason.

EXPERIMENTS

•

You will find ·1l'he .r eading and stud;y of this
course of great value in itself, but to get its ut·
most value, you must apply its teachings and
you must train your mind.
You can carry on this mental training fairly
well alone, but you can do far better if you can
organize a group, even as few as three or four,
but preferably a larger number.
Select one· of your number as a leader and
proceed with your work in a methodical ~ay.
y 01.1 may have the same person as teacher mg~t
after night or you may each one be leader m
<rotation.
For those who wish to makC' a special study
for the purpose of teaching dasses from this
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Course, we advise that they take up the ComCorrespondence Course.

ple~e

The following drills for mental training are
intended to be suggestive rather than complete.
You at·e expected to invent others of your own,
after yo u have become proficient in the use of
these drills.

FEELING
1. Arrange a number of couples of stimuli,
such as a true chord on the piano and a discordant
sroup of notes; the smell of a rose and the smell
of an onion; a picture of beauty and a picture
or ugliness.

Note the reactions, bow one is pleasing and
the other displeasing. This inner reaction is
feeling, which is either pleasant or unpleasant.
2. AvPange a strong cord from the ceiling o,f
the room with loops at the bottom in which the
arm and hand · can be hung at rest. Seat the
sub.;ect ·a t the taQte so that when the arm and
hand are hung in the swing, a pencil in tib.e fingers will barely touch a paper on the table. Have
the subject close the eyes or at any rate keep them
away from the paper and leave his arm perfectly at reS!l:.
Now in some way give him an unpleasant
stimulation . Note that the hand will move toward the body. Give a pleasant stimulation. Note
that the hand will move away from the body,
as shown by the mark on the paper.
There is a simple apparatus (the AutomatograJ)Jh) that will make this experiment more accu!iate, but this method will work very well if the
subject will keep the band still.
3. Once you find out how to do this exp&liment, you will then find that met"ely thinking of
something that would cause displeasure or pleasure will give the characteristic reaction and
show the telepat•h ic sensitiveness. This is one
of the moSit delicate of al'l methods for testing
telepa.U1ic sensitiveness.
Plc'asanrt feelings t"esult in stimulation and
expansive action; unpleasant feelin.g s in depression and restricted .action.
4. While you are thinking of something pleasant, sec how many crackers you can eat and
swal:J,ow without drinking in a given period
of time. Then note the decreas·ed number when
yon nrc thinking of something unplensant. This
s.hows the effects on the glands of those tho'Ughts
nnrl experiences which are marked by strong
feelings.
5. Count the number of steps you take· when
wnlking a measured distance, when you are
feeling- fine, and then when you are feelint:;
bad. This will show the effect on the muscles.
·what rloes this experime11Jt indicate as to
the therapeutic impo,t'~tance of feeling?
What
practicAl ap,:11lication can you make in your
I'Verv flay life? In what fC'eling should you
meet your friends , do your work, liv·e your life?

LESSON FOUR

THE CONSCIOUS MIND
Part One
Sensation supplies the raw materials of
the knowledge of conditions of physical
life.
Feeling, emotion, and instinct direct
the reactions of simple creatures.
In the higher forms and all more highly developed persons, conscious thinking
takes the place of feeling, emotion, and instinct as a guide to reaction.
Thinking as a means for reaction gives
a greater variety of expression and adaptation, cnnbles the thinker to meet more different kinds of conditions with succC'ssful
reactions. Thinking makes it possible to
meet new or unusual conditions.
Feeling,
emotion and instinct are of value only in the
prC'senee of standard, common situations to
which the race of the actor has long been
subjected.
In many ways, thinlting is n vastly superior mode of reacting to environment and
represents one of the greatest steps in life
development.
In the life of each person, the same order of development is observed.
For the
new born babe, sensation and feeling conslHutc the whole range of its experience.
Instinct governs its actions. As it develops,
it acquires one after another of the tlrinking
powC:'rs.
Infancy, childhood and adolescence
should develop all of the different thinking
powers and should teach the person to use
them. Frequently, they do not.

with the grown-up children of the race, who
develop their bones and muscles and the
basal parts of the brain, but fail to develop
the higher powers of the conscious mind.
·while organic development and even
mental development depend upon the powers of the, unconscious mind, tl1e highest expression and the most successful adaptation
of your life are poss!ible only with the well
trained and self-governed conscious mind.
Your animal body will not make you
anything better than an animal; it takes
your human mind to make you man. Even
from the standpoint of one interested primarily in his own health and the health of
others, this is true.
There are a great many ways in which
we might demonstrate this fact. For instance, consider the use of one of the strong
emotions-rage. In the primitive man, or
the lower animals, tlris state of mind is a
preparation for ferocious attack or defense
and may well serve to bring about victory
over some important enemy.

Many persons come to maturity almost
as deficient in the ability to think as a little
child. They still react to environment on
the basis of sensation, feeling, emotion and
instinct.

In civilized man, there is no proper outlet for the energies which are involved in
such a slrong feeling and the result is that
the organism is prepared for a combat,
which is either delayed or does not take
place at all. Those substances which would
prove useful in physical combat act as poisons when retained in the blood.
Thus, the man who lives under the conditions of civilization where his fighting is
done for him by lawyers, policemen, soldiers, or with such weapons as money or
the prn, no proper outlet is afforded for the
chemical stimulall!ts tl1at are thrown into
the blood in a state of rage or strong fear.

The future of man, as man, lies with
the thinkers, those who learn to rise above
sensation, emotion and instinct. The future
of man, as one of the higher animals, J.ies

Therefore, it is obvious that it is to the
advantage of civilized man to replace rage
with some appropriate means for determining his reactions to his enemies.

•
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We have another important illustration
in the disastrous effect of feeling as a basis
for decision. The man who attempts to
make a decision on the basis of feeling frequently finds himself in such a complex environment, and with so many different warring feelings influencing him, that he is unable to make a decision and come to some
form of action .
In a state of primitive nature, failure
to act promptly usually would result in his
destruction, or at least to his great disadvantage. In a state of civilized nature, he
is protected by the social organization from
any immediate disastrous results of indecision.

•

He is thus allowed 1:o go on with one
set of tendencies pulling against another set,
wasting his energies, using up his life forces
and wasting life and opportunity. The only
cure is to put reason, imagination and the
higher powers of mind on the throne, let
them collect the evidence on which the decision must be made and then make the decision.
So long as you allow yourself to be
ruled by your feelings, you will find decision difficult to make; you will find your
mind an arena in which conflicting feelings fight an interminable battle while enemies plunder your wealtl1 of life, opportunity and power.
Furthermore, a well trained and highly developed conscious mind is necessary
for the understanding of the civilization
built up by superior minds.
A great proportion of the average run
of men do not in the least understand tl1e
civilization in which they live. This is one
of the reasons why our civilization has not
shown by its results that it really deserves
to be called "civilization."
It is not so much that its fundamental
institutions are wrong, as that the majority
of men are not able to use them. Our best
thinkers have produced an intricate, complex machine that must be kept in fine adjustment and must be properly manned to
work well. When manned by men who
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feel instead of think; who act on instinct
ins•tead of r~ason, it r egularly breaks down
and produces an inferior grade of output.
In spite of Jesus, Buddha, Plato, Shakespeare, Emerson, Edison, and thousands of
other men of all the different walks of life,
wh o have given us their ideas and the machinery for expressing them, we still have
worry, born of th e primitive passions; we
s till have rape, murder, and other crimes of
the ungoverned emotions. And we will continue to have them so long as men continue
to rule their lives by their feelings.
To which class do you belong? You
ans·wer this question every day by your manner of reacting to the conditions of your life,
not according to your desire, not according
to your pride of self, but only according to
whether you govern your actions by your
feelings or by r easonable thinking.
The m ental processes which lift you
above the animal and tl1en above the child
and fin ally above the savage are, (1), perception, (2) conce1Jtion, (3) reason, (4)
will, (5) apperception.
PERCEPTION

To the infant still confined to pure sensory experiences, the sensation, red for instance, is m erely an undefined experience
of redness. A sensation of smooth, cool
firm ness is nothing more than this. A certain pleasdng odor is merely this particular
pleasing odor. A certain pungent, pleasant
taste is nothing more.
When these experiences, however, have
been r epeated, and have been organized so
that the baby mentally reacts to all of these
different sensations witl1 one experience, we
find the baby taking the first step in the use
of the conscious mental faculties. It is now
using the faculty of perception, and this first
or ganization of sensation is a percept.
Forever afterwards that particular
spot of r edness will be the redness of an apple. Those certain touch sensations will be
the coolness, firmness and smoothness of
an apple. Those muscular experiences of
feeling about and over the apple, and of
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grasping it, wiLl be the form and slize of an
apple. That odor will be the odor of an apple. That taste will be the taste of an apple.
Presently any one of 11hese sensations will
bring before the mind of the child all of the
missing qualities and present the whole
apple in consciousness.
The child's experience now contains
something more than the sensations
through which it knows the apple. It contains a mental representation of the whole
apple which we call a percept.
This method of dealing with sensations
soon replaces the method first employed,
and before the child is at all well grown it
ha~l passed the possibility of normally having simple sensations. Forever after sensations give knowledge of the qualities of
things or percepts.
For instance, you hear a sound; it is
the sound of something; you sec a color, it
is a color of something; you smell an odor,
it is an odor of something, etc. You are
dealing with percepts.
A number of these percepts are of fundamental importance. Some are very complex in origin.
Take for instance, the perception of
spaces or distances. This perception originates in the experience of walking from place
to place, in reaching for things, in unconsc.iously noting the shade of color, the size,
the dimness or clearness with which 'we see.
Mter a few years of experience of
things in the ordinary way, we come to always ·place each object at some distance and
to confine every object lo a certain amount
of space. This space is not seen with the
eye, but it is seen with the mind, and it is
generally perceived as the things that occupy it.
Auditory space perception depends upon
two ears, and the difference of the strength
of the sound in the two ears.
We do
not perceive the sound as coming stronger
to one ear than the other but we do perceive
it as coming from some certain point in
s1pace because of the inequality of the stimulation of the two ears.

The percept is the experiential represensation of the external thing which may
be a material object or merely the space and
time in wl1ich material objects exist.
After we begin to form perceptions,
they constitute the raw material of our conscious thinking. The perception of an apple is useful to the child only in connection
with a particular apple, either present or remembered.

•

A feeble minded person may never go
beyond this state of mental development,
and may never be able to deal with things
except as perceptual objects. For instance,
a feeble minded boy when asked to spell
box, spelled it correctly-"B-o-x, box", but
when his feeble minded sister asked him to
spell a pile of them, he spelled "B-o-x, box,
b-o-x, box, b-o-x, box".
He was unable to deal with them except as individual percepts.
The normal
person very soon learns to abstract percepts
from objects and then through dealing with
these percepts to combine them in a more
complex organization called a concept.

CONCEPTION
The child who eats a red apple today, a
yellow one tomorrow, a green apple on the
next day and then on the day following,
stewed apples, soon ·a bstracts the idea of
apple from any particular apple or apples.
He now has a concept-a mental representation of a class of objects.
It is only a step further to find the common qualities of apples, plums, strawberries',
and peaches and SQ to organize experience
into the broader concept "fruit." The next
organization would be that which combines
in one idea the common qualities of all the
vegetable world.

Scientific education is to a very considerable degree a process of first discovering
the common characteristics and relationships of all different objects, and then of
reducing the number of terms necessary to
deal witl1 the physical world.

•
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Its ultimate result is always to reduce
all physical things to one term, as for instance "physical" and thereafter to be able
to speak of the physical universe. This process of organizing percepts is the process
called conception, one of the most important
of all mental processes.

•
EXPERIMENTS
The conscious facult1es are subject to training. Practice the following suggestive exercises,
and then as soon as poosible add to them exc.r cises of your own devising for the training of
the conscia>u.:; faculties.
Remember when you are training your conscious mental faculties, you are training yourself
to co111trol your life, to determine your destiny
according to your choice.
PERCEPTION

.

1. The leader o1· teacher places a number of objects on a table, covers tllcm 1with a cloth and
then sreats the other members of the g.ro·up around
the table. When the observers are ready for the
eXJperiment, the leader .r emoves the cloth for ten
seconds, then replaces it. Each of the observers
now wr1tes dow1,1 all the things he has observed
and all of the details he can. remember. Compare
your notes and see how much difference there
is in the observational powers of different members of the group.
Study the differences in your percepts. You
wi,U find that some perrceived one sort of details,
others a different sort of details. Some will get
general ideas of the object, and others particular
points. This will give you an index to your
habits of observation.
2. Now make a comparative study of the value
of difl'erent kinds of observation. See how it
would be to your advantage to observe some
things in a general way, others in a detailed way.
Decide which form of observation is mos.t p~'ofit
able.
As a means for training in observation follow out the lines suggesbed by this study, and
at each succeeding lesson devote some time to
training in perception. Continue to train until
you have learned to see all the importafllt points
of any object instantly.
You will soon learn to observe so correct1y
that :vou will be able to note all the important
details of even an unfamiliar obj-ect with only one
second of exposure.
Practice looking into a show window and
then enumerate and descrribe all the objre ds in
that window afber only a glance . Learn to note
all of the characteristic exprlessions, condition of
skin, clothing, general appearance, health, mood,
and other characteristics of a stranger you have
seen for only a moment.
Learn to observe things closely without sitting in judgment upon people. Do not become too
critical. Learn to take things as they are without
thinking how much better they c01uld be, unless
you are de~ling with yourself, and you are actually going to make some effort to change yourself in these points.
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3. Have someone close both eyes. Click a small
piece of stiff' ;paper or a toothpick centrally above
the head and have the subject point to where he
heaJT's it. If he points to one side of the center,
this indicates that the ear on that side is the
better of the two. By moving in the other direction wi•t h the object, you will find a point at
whic'h he will hear the click in the center. This
will indicate the dC"gree of difference in the acuteness of the two ears.
4. .With the subject's eyes closed, have different
persons in different parts of the rooon make simple, unusual noises, such as clicking a card or a
toothpick, and see if the subject can locate their
dkection.
5. Hepcat the experiment with complex sounds,
such as speaking words or the closing or opening of a door.
To what degme is auditory space dependent
upon familiarity with anll the complexity of
sounds heard? The peculiar shape of the ear enables us lo analyze and locate complex sounds in
space. Simple sounds can nOit be so easily located
in this way.
Your success in life depends to a very large
degree upon. your ability to see with yollii" mind
what comes 1n the range of your senses. Learn to
see with eyes that are open, to hear with ears
!ha.t are unstopped; to speak with a tongue that
1s mformcd and governed by a mind. Learn to
observe clearly. This is the v.ery foundation of
learning. Trainiug the faculty of perception is
training in observation.
CONCEPTION
G. Observe some complex scene, as a show window and classify the dift'erent objects that appeal
to you. Try to ·group them into as few classes as
possible. Can you l'ed·uce them all to one class?
7. Determine, by diJ·ect ~xperimcnt close observation, and the careful study of yo~r own reactions and the reactions of your fellow students
wJ;Iether it is best for th~ merchant to put many
things or o.nly a few things at once in a show
window. What. is the disadvantage of having a
gr~at many obJects?
How does this delay deCISIOn on the part .o.f the observer? What is the
advantage of many objects displayed at once?
&. Study the effect of the clothing worn bv
people in your observation of them. Do you find
~hat some .People dr~~s so that you get a clear
1dea ol the1r personalities'? Do other people dress
so that your idea of them is confusing? Is it important what impression the clothing gives?
How do ornaments car.r y out the general effect
or disturb the general effect?
How c:an you apply your o~servations to your
own .clothing, as a means. for mcreasing your attractiveness and for makmg a favorable impression upon your associates?
9. In class work, either present the names of a
great numbet· ~f objects of diffenent classes, oT
p1·esent the obJects themselves when convenient.
Classify them. Learn to do this quickly. Study
the basis of' your classifications. Is it advantageous to cla~sify things accm•ding to use, form,
colro r or their un,portance in your life?
':Vhat oJoassification is best? What is the reason for classifying at all? What relation does
this brar to reaction?
Learn to classify justly. Note the influence
of youn· prejudices on the classifications you make.
Practice in conception will fit you for dealing
with the world in a scientific attitude.

LESSON FIVE

THE CONSCIOUS MIND.
Part Two

REASON

WILL

In order to organize percepts into any
proper system, and to make a concept true
to the class it represents, the thinker musrt
have discriminative power, he must be able
to compare percepts and distinguish differences and similarities, form judgments as to
proper values and decide w.h ich belong in
the class he is forming.

It is not the function of mind merely to
perceive, conceive and reason. These are
only the mental steps preliminary to action,
and mind serves the highest function in
these processes when it enables the thinker
to make right action. We think in order
that we may act right.

Let us take for instance, our apple. If
we place an apple and tomato side by side,
we find them very similar in appearance.
We examine their blossoms, or cut them
open and find quite marked differences. We
decide they do not belong in the same class.
On the other hand if we place an apple
and the seed pod of a rose side by side, they
appear very different. Yet if we examine
their seeds and blossomS! and leaves, we find
many points of similarity, and finally decide
that they belong in the same large class of
plants.
This sort of comparative study of different plants leads us to place the tomato
and the potato in the same class, the apple
and the rose in the same class, and because
of more general common characteristics we
put all of them in a still larger class called
plants.
The process of thinking, by which we
arrive at such conclusions, is called reasoning. Reason has a great many different uses
and applications and should be, although
we are compelled to say that it is not, the
basis of all voluntary action.
The mental differences between men
are to a very considerable degree the differences in the soundness of their judgments
and the facility with which they employ the
faculty of reasoning in meeting unusual conditions in life.

If life were simple and presented only
one course of action, any further mental
processes would be unnecessary. However,
life is never simple; life is always complex
to complex man.

This is one of the chief human characteristics that man, being complex, touches
the world at so many different points that
life is always exceedingly complicated. There
are always a number of possible courses of
action. It is necessary, therefore, that there
should be some means for coming to a final
decision, when reason does not make such
decision unnecessary.
The power to make such a choice-to
determine definitely upon a cours·e of action,
and to hold the mind fixed in the direction of
its thinking until action can be performed,
is called will.
The power of will is merely the ability
to choose and to continue with a line of
thought.
The energies which have mistakenly
been attributed to will, are the energies of
thoughts themselves.

APPERCEPTION
As we ha ve seen above, the physical
world always appears to man as exceedingly
complex. The environment never presents
to him just one thing at a time, but always
a great number of things and each of them
bas a great number of qualities.
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To the lower animals these things probably do not appear so complex. They perceive only a few qualities of the things to
which they have capacity for reaction.
In order that man may perceive pro~
perly the particular quality with which he
is at the moment dealing, and yet not miss
any other points which may become more
important to him, or which he may need to
consider in dealing with the principal quality, it is necessary for man to be able to
hold one thing, or one quality of a thing in
the center of the field of attention, and yet
give a sort of secondary attention to other
things and qualities.
These objects of secondary attention
form a sort of mental background for the
foreground object in which he is chiefly
interested.

.

As we have seen, the power of dealing
with one thing through the organization of
the sensations through which we come in
contact with it, is perception. The capacity
for placing all other qualities or things in
the mental background is called apperception.

observation and adds past experiences to
make it complete and understandable.
You perceive your friend, you apperceive his environment and your past knowledge of him which would explain his being
in this environment and engaged in his present occupation.
You perceive the more obvious phases
of his expression and manner, tone of voice,
etc. You apperceive those elusive shades of
expression which really do more to determine your attitude and reaction toward him
than your perception of him.
\¥e often think we have formed intuitive judgments of people when as a matter
of fact, we have only apperceived actions
and characteristics which either enrich the
percept or prove it wrong.
Apperception is an important element
of our experiences no matter with what we
are dealing. The ability to correctly apperceive or "take in" the otherwise unnoted
features of an object of experience is equivalent to the ability to make accurate observations and to form correct judgments of
men and things.

CONSCIOUSNESS

Apperception plays a useful part not
only in preventing us from missing anything that might be important without having to give it too much attention when we
are busily engaged with something else, but
it also serves by adding the rest of the qualities needed to make a percept complete.

Consciousness is a simple state of experience and as such cannot be described or
defined, it can only be referred to. You
can understand consciousness only in so far
as you have been conscious and remember
the experience.
-

A great deal of our understanding, in
fact we might almost say 't he whole of our
understanding, depends upon our ability to
apperceive the secondary or background
qualities of the things we are studying.

Therefore, we are not attempting to define consciousness, we are only attempting
to refer you to your own expe:r;ience and to
help you to arrange, classify and interpret
that experience.

Apperception further reinforces the
function of conception by uniting things in
space and time which conception might not
so unite, and it adds force to the tendency
of conception to lead the thinker into the
spiritual world of cosmic relations.

Consciousness is awareness of a state
of experience. When the whole of your attention is given to some simple sensory experience, as a color, taste, smell, touch, so
that you are unaware of even the source of
that sensation or of yourself as experiencing
it, your state is described as one of pure
sense consciousness.
This state rarely occurs in its pure
form in the adult. It is characteristic of the

It has been said that
shows us the other side of the
side of the house, a part of an
from the eye. Apperception

apperception
horse, the inobject hidden
supplements
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very young infant. Usually you see, hear,
otherwise sense or think of, objects, percepts, concepts, ideas. Your state of consciousnes,s is more complex thim {hat of simple sense consciousness.
Very low types of creatures and undeveloped humans may be conscious only of
objects of observation. For instance, the animal sees its food, it is aware of its own desire, it knows its own sensations. Objects
associated with these sensations all probably have the same value, that is, they are
all objec s of consciousness.
It is only when the mind reaches a considerable · degree of organization and high
development that it is possible to be conscious of the self, or subject of consciousness, as well as the object of consciousness.

The little child perceives the world and
objects of its experience before it perceives
itself as that which has the experience,
At first •the child calls itself by the
name its parents call it. It is only after considerable development that it learns to
c:o1ll itself "I" and to know itself as a real
enLity, the center of its world, in a way separate from the world as the observer of it.
The culmination of the processes of
conscious mind is reached in the development of self-consciousness. You are a part
of tl1e universe, but so far as you are concm·ned you are a peculiar part, at its center
and the chief source of its meaning; master or slave principally according to the relative values you give to yourself and to the
rest of the world.
To be self conscious with a consciousness of your power is the beginning of mastery. To be self-conscious with a sense of
weakness, to feel that the not-self is. more
important and more powerful than the self,
is to be apologetic toward life, to be bashful,
timid, weak.
When you become truly self-conscious,
when you learn to know your inner self, you
will find that which Jesus called the Kingdom of Heaven; you will realize your relation to God and you will find power, m:lS-

•

tery, the sort of self-consciousness that enables you to forget yourself because you are
so sure of your own worth.

EXPERIMENTS
REASON
1. Let one of the students perform some complex
action, if possible unf~ar to the class, and suddenly stop upon a signal from the instructor.
Observe these actwns, make a no·t e of what the
actor would have done if he had not been stopped.
Then determine why eacl:J. of you believe that
particular action would have followed.

2. Place on the table some broken kitchen implcmen t as a coffee pot with a loose top, for instance, with the pin of the hinge missing. Also
place on the table some sealing wax, a hair pin, a
hammer, a pair of pliers, a screw driver, a bottle
of glue. Each student mentally reiP<airs the coffee pot, making note of the process by which it
is done and the articles used. Why do you us.e
certain articles rather than others?
You will call the ex.pJanations you give for
choosing cerrtain articles "reasons". What sort of
reasoning is this? We have two kinds of reasoning; inductive 1·easoning in which conclusions are
drawn from a great nwuber of similar facts and
conditions and deductive reasoning in which you
start with such a conclusion and reason to a certain conclusion applicable to this parHcular case.
D.id you use inductiv,e or deductive reason!ing
or both, in arriving at the conclusions on which
you ba&ed your actions in the repair of the coffee
pot? Is it practically of any importance to deterl1l!ine whether your r-easoning is inductive or
deduotive? Is it not more important to reason
than to label the particular kind of reasoning you
are doing?
Many persons think they know a great deal
about reason when all they know is what some
book says about it. Many other persons know far
more about it and u!>e it to much better advantage who do not even know a name for it, let
alone what particular bl'and they arc using.
3 Devise experim,e nts which will meet the following conditions: R~ason is always required in
order to make a difficult choice, or where there
is some element lacking necessary to make a
choice effective, as for instance, if the right materials for repairing the coffee pot were not present, reason wouJd be called upon to find in your
past expedences memories of something that
could be used. Reason must determine whether
the different things that are presented to consciousness by memory as a possible means for
making the repair will do what is required of
them.
4. Study your daily actions to find out and determine bow often they are reasonable and how
the greater use of reasoning would save you from
making mistakes.
Learn to reason and then instead of continually having to experiment with things themselves you can perform your experiments in your
mind, saving time, energy and materials.
Men who S'llcceed are men wh<l' observe correctly; who classify and observe in agreement
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with nature; who do not aillow the unimportant
background elements of experience to take the
place of the central perception; who choose quickly and abide by their choice; who use reason to
det<ermine that their choices shall be wise ones.
These are the men who succeed.

WILL
5. Recall some experience in which you had to
make a difficult choice b etween two alternative
actions or things. Endeav•or to discover the basis
of the choice you finally made. Consider whether
you could have chosen differently.
If so, wtbat
would you have been obliged to do in order to
change your choice?
6. The instructor should place on a table two
articles of food o·r drink, or other articles of the
same class, and as nearly as possible equally
desirable, covered with a cloth. Remove the cover for a few seconds whiJle each of you makes a
choice. Let each determine why you chose the
one you did.
7. Repeat the experiment with the difference
that each forces himself to choose the other object. Study your mental processes to see if you
can determine how you were able to make a
different choice. What did you do to make a
different choice? What was the consideration?
8. Now, instead of two objeets, place on the table
a number of objects of a class, as for instance,
an apple, oran•ge, banana, peach, pear, a bunch
of grapes or any other similar group. Then again
expose the objects and let each student now
choo-se one and determine whether your choice
is delayed or still made as quickly as before.
9. If you ,r epeat your original cho·ices remove
this object and repeat this experiment. Is it more
diffiouJt to make a choice with only two alternatives or with many? To what degree do previous experiences, prejudices and likings influence choice? Can you choose without reference
to these? Can you choose contrary to your wishes and feelings?
To what degree do your actions depend u;pon your power to choose? Study your own processes and determine whether you make similar
chokes between different classes of thing·s pre.
sented in consciousness.
Once having chosen a line of thougblt you then
express it with the power of that thought. wm
is the ability to continue to choose the same
thought until the desired result is achieved.

To cultivate will, cultivate making definite
and prompt choices. Learn to know your wishes.
Learn to choose and abide by your choice. In
order to have a strong will Y'OU must have ·a concrete, definite, continuous purpose that draws its
power from your deeper nature. and that unwaveringly fixes the destination of your life activities.
Your life ;purpose is a desilre which i!S cultivated by planning and by continuous work toward the attainment of its goal. GreaJt achieve-

ment is impossible without a definite purpose,
in which you feel that you rrealize your own life.
It must be your purpose and it must be a purpose
to which you are faithful. You can never. have
a strong will on any other ·terms.
The apparent strong will of those who lack
a fixed purpose is rather wilfulness, crankiness,
obstinacy, lack of adaptability, combativeness. A
greart many people pride themselv.es on a strong
will who have no will at all, for they have no
power to choose against some of their own feelings. They are not masters of themselves. They
are not masters of their own power to choose,
but they think and act under the contnoJ of some
feeling of the lower nature.
Study choice and will, until you thoroughly
the basis of your own choices. Determine whether you are choosing according to
some unworthy desire, acco·r ding to some life purpose or according to a chance suggestion of feeling and environment. Make yoursCI1f maSII:er of life
by making your thoughts and actions harmonize
with your central life purpose.
undm~staud

APPERCEPTION
10. Glance at or remember some certain object.
Describe it as you first ·t hink about it. Then add
to this first description as many mor-e qualities
and as many cha,racteristics of the surroundings
as you can remember.
·
You will find that an effort will enable you
to add a great deal of in~ormaUon to your first
description. You really have seen much more
than you are at first aware. This au.xiliary or
suipplementary material is thtll appercept. The
~rocess of seeing and placing this in relation to
the pe!"cept is apperceptLon.
Study the . ap;percept to determine its value
in perception. Is apperception necessary to clear
perception?
11. Observe some object. At the same time endeavor to give equal attention to aill of the surroundings and to all of the characteristics of the
ob.Lect. Then study the res\uilrt and determine
whether it is advantageous to see ev.ery part of a
scene with equal cle·a rness, or whether it is best
to .p•i ck out some one or few qualities, allowing
the rest of the elements of the scene to occupy
the background position of an appercept.
Do the higher mental processes to any degree duplicate the relations of percejption and apperception? Is it advantageous to have some
ide•as standing out clearly while others merely
furnish a background for these central ideas?
We have a parallel series in the point of clear
vision in the middle of the retina with dim vision around the edges; the percept seen clearly,
while the surrounding appercept is dim, the centl'al idea of a group of thoughts presented cleady
while the clusrtering associated ideas are only
slightly known . Is it probable that there is any
connection between these three sirnillar !'lelationships?
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THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND
Part One
Comparatively few of the life processes
are conscious.
Conscious mind, important as it is,
bears about the same relation to the unconscious mind that the foam on the surface
of a pool bears to the water below. The
currents, the power of the stream, the very
foundation and source of the foam is in the
hidden waters of the pool-not in the foam
we see on its surface.
Even the faculties of the conscious
mind, as the movements observed in the
foam, depend upon the underlying invisible
currents.
The source of your power is unconscious. The larger part of your life processes is unconscious. Those powers of mind
which govern these unconscious life processes, such as growth, development, repair,
healing, nutrition constitute the unconscious
mind.
You build your body, you determine
the form, size, strength, powers and functions of every organ in it, and yet you are entirely unconscious of the processes by which
you do these things.
Most of the motives which influence
your conscious life spring from the unconscious mind. In fact, the powers of life are
all unconscious. Some of their processes
produce consciousness, but the conscious
mind is a product of ,t he life process-not a
cause of it.
The conscious mind depends upon and
is closely related to the unconscious mind.
A striking example of the relation between the conscious and unconscious faculties is found in the faculty of reason. While
reason belongs to the conscious faculties, it
nevertheless is probably more than any
others of these, unconscious in its operations.

A close consideration of those mental
processes we have been studying as the faculties of the conscious mind will show us
that much of their work is done below consciousness. For instance, a great deal of the
process of perception is carried on unconsciously.
A great deal of the process of reason
takes place we know not how, the first conscious result being a judgment. It is often
necessary for us to inquire closely into the
matter to discover on just what our judgment is based.
Those mental operations which do their
work below consciousness are the faculties
of the unconscious mind. They are (1)
response to suggestion, (2) memory, (3) intuition, (4) physical control, (5) telepathy, ·

RESPONSE TO SUGGESTION
We have told you that the function of
mind is to direct the activities of life; first,
for expression, second, for adaptation of
expression to the conditions of the world.
In order that mind may be able to attune the personality to the world, it is necessary that it be responsive to the impressions of the world and to its own processes.
If the child made no response to the suggestion of the apple, it would never be able
to perform the actions which would make
it profit by the existence of the apple. If
it made no response to the suggestions of
its friends, it would never form those close
social relationships, which are so important
in personal life.

Furthermore, if it can not respond to
the suggestions of its own past experiences,
it can never learn better ways of thinking
and acting. This faculty of responsiveness
which enables us to attune our processes
of expression to the world is called response
to suggestion.
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You have an unconscious ability to respond with appropriate reactions to the suggestions of your own thoughts and the suggestions of environment.

INTIDTION

That which makes it possible for us to
recall some past experience and which constantly supplies the background interpreting
material for other phases of present experience is memory.

Suddenly, it is as if a light shines into
your mind and the subject is forever after
illuminated, full of meaning.
You have
gained a realization of what it is all about.
Intuition has finally given knowledge commensurate with the information you got
from the book.

Thinking an,d experience based on
sensation give us information, but they do
not give us knowledge or understanding.
MEMORY
We can get information from others
One very common phase of most of our and from the world tl1rough observation,
experiences is a sense of familiarity with but knowledge comes wholly from within.
certain parts of them. We know that nearly
That faculty by which we bring knowall of our experiences have a central theme, . ledge from omniscience into consciousness
which appears new and less familiar, which is intuition.
we call "the present".
It is by means of intuition that we acAround this central "present" are clus- quire knowledge just!: as by sensation we
tered a great number of more or less vague acquire information of the world. Intuiphases of experiences which are familiar tion is the bridge between the conscious
life and the omniscience of Being.
and which we call "the past"·.
Let us borrow an illustration once used
Frequently, even the central element of
for another purpose. You may study some
an experience is a renewed phase of a presuch subject as algebra, learn the rules,
vious experience.
even apply them, and yet the whole stU.bThe process of bringing any phase of ject remains dead and .an unknown quanpast experience back into the clear field of tity to you. You have no realization of its
attention is called recollection.
meaning.

Memory might be described by paraphrasing a law in biology as, the law of the
persistence of the mentally existing. Once
a mental fact, always a mental fact, of that
personality. We never forget ariy least detail of experience. It may be lost to recall
but it is not totally lost.
We see a striking instance of this in
some peculiar persons and under extraor<linary conditions. A case is recorded where
a servant girl under hypnosis spoke classic Hebraic phrases which she had heard
without understall(ling them when she was
in the employ of a university professor
many years before.
Although she had never been conscious
of hearing these phrases, she had an indelible record of them in her mind.
This is true of all phases of experience,
and of all human minds. You never really
forget anything you have ever known.

''rhen intuition once gives a full understanding of any subject, you find yourself
master of that subject. Omniscience is available to all men. The man who learns to
use intuition has unlimited knowledge at
his command.
It is by intuition that we know in all
cases. To intuit is to know. Sensation can
not enable us to know. We may see, hear,
taste, smell or otherwise sense some object
for a long time before we know anything at
all about it. Such knowledge as we gain of
it is gained through intuition.
It is by the meeting of intuition and sensation and by the union of the information
sensation gives with the knowledge intuition
supplies that we learn .to understand the
world we live in and are able to make proper adjustments to its conditions.
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\Vhen a man looks wholly without. depends entirely upon sensation and the sources of information he can reach through sensation, as contact with objects themselves
and reading books that are written about
them, or listening to teachers that are telling about them, he is filling his mind with
information, but such information can
never give knowledge.
\Vhen a man takes everything that sensation can give, both by direct study of objects and by the assistance of teachers and
then to this he adds the knowledge that can
be gained by becoming quiet and giving intuition an opportunity to work, he adds
knowledge to information. Thus he learns
more than men have taught him, or can
leach him.
You live in two planes of life. You live
in the relative and also in the absolute.
In the world of relations you know
things in relation to eac.h other.
In the
realm of the absolute, you know principles,
c~uses, laws, all truth of both realms.
Knowledge comes from the realm of
the absolute alone. It comes through intuition; it comes to him who has learned
to listen to the inner wisdom; him who has
made straight the way of the Lord, by faith,
trust, unhurried, unworried thinking.

EXPERIMENTS
The unconscious faculties cannot be trained
fo1· they are .perfect in their action, but you can
train yourself in their use.
RESPONSE TO SUGGESTION
1, Divine the Class into two groups by giving
them consecutive numbers. Let the odds oount
tJ1c pulse of the evens. Then let the instructor
spend ten minutes giving suggestions that they
feel excited, that their hearts are beating faster.
At the end of ten minutes again count the pulse.

3. Let the instructor yawn widely and then obs~ve the number of students who also yawn.
This experiment must be made without waro.ing.
4. Devise other original experiments to test responsiveness to suggestion. Study your own experiences, study them to determine how frequently your feelings, and to what degree your
thoughts, are due to your responsiveness to the
suggestions of environment.
A course of study will show that many persons arc very responsive to suggestions of ill
health and fa~lure, but unresponsive to therapeutic or beneficial suggestions.
5. Note the attitude Qf mind and geneii"al feeling tone, and see if you find any connection between your feelings and responsiveness.
Let each of you make a note of your geneflal feeling tone, study this in connection with
your responsiveness to the experiments of the
evening.
You will find you are re's ponsivc to good sltlggestions when you cultivart e pleasant feelings; you
ane responsive to bad suggestions when you cultivate unpleasant feelings. Is it of practical importance to control your generaJl feeling state?
MEMORY
6. Let the insbructor read a sentence of ten
words from the lessro n, with the words mixed indiscriminately. Let each of you then write down
as many as you can remember of these words
and in the order in wlrich they were read.
7. Read ano·t her sentence of equal length with
the words in their proper relation. Write down
immediately as many as you can remember in
their proper order.
Does association of ideas assist recollection?
The faculty of memory is perfect and under proncr conditions the list of unrelated words could
be reproduced as accurately as the words of the
sentence. Is this exercise a training for memory
or a training for the use of memory in recollection?
l'l··~.r~
8. Reai! anothe'f sentence of abo1ut the same
length, tll<'n turn to some other part of the
rom·se and read for five minutes about something entirely foreign to the test sentence. Then
write as murh as vou can of the trst sentence.
Dol's the introduction of irrelevant material make
recollection more difficult?
9. Reneat tlw !'x.periment with the difference
that after the test sentence is read, the instructor
reads for five minutes in the Irsson following the
test sPntener. Does the introduction of relev:mt
ma!e1·ial assist recollection.?

The experiment may also be made with each
of you counting your own pulse, but this is not
likely to be so satisfactory.

10. Let each eniteavor to trecall the sentence in
experiment No. 7.
11. Say to yoursc.lrf. "I cannot remember, I cannot rernrlil. I am losing my memory. My memory
is noor". Rl'neat this for one minute trying to
believe it. Then repeat experiment No. 7. Does
a 1apse of time interfere with recollection?

It will be found that some show a marked
rhnnge, others verv little if any chang!' in pulse
rate as the result of the suggestions received. This
is a measur!' of responsiveness to this particular
suggestion.

12. Now rtssure yolllrself that you have a good
memorv. that you can pay close attention. that
von can reml'mber everything you hear if you
wish, that your memory is perfect anrl your recollection is efficient. Repeat for o.ne minute try-

2. Repeat the experiment with the evens counting the puls!' of the odds.

J
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ing to believe what you say, then again repeat
experiment No. 7. Does t•he attitude of mind toward memory and recollection influence the power to recall?
You must take into account the fact that in
both cases the attention wil~ be diverted from the
test sentence. The success of the expe1iment will
depend to a con-siderable degree upon your
familiarity with it and your ability to forget the
fac.t that vou arc experimenting. On this account
it is necessary to repeat each of these eXil)eriments
a number of times before you form your conclusions.
Observe the types of memory of different persons.
13. Let the instructor read a paragraph which
presents a comP'lete idea and then record as many
of the words read as you can remember. Then
have each of you write your own statement of
the idea presented in the para•g raph.
Do the same students who can write most of
the words have the greatest ability to grasp and
reproduce the idea?
It ·will be obscrv.ed that some perso•ns lb.ave
a gQiod recollection for words; some for ideru; and
a poor recollection for words.
14. Each of you review your ;past experiences
during these tests and make a note describing
your e<rnotional state. Wea·e you confused, timid,
embarrassed, fearful. or at case? Study the results of your work in connection with these feelings and determine whether the feelings arc imJJontan•t in connection with memory and recollection.
1!1. Have two persons read aloud at the same
time from two diff('rent parts of the Course dealing with different ideas. Then let each of you
record as much as you can from memory.
Does division of the attention and confusion
in the emrjronrnent interfere with the accuracy
of the recollections?
16. Devise experiments to determine whether
some persons have better visual recollections
than others and whether those who have the best
visua1 rec.ollection.s-that is the best recollections
for things they see-have also the best recollections for things they hear.

•

'Vould it be of any importance to determine
for younself whether you recall best what you
have read or heard read? Would this be of any
practical importance to you in studying this
Course? Can you learn faster by reading aloud?
INTUITION
17. Let the iastnu<Ctor read to the Class from new
material, such as the Weltmer Institute Complete
Correspondence Course, a seotion teaching some
one defin.ite point ill' right livingi, while you
listen with consciousness of your power to know
all truth, to understand all teachings.
After the reading, sit quietly relaxed, meditating on what has been read with the conscious
feeling that tJh:e information thus received
through the ear wm be met from the absolute
consc1o·mmess with an underSitanding or knowledge that will illuminate that information with
realization of its truth.

Observe the result, the time required for arriving at an understanding of the material under
consideration, and tl1e manner in which understanding com~. Repea·t the experiment a numhel· of times and note any changes that take
plnce, as, for instance, 'the s'hortening of time
requirf'd f.or the action of irutuition and the increas.ed clearness of the knowledge received.
18. Repeat the experiment wibh the difference
that vou feel :vou depend entirely Uipon your
consci·ous faculties and tl1e ability of the instructor tfJo• CX.'dlad n' the 'i.d'.cas und<elr cotnsidCinlltion.
Instead of waiting in quiet meditati<m for infui·tio·n :bo acJ!: f.o·l'l owing tlhe rea'ding, g'D.ve an
immediate explanation.
Compare the results of the two experiments.
Ts rn1ict meditation a favOir'able condition for bhe
~rfion of intuition? Or is an immediate demand
~or PX;p•l lmation a more favorable condition? Do
sonv• nrrsons understand better when they att<'mnt to give an immediate explanation of somethin!! iusil: read to them? Do others get a better
l'nrlrrst~nding wl1en tllPy have time for meditation? Does intuition ::trt for some persons in one
w~v ::~nd. others in anothe1r? Are there some cert::~in d<'finite n1les bv whir,h intuition can always
he made to act better and the same for all persons?
Devi~oe origina•l
these questions .

experiments

for

studying
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THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND
Part Two
PHYSICAL CONTROL
·when God sent His Son into the world,
according to the Biblical account, He sent
Him into an ordinary human body made
of ordinary earthly material and associated
Him with ordinary men.
God sent His Son into the world and
made Him a part of the world for the time.
Man expresses Divine purpose in the
worlrl and his expression is of the world.
For the time of his earthly life, he belongs
to the world.
In order to achieve this result, it is necessary that man have a form which partakes of the earth, a mind which partakes
of the intellectual world, and a spirit which
partakes of the things of the spirit.
That which enables man, the eternal
being, to embody himself and then use this
body, is the faculty of physical control. It
is this faculty which enables us; in the first
place to take the raw materials of our foods
and build them into a body which we endow
with our life; in the second place, to build
the kind of body we desire: in the third place
to govern this body according to our purposes.
When we become able to exercise the
full power of the faculty of physical control,
we can build our bodies as we wish; we can
rebuild them if the need arises.

TELEPATHY
There is a story told of two boys looking at a brick wall. The first one asked what
the stuff was between the bricks, and the
other informed him it was mortar.
His next question was, "Well, what is
lhe mortar for?"
The second boy replied, "It is to hold
the bricks together."
The first boy then objected, "Quit
fooling, you can see it holds 'em apart".

In this same way, we ordinarily speak
of space as dividing or separating things,
when as a matter of fact, space binds together all space-conditioned things. Gravitation binds together all material things.
As space and gravitation unile all objects of the universe and time makes their
changes characteristic series,, so minds and
all mental events are united. That which
unites all mental events and makes them
parts of series is memory.

In the mental world, memory is like
time in the physical world, while telepathy
is like space and gravitation in the physical
world.
All our thoughts in some manner influence the total of human thinking and according to our thoughts we attune ourselves to
the total of the world's mental activities and
so make ourselves subject to influence by
others who are thinking as we are.
Telepathy is to the spiritual and unconscious mind of man as the spoken or
written word is to the conscious mind of
man.
Telepathy belongs to the spiritual
world. It is a manifestation of a Divine and
perfect law and perfectly operates only in
the transmission of perfect thoughts.
Stand before a piano, press down the
loud pedal and speak in perfect voice any
vowel sound. The piano will ans·w er with
the same sound. If, however, your tone is
imperfect, the piano makes only a confused
murmur and does not speak back to you
clearly.
When you are thinking confused, destructive, harmful and imperfect thoughts,
the Divine and perfect law of telepathy, like
the perfectly tuned piano, does not react to
your mental confusion and your thought is
not reproduced nor carried into . the Divine
mind.
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This is a very important fact. Most
people believe in influence from a distance,
believe in the power of others to influence
them, especially for harm.
The real reason for this is not that they
understand anything about telepathy, or
that they are especially interested in it, but
merely that they find in their conscious lives
many influences they do not understand and
which seem to come to them fr om some unknown source. They are not willing to accept responsibility for many of their own
purposes, desires and tendencies and telepathy seems to give them an easy way out.
They are thus able to. "pass the buck" to ·
someone else. They feel that someone is
prompting them to do these things they are
ashamed of and yet continue to do.
We had two patients at one time, neither of whom knew the other was consulting us. Each complained that the other was
forcing him to think unwelcome thoughts
and forcing him to do shameful things. Each
was afraid of the other and blaming the
other. As a matter of fact, neither of them
was trying to harm the other. Both of them
merely happened to be that sort of shirk
who is unwilling to accept responsibility for
his own life and therefore seeks to blame
someone else f~r his thoughts and actions.
Telepathy is a means for transmitting
thought, but it is not a very efficient mPans
under ordinary conditions. Years of careful experiments have proved to us that exceedingly sensitive sUbjects are required for
the transmis.sion of telepaths with anything
like the clearness that the average person
who thinks other people are influencing him,
pretends to receive their commands.
This of itself would prove absurd the
idea that other people are giving them their
thoughts.
No telepathic receiver has ever
been able to receive thoughts with -any such
distinctness.
If you should imagine that someone else
is causing you to think some certain thought
and that thought comes at all clearly to your
mind, and this experience is repeated more
than once or twice, you may be sure that
you are deceiving yourself. These thoughts
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come from your own repressed desires and
frustrated ambitions.
Furthermore, as we have explained
above, only those thoughts in agreement
with Divine purpose, those thoughb which
are harmonious with God's universal laws,
can be transmitted in full strength.
You have no need to fear the hurtful
thoughts of others. You would be wasting
your time and injuring yourself if you tried
to send bad thoughts to others. You need
not be afraid of any other man's evil
thoughts. He is destroying himself if he
thinks them and so long as you are thinking
right thoughts, you are perfectly safe. Telepathy is a part of the Divine Plan and as
such it is in keeping with the Divine order.
COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS
When you learn to use the perfect faculty of memory and you reasonably respond
to the suggestions of all manifestations of
Divine purpose in the universe; when you express your life in perfect harmony with the
Divine Plan and through the faculty of
·physical control make your body perfect
and its adaptation to the environment therefore perfect; when you enlighten the mind
by the correct usc of the perfect faculty of
intuition; when you realize yourself one
with all minds and contribute perfect
thoughts through telepathy to all minds, you
rise to cosmic consciousness, awareness of
your oneness with God and all of God's creation.
When you add to cosmic consciousness
a consciousness of God's Eternal Being, potential of all that has been, is, and may be,
source and end of your own life, measure of
your power and understanding, you attain
to the Christ consciousness, yol). enter the
Kingdom of God, to which state all other
things are added.
THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
A considerable amount of the unconscious energies find expression under the
control of a mass of repressed, half-forgotten and temporarily unconscious desires,
purposes, impulses and tendencies, which
are stored in memory.

THE WELTMER BRIEF COURSE
This part of the memory content exercises such a strong influence and is to such
a considerable degree independent of truly
unconscious and conscious mental processes
that it iSJ often called the subconscious mind.
A great many persons confuse the subconscious with the unconscious mind. No
such confusion should be possible. The unconscious mind is the builder, the governor
and repairer of the body. It is the supporter
of all mental processes. It is by far the
greater part of the mind.
The unconscious mind is not developed
nor is it added to by repreSISion. The unconscious ·mind is complete and it is perfect.
Its energies may be misdirected; its processes interfered with by the conscious mind
and its persistent effect the subconscious,
but neither the conscious mind nor the subconscious constitute in any way a proper
part of the unconscious mind.
The unconscious is the root of the plant :
it is ·the hidden sap; it is the invisible process of life.
The visible stem, leaves, fruit and flowers are the conscious mind, which withers
and dies without the unconscious. The form
given by the grower's hand, the lopping off
of branches here, the grafting on of branches there, the bending of tihis and the breaking of that other twig; all of these after-effects of the stimulations and interferences
with the normal life processes are to the
plant, what the subconscious is to the man.
The subconscious mind is the habit
mind. It is made up of the tendencies, purposes, inhibitions and other influences of
environment and training.
If you have stored in your subconscious
mind certain wrong tendencies and habits;
if you have filled it with fear, dread and
anxiety, the subconscious is a veritable devil
hounding you into a hell of regret.

If, on the other hand, you have srtored
your subconscious mind with clear, definite
purposes, confidence, and faith, it re-inf~r
ces the unconscious mind in its work of
manifesting the Divine perfection.

If you find that your subconscious
mind is causing trouble, interfering with
your normal life processes, begin at once giving constructive suggestions to yourself by
thinking right thoughts, thinking of the
things you desire, thinking of and planning
for and working to bring about in your
life, the realization of your dreams.

The subconscious mind is suggestible
without limit. By learning and properly
employing the laws of suggestion, you can
make your subconscious mind an important means to . the attainment of whatever
you desire.

EXPERIMENTS
PHYSICAL CONTROL
1. Relax; now breathe deep1ly, and holding the
breath, strain toward the feet, the hands, or the
head, or any other part of the body, with a feeling that the breath is being sent to that part. Repeat this a few times and it will be observed that
sucll a par·t of the body has become notrl.ceably
warmer, due to an increased flow of blood.
If there is p.ali.n in any part use this method
for bringing ease and comfo-rt to that part. It
may require several rejpetiti'Ons, buil: if persdsted
in it is certain to relieve .t he pain.
Does the bread:h realily go to the feet, hands
or head or any part of the body? Can the breath
leave the lungs? Since obviO'Usly it cannot, we
must account fo·r the effect on some other groundS.
The fresihly oxygenated blood is carried in excess tto 1Jb.e part in question as will be shown by
tihe following experiment.
2. Without changing the breathing, concentrate
your mind on illhe feet, hands, head or other parts
with the feeling ·t hat fresh riob bJ.ood will flow
iDJ excess to 1Jbiat pa:rlt, bringing comfort, ease, and
warmth. Repeat this experiment until any part of
the body can be made warm and comfortable with
one minute's concentration.
3. If it is desired to make the experiment more
conclusive, provide a strong board six feet long
and sixteen inches wide, with one-inch cleats
nailed at the ends to prevent splitting. Near the
center of this board, but about eight inches nearer •the head end than tihie fioot end, two twelveinch pieces are nailed on its edges so they sroand
at right angles to tlle longer board. A-t the upper
edge of these twelve~inrch side-boards nail firmXY a tWlo-inch piece that stands out at right angles.
A!ttach ·a hard steel plate to the under sltlrface of
eadh of these pieces.
Now poocul"e from tihe ha,rdware store two
very large short wood scT'ews. Set each of thes:e
wood screws on the ~orward edges of kitchen
chairs, placing these chairs so that the bed-board
will be supported on the points of tihe screws by
the two steel plates on lthe under surface of the
right angle two inch pieces that aJl"e fastened to
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the side boards. You now have a practical "tilting bed".
p,]:ace one of the students on this bed-board
and move him back and forth on it until he balances as nearly as possible. With some IIl;OVeable object such as a book, the balance can then
be made p~ect by shifting this "weight" as necessary. Have the subject lie in this position for
fifteen minutes in order to get adjusted to the horizollltal positiJO'Il, meanwhile balance him from time
to time to keep btis ;p,osition as nearly horizontal
as possible.
Y10u are now ready for tlhle experiment.
He is now to think of his feet as in the above
test, paying no attention whatever to his breathing.
You will observe that although he is in constant swinging motion due to preathing movements his feet are sho·w ing a greater downward
swing' than before, proving that blood has been
displaced, toward !bds feet.
Have him now reverse the experiment to send
the blood to his head, and you will observe the
head swing down farther and f3;rther ea<;!h ti:ne,
Slbowing the movement of blood m that direct10n.
After you have become familiar with this experiment and 1have found some very good subjects,
then you are ready to use the experiment for the
study of telepathy.

4.. Devise experiments which will show the effect of your thinking on various processes and
powers of the body. Study the reactions to food,
drink and water in different monds. Eat every
me~1, for a ·period of two weeks, with the oonsciousness of your power to take 1liP the raw
materials of your foods and build them into the
kind of a body you desire.
Keep in mind whi'le you eat, just the condition of body you wish foil', an the while conscious that you ca.n obtain from these food materiaJJS what you need to express your ideal.
Observe and report to your class at the end
of two weeks the results obtained.
TELEPATHY
5. You all know how to play the "willi~g
game." Have one of Y<?U leave the room a_nd m
his absence plan for him to do some partlcular
thing, as, find a certain object, sit in a certain
chair, Oip'en a certain drawer, or something of
the sort. Blindfold him and bring him back to
the room and make him do as decided upon. At
fi: st iblo~d his ihand.

6.
After a few successes in this way then
try it without touching him. Cause him to do
wlb.at h3JS been determtiiJJed upon by "willing"
that he shall.
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7.
After a subject has been so thoroughly
trained that he can every time do what you
"will" him to do, then divide the class by choosing up "sides", each "side" "willing" him to do
a different thing.
Does the subj.ect carry out the idea better
when you bold his band? If so, why? To what
degree does unconscious muscu.loar leading assist
him? Are th.e subjects who are most successful when their · hands are held the most successful when there is no contact?
Is it possible that unconscious direction by
the involuntary expressions, movements, catching the breath, glances of the eyes on the part
of the other members give direction to the subject? Have you taken proper precautions . against
all such means for unconsciously guiding the
subject?
8.
Does the contest of two different sets of
commands con.fuse the subject? Is one "side"
ffi()IJ:'e successful than the other? If so, gradually
shift the members of the successful side one at a
time, to the unsuccessful side.
9.
If, after such a change, the unsuccessful
side begins winning, drop out the last person
shifted, lett'ng him take no part. Even have
him leave the room if necessary, and then continue to shift until the unsuccessful side again begins winning. Then try this one person in contes·t with all the others to determine whether he
was the call!se of fbe success of his side.

Can one especially gifted sende·r overbalance
a number of other less successful ones? Continued .ex;periments Slbould at least determine
which members of the cla~s are the best receivers, which a.re the best senders and whether some
senders and receivers are more successful than
other combinations.

10.
Send telepaths to persons who do not
know you are trying to influence them, suggesting to them that they write you some certain idea
in a letter or that they make some certain statement they are not Iike'y to make.
Try this
experiment with those who are near to you,
with others who are less closely as~ociated.
Does community of feeling and personal interest
assist telepai.hlc transmission and reception?
11.
Send telepaths of hope, strength and healing to some sick person. Observe the result. Can
healing be accomplished by telepathy?
If you wish to contribute to the force of the
world's thought, see that every thought you give
to the world mind is a constructiv.e thought, a
helpful thought, a thought wbicl1 will bless those
who receive its influence. Such thoughts are in
harmony with the Divine purpose and are reinforced by tl1e Divine mind. Suob thoughts are
transmitted by the perfect law and echoing back
to you will bring to you blessings o.f the kind
they carry.

....

LESSON EIGHT

THOUGHT
ing a definite right intention, it is because he
Thought is the action of mind.
Every action of mind of which the form, has attuned himself to the expression of the
purpose and power can be determined, is a unchanging purpose of the Infinite.
complete thought. Lacking in any one of
The Ego, or real man, is satisfied only
these elements it is incomplete.
when it can act in harmony with Infinite
An action of mind must have form, that Mind through constructive thought.
is, the plan by which its purpose is to be
The result of constructive thinking is
attained; it is an expression of purpose; it manifested on every plane of life. On the
must have power so it can achieve its pur- physical plane it brings health and strength;
pose.
on the moral plane, virtue and high characThought is always either constructive or ter; on the commercial plane, success; on
destructive; if it is of a constructive nature the intPJlectual plane, power and accomit is indestructible.
plishment; on the social plane friends and
A constructive thought is complete and fame.
has its origin in the impulse of hope, which
Thought affects the body according to
is the highest aspiration of the human soul. the nature and power of the thought. To
Constructive thought is always in harmony thinl\. repeatedly of any certain part of the
with Infinite purpose and is associative and body, will affect the function of that part
cumulative.
according to the nature of the thought
i.'hought exists in a universal sense. The directed to it.
human mind is capable of receiving, transExercise without proper thought is far
lating, and transmitting thought direct from less productive than exercise taken with conInfinite mind.
structive thought.
ORIGIN OF THOUGHT
Thoughts starting in a conscious intenThought has its origin where life has tion to attain perfection will cooperate with
its origin. Man's mind is one of the med- unconscious thought in doing its1work periums through which it finds expression. fectly and definitely.
Man is simply an individualized expression
When a conscious thought is directed
of Lhe Infinite.
by a definite, constructive, unchanging purIn Divine ~anifestation, thought finds
pose its possibilities are unlimited. The
expression as the essential nature of everymind which is capable of formulating some
thing that has existence. Divine thought is
particular, definite determination, has withalways harmonious.
in itself the power to accomplish all things.
Every thought which has a definite
This is not a matter of forced striving;
constructive purpose attracts to itself out of
it is only necessary to form in the mind a
the immeasurable thought world, all other
clear concept of the constructive intention
like thoughts, associating them with itself,
and hold that concept unchanged.
"The
adding their powers to its powers. A conFather indwelling doeth the works".
structive thought not only has the· support
THE EFFECTS OF THOUGHT
of the individual who gives it expression,
All
thoughts affect the body in some debut associates the thought of every person
gree.
The
effects of those which do not
engaged in constructive thinking along the
intimately
relate
to the body are indirect.
same lines and adds to itself the strength of
There are certain trains of thought
Infinite Mind.
The highest impulses of man are di- which produce attitudes of mind that have a
rcetly associated with Infinite Mind. There- very powerful effect upon the physical confore, when a man thinks a thought contain- ditions.
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For instance, thought~ which create in
the mind a feeling of hope tend, by their
effects upon the body, to rebuild worn out
tissues and regenerate the whole man.
On the other hand, thoughts which produce an attitude of fear will tear down and
in time destroy health.
To learn to control these thoughts and
in turn, their effects, is one of the principal
tasks of the student of the Weltmer Method.
Replace discouragement with hope, forget
your troubles and fears, entertain those
thoughts which build up.
Put your mind in harmony with the
Divine Plan and allow the healing power of
God to restore you.
Hope is that passion or impulse that
reaches out for perfection.
Hope is in harmony with the law of our
being. Hope produces vibrations in the
body which are constructive, and which tend
to arouse the best in us.
Fear i~ contrary to the law of our being,
interfering with the natural processes, tearing down and destroying.
Hope is strengthening, fear is weakening. Under the influence of hope one can
sometimes perform feats that seem ordinarily far beyond one's power. Under the influence of fear man loses his natural powers
and becomes a weakling.

THE VITAL PRINCIPLE

•

The vital principle of every thought is
its intention.
It is the intention of the thought that
brings the mind's power into expression. It
is the intention which determines whether
the thought you have accepted from Infinite
Mind shall have power to bless and perfect
you. Intention always gives direction to
thought.
Intention is a definite purpose, and in
the vocabulary of the W eltmer Method
there is no word of greater importance than
this word intention. ·
Concentrating all the poower of the mind
into one intention assembles to your aid all
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the il1ought.s which are in harmony with
that purpose.
Each person attracts to himself that
which makes him efficient in the line in
which he works.
The thoughts which move and control
us are our beliefs. The thoughts we are
able to conb·ol and use express our knowledge.
THE EFFICACY OF THOUGHT
The efficacy of a thought depends upon its steady intention in harmony with the
Divine Plan. The thought which is not in
harmony with the Divine Plan is not a complete, universal thought. It is only a partial expression of a Divine thought, and
therefore, it is lacking in the perfect power
of thoughts received from Infinite Mind.
Divine and perfect thoughts expressing
intention in perfect harmony with the
Divine Plan, may yet fail of their purpose
through your not being receptive to them.
"Except ye become as' little children, ye
shall not enter into tl1e Kingdom of
Heaven".
You must be as unresisting, as simple
of heart, as direct and earnest as a little
child. You must open your heart to the gifts
of the Father; you must receive these gifts
with tmfeigned joy.
·w hen you know what thoughts to think,
how to "think God's thoughts after Him,"
when you believe and live in such thoughts
undisturbed by conscious questions, doubts
and fears, these thoughts are bound in proper season to produce their perfect fruits in
your life. It is well to remember that some
thoughts like some plants do not immediately bear fruit. Some seeds sprout, grow,
bloom and fruit in a few weeks, others may
take many years before they reach fruitful
development.
THOUGHT IN EVERY DAY LIFE
The statements of truth we are putting
into these lessons are founded upon personal
experience.
\V e believed healing could be accomplished by "the laying on of hands". We put
our belief to the test. We proved that disease
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can be healed through harmonious thought
vibration. We discovered that by intention
you can delegate the normal movement of
life to your hand, and s·o transfer that vibration to the cells of a patient's body. We
proved also that you can convey your healing intention to your own body by means
of your hands, as well as by other vehicles
of suggestion.
Through experience, we learned that
you do things because you can; your mind
accomplishes things because of the latent
power within it. All the power you express
is from within.
We learned that the power necessary to
answer your own questions, to solve your
own problems, or to work out your own
ideas, lies within your own mind. Your belief in your ability to do a thing means that
you have the power to do it.
You hold your destiny in your own
hands. You can choose the thoughts which
shall dominate you and make your life what
you will. There is no achievement in the
world's work that is not possible to you
when you believe in your powers.
One great determined purpose, admitted into your life and left undisturbed, will
become an irresi&tible, attracting power;
gathering momentum not only from its immediate environment, but reaching out into
the absolute and the minds of all past ages
for wisdom and power:
If each of you could be induced to believe in your own possibilities, in a short
time the world would become so wide awake
that the age-old fetters of unbelief would be
broken, the shackles of "I can't" would be
rent apart, and instead of the cringing, groveling creature who has been a slave to every
adverse suggestion of environment, you
would attain freedom and express in the
greatest possible degree your God-like
powers.
Before you can attain anything like the
achievement of which you are capable, you
must be willing to know all of whatever
you seek. You must be ready and willing
to face the future, secure in the understanding that whatever exists in your potential

self is good and pure and true and that you
may scale any heights you desire when you
build for yourself a perfect ideal.
There is no joy, however great, no
knowledge however far-reaching, no wealth
however valued, that you cannot attract out
of the great treasure-house of earth and
Heaven, and make your own in reality, as
they have ever been potentially.
Convince yourself through actual demonstration that the power to overcome all
the ailments in human life lies within yourself.
Knowledge of the power "f thought is
a sovereign r emedy for human ills, a sure
foundation upon which to build human
character.
SUMMARY
Thought is a complete action of mind,
having purpose, power and form.
Thought had its origin in man's individualization of Infinite Mind.
Bdief opens or closes the conscious
mind to thoughts from the Infinite.
The possibilities of thought, governed
by definite, unchanging purpose, are unlimited.
The power of thought depends upon the
intensity of the intention of the thinker.
The hopeful thought is the power that
heals.
·
Whatever the mind desires and chooses
as its ideal, is furnished out of the thought
realm.
Every action of the Infinite Mind is the
natural prerogative of finite mind, and until man has come to know and consciously
live such thoughts, .he has not come into his
full heritage.
Any thought that has in it the intention or purpose to help another, joins
the thought of the Infinite, and cannot fail
in securing favorable results.
The power upon which each individual
must depend, is within him, and when he
has awakened it and brought it into positive expression, he can . take whatever he
desires of God's abounding life which fills
him and surrounds him.
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One positive· health thought has power
to vanquish a hundred thoughts of an adverse character.
The men who do great things in the
world are great believers in themselves.
There is no failure of honest effort.
Conscious knowledge of the ability to
do, is the capital of the real man.
We must realize that we have about us
and filling us every moment of our lives, a
remedy for every human ill. Learn how to
use Divine constructive thought, become its
efficient agent.
ILLUSTRATIONS
Every change the hand of man has
wrought in the surface of the earth and
among the creatures that people the e~th,
stands as a monument to the power of
thought.
It is constructive thinking that enables
the pioneer to hew out a home in the wilderness, that brings the water of a mountain
river to the parched, but fertile soil of the
desert; that builds a city, a ship, a telescope,
a temple, a printing press, a library, a civilization.
Whatever man is, more ·than the animal,
he is by virtue of his power to think.
Rarely indeed, do we find a man who
·has the faith in himself and in his Creator
to dare to believe in his dreams.
If you are a failure, learn to think constructively and to believe in your ability to
succeed. If you are poor, learn to think in
the terms of service and its ample reward
and believe in your power to serve and your
-right to be paid for it. If you are sick, learn
to think con.srtructively about your physical
and mental life, that is, learn to think of
yourself as healthy and strong. Make every
thought a health-building thought.
Consider the case of a man whose heart
developed a bad leak. It became very much
over-developed and enlarged in compensating this fault. He frequently had heart attacks of fainting and his physricians and
friends expected him to die at any time.
He adopted the usual regimen but
without results until he was taught to
change his attitude of mind.
When he
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learned to think only constructive thoughts
about his life and his heart, he began to improve.
He did everything with the thought
"tins will help my heart to get well." In
a very short time, he had entirely recovered,
the leak hap d;isappeared,. the heart was
again of normal size and since that day this
man has passed three life insurance examinations, and has done mountain climbing and' "hiking."
.
Without constructive health- thinking
m harmony wlith the Divine Plan, he most
certainly would have gone the way of other
men who have similar troubles. With constructive thinking, the ordinary course of
therapeutic hygiene enabled him to recover
health.
'"'f :
Take another man who half a dozen
years ago was financially down and out.
fle was worse than broke. Today, this man
is worth a half million dollars, every cent of
it the result of busriness established on the
confidence in himself gained through a
study of these teachlngs.
This man learned to think '!I can." He
learned to thlnk constructively. He entirely eliminated destructive thinking from his
life program.
His fortune is to him the financial
value of a half dozen years of constructive
thinking. Bankruptcy was the product of
the deSitructive thinking of the same mind.
Change a man's thought and you
change hls life. No man lives who can not
succeed' when he learns to think, and continues to thlnk, constructively.
No man
lives who can not have more health and
strength when he learns to think constructively.
The man who thinks destructively is
digging a pit for his own downfall; the man
who thinks constructively is building a
monument for the celebration of his powers and abilities.
As you think in your heart, so are you.
Think in your heart as you wish to be, for
you will be as you think in your heart, no
matter what you wish. Be perfect, even as
your Father in Heaven is perfect.

I
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THE EXPRESSION OF THOUGHT
We think in order that we may act.
First for the expression of the Divine purpose which is the reason for existence. Second, for the purpose of adapting our expressions to the conditions of life.
Right thinking is thinking which results in self-expression which harmonizeS'
with the conditions of environment.
Thinking which results in no action, or
in disharmonious action, is wrong thinking.
Thinking, even right thinking, is only the
beginning of a process of which it is a part.
It is not the whole nor even the most important part of the process.
The most important part of the process
is right action, which must follow the right
thought. The expression of thought is by
means of muscles, or glands, or both.
You are dictating a letter. Your hands
are quiet. Other hands than yours are writing down the words you speak; but even
though your hands are not doing the work
it is still necessary for your vocal apparatus
which is principally muscular, to express
your thought, or your thinking counts for
nothing.
In most phases of life the connection
between thinking and acting is still more
obvious and the part the muscles play hardly need be pointed out.

motion branching out to every part of the
body from these centers, should be in good
condition, capable of responding to impressions of environment, capable of co-ordinating the resultant impulses and of co-ordinating the actions which are to express your desires.
\Vhen nerves are overtaxed, poisoned
or injured their usefulness is impaired. Lack
of sleep may slow down all nervous processes, including conscious thinking. Coffee,
. tea and various drugs may quiet, stimulate,
irritate or disorganize the thi:riking processes and interfere with co-ordination. Disease
as in fevers and degeneration of the nervous system, may result in functional disturbances, or organic changes which greatly modify or even wholly destroy the nervous functions.
An interesting example of the importance of the nerves in experience and expression came under our observation the
other day. One of our patients who has
been paralyzed below the waist for ten years,
from a spinal cord injury, now has
sensation in her legs and feet, and stands
and walks a little. She was telling us the
other day how wonderful it is to feel her
feet on the floor and how tall she feels.

No matter where you are or what you
are doing, so long as you are living in the
present state of existence, an embodied man
in a physical, mental, spiritual world, your
thoughts are expressed by means of your
muscles and glands.
These are your
motor organs. These are the means fur the
expression of life.

She has so long been conscious of her
body for only part of its length, she has so
long seen the world from a wheel chair or
bed, that now when she stands up the other
people seem comparatively short and she
She
seems extraordinarily long and tall.
says that now when she is lying in bed she
sometimes1wonders how the bed can be long
enough to give her room; she feels she surely must extend beyond the end of it.

In order that muscles and glands may
be controlled, co-ordinated and made efficient organs for the expression of thought,
it is necessary that the nervous system, with
its brain, spinal cord and ganglionic centers
and its nerves of sensation and nerves of

She has an unusually good mind, and
has in spite of having had to live for the last
ten years in. bed or a wheel chair, made a
substantial fortune by her own efforts. Yet
with all of her mental powers she was not
able to move a single muscle of leg or foot
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until the nerves connecting her brain with
those muscles had been restored to life. Now
that she has good nerves her brilliant mind
can govern her feet.
Her experience illustrates the fact that
we control our muscles through our nerves.
We depend upon the nerves and muscles for
the expressions of our thoughts.
The nerve-muscle machinery of expression is exceedingly elaborate and complex.
There are several hundred pairs of muscles
in the human body capable of innumerable
finely co-ordinated movements. Witness
the operations of a pianist and think of the
nerve centers through which these co-ordinations are effected. They are incomprehensibly intricate.
vVe think a telephone switchboard for
a big city exchange is complex, but that is a
child's simple toy compared with the human brain.

It has been estjmated that if the human

'

brain were exactly duplicated with wires for
fibres, small enough -to be barely visible to
the naked eye, the structure would be some
three hundred feet in all its diameters. We
cannot imagine the complexity of such a
structure closely packed with such fine wires.
Many persons think the human brain
is chiefly remarkable for the number of cells
it has in its gray matter. This is not the
fact. There are fewer eells in a given mass
of gray matter in the human brain than in
the same amount of gray matter from the
same part of the brain in any of the lower
animals. The dog has more than a man;
the sheep has more than the dog. It is obvious that intelligence does not depend upon the number of cells in the brain.

•

Man's brain is chiefly remarkable for
the wealth of connections between its different parts. A certain stimulus coming to
a dog's brain will give always the same reaction. A stimulus to the brain of a really
wide awake man may be reacted to in almost any way. Man has a wider range of
choice of reaction because he has a more
complex brain switchboard than any of the
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lower animals, just as a switchboard operator in a big city has a wider range of choice
in the connections she can make to your call
than if she, with the same mind, were operating a village switchboard.
One of the most important departments
in a telephone office is the "trouble department." In this department a skilled mechanic's work consists in constantly watching the switchboards to prevent break-downs
and to correct them when they occur. Yet
he is dealing with a comparatively simple
mechanism.
With the infinitely more complex machinery of the human brain we are consciously exceedingly careless; subjecting it
to all sorts of overstrain; neglecting, abusing and mistreating it in every way. Yet the
the human brain comparatively rarely gets
out of order. It usually does its work from
birth to. death in a very efficient manner.
This is because the brain is cared for by the
laws of mind working by the Divine Plan.
Yet even though the brain is so efficient
and so nearly "fool proof," we still should
give some attention to its proper hygiene.
The nervous and muscular organs of expression and especially the brain must have
rest and opportunity to make good the losses of use.
No man can expect to do good work
who does not give his nerves and muscles
proper food and rest as well as exercise. Of
course we are taking for granted you are
one of those who gives his organs of expression a sufficient amount of exercise; otherwise you would hardly be a student of this
course.
The muscles will waste probably more
rapidly from lack of use than they will
from over use. The nerves in the same way
will degenerate from lack of use quite as
certainly as from excessive use.
Train your mind to work by giving it
work to do, Train it to do the things you
are going to do. The study of Latin does not
teach you to use correct English. The study
of calculus does not teach you .t o make
change at the cashier's window.
Neither
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does reading novels teach you to deal with
the practical problems of every day life.
Things that are to be done must be
learned by doing them. Make yourself bUSJy
with head, heart and hand at the tasks of
real life.
Attack the problems of daily living with
the right attitude of mind; with confidence
in your ability to do the things you undertake; perseverance to continue working at
them after you have mastered their problems; a steadfast purpose and a definite
plan for success. Then give your muscles
proper food, plenty of breath, plenty of
water, and enough rest. Give your body
a square deal and you will never have cause
to complain of it. It is naturally a wonderfully efficient tool for expression.
Usually, if there should be any fault
of expression it is due to fault in your thinking. Your nerves and muscles know but
one function-that of expressing your
thoughts. You;r nerves and muscles dmmediately strive to express every thought
you think-not so much after you think it
as at the very time of your thinking. Do
not imagine it is possible to thTnk a single
thought without expressing it.
You sometimes find yourself in a
gloomy mood and while this mood lasts you
think ugly, bad thoughts, comforting yourself with the assurance that no one will ever
know, and that they are only thoughts and
so long as you do not act on them there is
no harm done. Be sure of this-if you
think them at all you express them to some
degree. To a very considerable degree your
unhappy feelings are due to the effects in
your central nervous system of wrong
thinking.
Any thought associated with unpleas-.
ant feeling is a wrong thought-at least from
the viewpoint of your body and your health.
We cannot too strongly emphasize the law
that every thought you think seeks expression, and finds external expression in the
degree of its monopoly of attention.
This leads us to the rule which you
would do very well to remember: Think only

the thoughts you wish to express for no matter what you wish you will ,express ·the
thoughts you think.
Thinking controls expression, therefore, let your desires control your thinking.
Also be very certain that those desires which
you place in conh·ol of your thoughts are
in agreement with your highest ideals. Experience teaches us that some of our desires
arc worthy and some unworthy; that some
of them produce good results and some of
them produce bad results, when carried into effect. Let your thoughts be concerned
with the right desires, let them express the
right desires, and your nerves and mUSJCles
will then express these thoughts.
Many persons make the mistake of giving most of their attention to wrong desires.
Most of their thinking is negative. They
think about what they do not wish to do,
what they do not approve of, what they fear
or dread, or the pains they suffer, the difficulties they meet.
When you think about the difficulties
of your problem you give your body the
task of expressing this thought of difficulty.
When you think about some pain you set
your body to expressing your thought of
pain. When you think about weakness you
give your body the task of expressing weakness. When you think about something you
dread, you set your body to expressing your
thought and in spite of your right desires,
which you do not think, your nerves and
muscles will carry you into the very situation you fear. Remember that your nerves
and muscles have no choice but to express
the thoughts you think as you think them.
If you wish to overcome danger think
of your power to overcome- not of the
power of the thing you dread. If you wish
to be free of diseas·e, think of health and not
of disease. If you wish to express strength
and grow strong, think of strength. Ahd
think these thoughts in sucl~ a way that they
find expression in appropriate action unhindered by opposing thoughts.
Every action of your body expresses
your thought. Think right and you cannot
fail to acf right.
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One of the most important of all the
laws of expression is the law that every expression tends to be repeated. The more
often you do a thing the more easily you
do it. Tins is called the law of habit. As
habit is manifested in our thinking we call
it the attitude of mind.
You tlunk of your bod:v. as weak, you
tlllnk of your judgment as poor, or you
think of yourself and your powers of life
in any other negative way repeatedly and
you will find a strong and developing tendency to always act, even without conscious
thought, in conformity to these habitual
thoughts.
This is called an attitude of
mind, and your attitude of mind towards
yourself would be described as negative.
On the other hand, as persistently tlllnk
of yourself as strong, capable, able to do
what you undertake, as having good judgment and the ability to think clearly, and
you will develop a growing tendency to regard yourself in this light. You will have
a tendency to express yourself as strong,
capable, possessed of good judgment. You
have developed what we call a positive attitude toward yourself, and your thinking
is now positive thinking.
You can ll!ake your attitude of mind
what you wish by thinking and acting habitually according to your wish. No matter
what your wish may be, you are making
your attitude of mind according to your
thoughts. If you have been thinking of
yourself as weak, subject to disease, incapable of sound judgment, unable to cope
with circumstances, you most certainly have
developed such an attitude of mind.
The only cure for this very genuine
malady of mind is habitual thinking of a
constructive, or positive nature. Think of
your strength, your ability, your health.
Think of yourself as able to do the things

•
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you wish to do. Then you are developing
a constructive or positive attitude. As some
teachers express it, you· are educating the
subconscious.
When you think of any undertaking,
tllink:
"I am strong. I can succeed. I will
succeed." "I inherited my mind from my
omniscient Father; my Father is omnipotent. I can think clear thoughts, I can form
sound judgments. I can carry my desires
into efficient expression. I am master of
my life. I will succeed."
Repeat these affirmations until you develop the positive, constructive attitude.
Remember these thoughts are merely
preparing you for thlnking about the tlllng
you are going to do. You must still master the details of that task. The right attitude of mind will enable you to master
these details quickly; it will make your
work productive, but it will not save yo-q
from working.
Think, "I am master," and then act like
a master. Thlnk, "I am strong," and then
act out the affirmation. Thlnk, "I am well,"
and then stop your grunting. Thlnk, "I am
successful" and thlnk it so that it will
square your shoulders and make you
breathe deep, clear your eye, give you a
confident smile, a steady voice and unwavering gaze.
Thinking is only a part of a process.
Expression is the other part. Be sure that
you are thinking such thoughts as find expression in right actions.
Make your thinking simple, straight-forward as the thinking of a little child, for
thus only can you enter the Kingdoni of
God, which is a state of harmony with the
Divine Plan.
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SUGGESTION
If you undertake to influence your own
mind, or the mind of another, to change the
nature of its processes, you have but one
means for doing this. This one means for
changing mental processes is suggestion.
At any given moment you are already
what we might call a going concern with
a great collection of powerful habits and organized tendencies, which cannot suddenly
be changed from their beaten paths, no matter how much you may try.
You can for a time force your thought
into some certain groove, you can even
compel expression to follow this groove for
a brief period; but the principal effect upon
your own processes is not one of compulsion but rather one of impulsion, or suggestion.
A suggestion impels, gives a trend or a
tendency, but does not compel or force. We
place so much stress on the fact that suggestion has only an impelling power because of the tendency of some students to
think they can by some means compel
others to do as they wish or compel themselves suddenly to change a tendency they
have been building up by years of wrong
thinking.
You may be sure tl1at when, by day after day thinking in some certain groove you
have developed in your mind a definite attitude, no influence that you can bring to
bear from within or without upon that attitude can do more than give a tendency to
change, or if powerful enough, produce a
temporary change in direction.
Any influence from within or without
which can cause the mind fo act, is suggestion. You influence others through your
suggestions. Others influence you through
suggestions. You cannot take away from
them their freedom. They cannot take
away from you your freedom.
You can surrender your freedom by
thinking their suggestions have compelling
power over you, and they can surrender to

you their freedom by the same thought. But
the thought that binds you is your thought,
and the thought that binds them is their
thought. You can regain your freedom only
by knowing you are free; they can gain their
freedom only by knowing they are free.
Many of you today are living in bondage to illness, poverty, or shame for some
unimportant action of childhood, and to a
thousand other masters, some of them real
and some of them existing only in your
thought of them, merely because you do
not realize your freedom. Your thought
gives to the suggestions of environment, or
of your own past, compelling power over
your present.
One of the most common means we
have for giving suggestion is the spoken
and written word. We are constantly giving suggestions in conversation, teaching,
and all othm· uses of words. ·
If you doubt that your words give suggestions speak one word to several friends
and ask each of them to tell you what his
thought reaction is. You will find tl1at for
no two is the reaction the same.
Let us take for instance, some helpful
suggestion as, "You are all right." One person would react with the thought that he
is getting well of his disease; another would
think of what it means of happiness; another of achievement; one might think of
what it'would mean to be popular; another
might react as one of our patients did to
whom we gave the suggestion with, "No,
I'm not."
This or any other suggestion
would have an effect according to the state
of mind and habits of thought of the one
who receives .it.
Your suggestion to be powerful must
appeal to some trend of thought or feeling,
must awaken some desire already existing
in the other's mind. The suggestions you
give yourself must reinforce existent tendencies, express desires, realize some aim
for which you are striving, or in other ways
strike a response from your mind.
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Any suggestion which fails to get a response is without result. All results of the
suggestion depend upon the response of the
~ne who receives it. If you give a suggestion to some one who is entirely unsympathetic or does not understand what you
mean, your suggestion will be without results. If you give yourself a suggestion for
which you have not prepared yourself and
which finds nothing in your life or in your
nature which can translate its meaning into a meaning for your life, your suggestion
will be powerless to turn the trend of
thought; it will fail to have any effect upon
your life.
There is one type of suggestiop to
which response will always be made. This
is the suggestion of improvement. The un?onscious laws of life are constantly striv~ng to e~press the Divine Plan-the purpose
m our lives.
Suggestions in harmony with the Divi~: Plan always are reinforced by the
DIVIne purpose.
You cannot fail to get
some good from a suggestion of physical,
mental, or moral betterment. You cannot
fail to reap at last the results of the good
suggestions you continue to give to yourself, no matter how powerful you may
make the suggestions with which you oppose them. If they do nothing more, these
good suggestions will minimize the evil effects of the destructive and harmful suggestions.
vVhen you constantly give yourself
good suggestions you prepare yourself to
be responsive to the good suggestions of
others. When you constantly give yourself bad suggestions you prepare yourself
to be responsive to the bad suggestions
of others.
When you attempt to give suggestions
to another, first discover what sort of suggestions he will respond to; what thought
and language to use; what form to put them
in. Some will respond to the spoken word,
others would antagonize any suggestion received by word of mouth. Some receive
suggestions best through the hand; others
are most impressed by suggestions of the
printed word. There are many to whom
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tl1e printed word is almost a fetish, with
compelling power over their reactions.
Others ·have so little confidence in what
they read that this would be the poorest of
all methods for giving suggestions to them.
The determining factor in our lives is
our thinldng. Your sruggestion, to be powerful must influence thinking. Control a
man's thinking and you control his life.
. It is because of their different suggestive values that different forms of type and
different colors of ink are used in advertising. Red is very commonly used for attracting the attention. Bright lights, especially flashing or moving lights, catch the
attention much more quickly than dim or
steady lights. Moving signs will catch the
eye and awaken attention and interest-in
other words give suggestions-when stationary signs would fail. Size is also an important element. But most important of all
is the subject-matter of the thought conveyed by the suggestion.
The writer of advertising who can suggest the desired thought to any considerable percentage of the readers of his words
can name his own prices for his services.
The novelist who can suggest the thought
or feeling he wishes, is a successful writer.
Many another writer may usc much more
beautiful language, he may follow more accurately the rules of rhetoric and composition and yet fail utterly as a writer because
It is
his writing lacks suggestive power.
the same with the minister, the lawyer, the
public speaker, the politician, the merchant, • the physician 01: the sucrgestion
0
therapist.
One of the most potent means for giving suggestions is your manner, the gestures<of your hands, the expression of your
face, the tone of your voice, your posture,
standing, walldng or sitting. The manner
in wl1ich you shake hands often gives a
stronger suggestion of your character,
your attitude of mind, your general purposes and plan of life, than all the words
you speak.
These sources of suggestion are all the
more powerful because they apparently
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lack purpose. We expect people to try to
influence us through words they speak, but
we look to their gestures to find out what
they really think and feel. We think of
their words as purposed and planned, but
we think of their gestures as unstudied expressions of their real thoughts.
If you would impress people properly,
if you would give the right suggestions
with your incidental expressions or gestures, be sincere, think and mean what you
This
say, be straightforward and honest.
is the only method by which you can be
sure that your gestural sugges1tions will be
true to your spoken suggestions. If your
gestural suggestions do not bear out your
spoken suggestions you must not expect
your words to have much influence.
Not only do your spoken words, your
gestures, and all other physical expressions
of thought have an influence upon the
minds of those with whom you are in contact if they are receptive, but even the secret thoughts you think more or less influence the thinking of others.
The suggestions given by your unspoken
thoughts are called telepathic suggestions.
Many persons believe telepathic suggestions can transfer the thought of the thinker
directly to the mind of the receiver. This
is absolutely not true, for nothing, not even
telepathy, can abridge your freedom. No
one in the world, not all the people in the
world, can telepathically or by any other
means, forceJ you to think one single
thought. They can suggest a thought to
you; but if their suggestion is not in harmony with your mental processes they cannot force you to think a thought, or experience a feeling without your voluntary or
involuntary consent.
If their suggestions are in harmony
with your mental habits they will find you
responsive. If they are in harmony with
your present state of mind, again you will
be responsive to them. If, however, they
find you wholly unsympathetic and "Q.nresponsh'e, their suggestions no matter how
given, will fall on stony soil and they will
be barren of results.

We emphasize this point for the reason
we have seen so many persons suffering
from the delusion that someone was making them think bad thoughts, making them
do things they did not wish to do, or making them feel badly in spite of their own
efforts to free themselves from such outside
interference. This is wholly a delusion.
Many years of experiment and study of
telepathy have convinced us that no thinker
can invade another's mind. The most anyone can do is to give you suggestions. You
can refuse or accept them. No one can rob
you of your power to choose whether you
Slhall refuse or accept, respond or fail to
respond to suggestions. You will respond
or not according to your nature or habits
of thought.
·when you think any certain thought
you make yourself receptive to all other
minds thinking that thought, especially if
this is a constructive thought in harmony
with the Divine purpose. When you think
such a thought you are also favorably influencing all other thinkers who are in harmony with you.
If you think a destructive thought out
of harmony with the Divine purpose, the
telepathic effect of your thought tends to
be destroyed by the discord between your
thought and the Divine thought.
The telepathic suggestion which is in
perfect agreement with Divine law, as all
true healing suggestions are, iSI very powerful to benefit anyone who is responsive to _
it.
A nmnber of years ago we received a
telegram from Chicago saying that a former patient was suffering severely with
general neuritis and was almost unconscious
from the pain. Vve wired in return: "Relax, no matter how it hurts, and you will be
all right." Before our message reached
Chicago the man was easy and sound asleep.
At one of our Conventions, one of the
chief speakers received a telegram saying
his brother had fallen suddenly ill and was
not expected to liv'e, and for him to come at
once. He could not make train connections
for several hours, so he asked the members
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of the Convention to unite in sending his
brother a healing thought.
Before train time he received another
telegram saying that the brother had suddenly recovered and was out of dangerthat it was unnecessary for him to come.
Hardly a day goes1 by that we are not
called upon at the Weltmer Institute by telegram, to help someone in distress.
When you wish to help others by
telepathic suggestions think for them the
thought you wish them to express.
Feel
yourself in their presence. Think this
thought with the assurance that they will
receive it and be blessed by it. You will
soon learn to know by the echo of pleasant
feeling that comes back to you when the
other has received your thought and accepted your su-ggestion.
When giving suggestions, no matter what
method you use, base them on the charactistics and experiences of the one who receives them.
A man seventy-two years of age came
here who had been in a wheel chair twentynine year!', unable to move hand or foot.
·v..re told him that the powers of his life are
eternal powers. Any power that had ever
been his was still a possession of his soul.
Vv e asked him to relax and to allow his
mind to drift back over his life to some time
.when he had had perfect use of his body. In
a few moments he smiled and said that he
could remember one time when he was1 on
a picnic at the age of thirty years. We told
him that he could now use his body as well
as he had on that day.
Presently he said, "I feel like I can sit
up." He did sit up. He dressed without assistance. He got up from his bed and
wall(ed alone. He never returned to his
wheel chair.
To have given him the suggestion that
he could walk without first awakening in
his mind the consciousness of having done
SJO, would have failed of result, as it had
failed in all of the many years of treatment
he had undergone by every method his
wealth could command.
/
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We once had a patient who, while apparently trying very hard to get well and
doing everything in her power to respond
to therapeutic suggestions, was still making very little progress, until one day we
led her into conversation about her religious beliefs. Mter we had learned her
religious beliefs we based our suggestions
on these and she quickly began to respond.
We once had another patient who
had been treated by a religious healer without results. When he came to us we based
all our suggestions on ·scientific ideas of the
natural powers of the cell and protoplasm
and in a short time gave him complete relief from a serious nervous trouble.
Base your suggestions, to yourself or
another on your, or their, greates.t desires.
Make them agree with the Divine purpose
that all life shall achieve perfection. Persist
in them, trust them, and you are certain to
reap good results.
Your intention must be definite. You
must have a definite purpose and a clear
idea of what you are trying to do. Intention
is to suggestion what the chemical property
is to the drug. Your suggestion is your prescription, your intention is its remedial potency.
Your suggestion is given to the cons<;ious inind for the overcoming of destructive thoughts and the awakening of the
right intention in a constructive thought in
harmony with the natural processes of the
unconscious (healing) mind. The unconscious mind, trusted and depended upon,
will do its perfect work, if left untrammeled by the doubts and disquietudes of the
conscious mind.
Suggestion is the dynamic expression
of the intention or purpose directed to one's
self or another.
Concentrate on the thought which expresses your dominant intention. Express
this thought in a suggestion which can
pierce the thick shell of inertia and indifference in which the vital energies of most persons are locked and you can cause yourself
or others to think such thoughts and express
such energies as will make life most effective.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SELF DEVELOPMENT
Suggestion is one of the most important
factors in the development of your own latent powers, and in the redirecting of those
energies which are finding faulty expression.
Proper suggestions persistently employed, will bring into expression all your deeper powers and give those expressions fruitful directions. Proper sugges1tions persisted in, will make your life practically anything you desire.
You must learn to control the suggestions you give yourself. Eitl1er control, or
remove yourself from the influence of,
hurtful suggestions from the environment,
and subject yourself to only helpful suggestions from outside.
' Vhen you thus
control all the influences that act upon you
from within and without, you make yourself master of life, master of fate.
The basis of your suggestions to yourself and of the m eaning and ther efore of
the suggestion effects of all external influences, is your belief in yourself. You must
believe in yourself in order to give yourself the sh·ongest suggestions of power and
ability to achieve.
Yet, in order to cultivate this belief,
you sometimes must use suggestions. To
attain this fundamenal belief in ·yourself
and your possibilities is one of your first
concerns.
Constantly suggest to yourself "I am
strong, efficient, confident," until you develop self-confidence upon which you can
base suggestions of your pow er to succeed.
Suggestions based upon a tiny seed of
self -confidence will develop in time such
perfect trust in your own futur e that nothing c.an discourage you, nothing can undermine your belief in yourself.
It is on unswerving faith in your possibility of attaining some wor thy goal that
all your hope of high achievement r ests.
Have you ever watched men clearing
sagebrush from the desert? When they get

the sagebrush off and the larger roots out
of the ground, there is left apparently
merely a sandy waste. When they start
digging their ditches to first put water on
the ground, the sand, driven by the strong
desert winds, fills up the ditches before the
water can bind it. The same ditches have
to be opened and re-opened before water
is finally running through them.
Watching these men you wonder
sometimes whether to condemn them for
their folly of believing in an impossibility
or commend them for their faith which
can not be shaken by failure.
Later you see these sand wastes bearing enormous crops and then in a few years
they are covered with fine orchards.
These pioneers belong in the vanguard
of that glorious army of children of God
who know the Divine power of unqualified
faith. With less faith, they would not have
persisted in their efforts until the water had
transformed the desert into a garden. With
less faith, all their labor would have been
lost.
Faith in human power can never fail,
for there is no such thing as getting a "dry
hole" when you go prospecting in the oil
fields of human possibility. The man who
bcli eves in himself can never fail to find
value, if he has the eyes of faith in himself
through which to see his worth.
Instinctively, all men feel that they
must believe in themselves and we find
then1 consciously and unconsciously using
all sorts of methods for developing such
faith.
One method that many men use is
that of doubting all other men. They feel
that by making all other men appear weaker than they feel themselves to be, they will
thllSI give themselves an appearance of
strength upon which they can base some
bit of self-confidence.
This is one of the reasons men are inter ested in reading newspaper accounts of
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murders, thefts, scandals and other stories or any other man? Then know that you can
which put the victim in a bad light. While do as well in your line, for you have that sort
reading about t]J.e crimes, weaknesses and of blood in your veins.
faults of other men, they, in a way feel
These men are all cousins of yours.
comparatively strengthened and more vir- These are the sort of men you have in your
tuous.
family.
This is a very costly delusion, for no
If you admire their achievements and
man can truly believe in himself who does believe in their abilities then on the basis of
not believe in his fellowman. Try as he this family r elationship, begin developing
will to lift himself up on the shoulders of confidence in yourself by some such suggesthose he has put down, a man will find tions as these, repeated in every otherwise
himself drawn down by the very dir ection idle moment, day after day for a few
of his interest.
weeks.
Trust and faith beget trust and faith;
"These men, (or this man), have achievdistrust and lack of faith beget distrust and ed by developing and using their natural
lack of faith.
human powers. They show by their achieveThe human race is a unit and we ments what men can do. I am a man. I,
know this in spite of all our denials. vVe too, have natural human powers. I, too,
can not take one attitude toward other men can develop my powers. I, too, can achieve
and another attitude toward ourselves. As my dreams. These men are great because
we think of other men, so do we think they have succeeded in doing the thing they
of ourselves.
felt inspired to do, I can do the thing I feel
Ofttimes the best method for develop- inspired to do. I am a man of power. I
ing self-confidence is this: Think of some have glorious opportunities. I can overman you admire,, some man whose come every obstacle. I cari master all my
achievements you believe in, whose powers weaknesses. I can and I will succeed".
You can put the whole idea in a simple
seem to you to exemplify human possibility. Think .of the fact that he is after all affirmation of two words, "I can".
just a man, even though such a wonderful
Let this be the spoken symbol for exman. He is a man from the same source pressing the growing belief in your own
as all other men, of the same essential power. In this way, by repeating. this affirnature as all other men. You also are a mation constantly for a few days or a few
man in all essential characteristics like weeks, r einforcing it constantly with such
thoughts- as suggested above, you will find
him.
On the basis of this similarity start giv- your self-confidence growing and the time
ing yourself suggestions that you too can will come w'hen all that is necessary to set
ym1 firmly on the path to real accomplishdo something worth while.
A student of genealogy has shown that m ent is the determination to do the thing
to trace the ancestry of any living white that you now believe you can do.
Before we take up the consideration of
man today back as far as twenty-eight gens~lf-expression,
consider still another metherations will carry his line of descent into
od
for
developing
self-confidence.
When
the family of Charlemagne or any other
Y<j
>
U
begin
to
get
results
from
the
method
white man of his time who had offspring.
In other words the human race is knit- a1lrcady given you, you will find some of the
ted together so closely by the web of hered- fi~st symptoms of improvement to be obity that every white man living is at least served are your deepened voice, your steadier
eye, your more erect posture, your quiet
a cousin of yours.
Do you admire the achievements of breathing, your stronger stride and firmer
Edison, Ford, Lloyd-George, the Wright step. All of these physical expressions will
brothers, Marconi, Rockefeller, Steinmetz manifest your increasing belief in yourself.
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The cultivation of these outward signs
of the inner condition may also be used as a
means for increasing the self-confidence
which would produce them.
Cultivate the outward signs of self-confidence. In so far as possible think selfconfidence. "Play pretend" that you are
strong, willing, capable, and able to master
the details of your problems.
Look people straight in the eye, talk
slowly and in your lower register as do men
who are sure of themselves.
Avoid the
whining voice of fear, complaint and selfpity.
Carry your shoulders back and your head
up. Keep your chin in. Walk briskly as if
you were going some place, even though you
have no place to go. Keep your clothes
clean and neat. Assume all the outward
aspects of self-respect and tins will help
you to develop the inner consciousness.
This will be a constant suggestion that you
are the man you wish to be.
When you adopt any certain line of
tl1ought, take any certain attitude toward
yourself or your environment, you, as we
might say, sensitize yourself to certain ideas
or certain influences. Thereafter any selfsuggestions, any agreement with these
thoughts and attitudes will have special
power with you, will strongly influence
you.
In order to get the best results from the
suggestions you give yourself, you must determine the influences of your environment according to youT plan.
You
must not expect to get the best results
from self-training if you physically and
mentally remain in such an environment as
will constantly subject you to contrary influences.
In spite of everything you can do, so
long as you are sensitive to these contrary
influences you will be disturbed by the1~.
The good effect of your self-training will
be minimized.
The best method is to combat both sets
of influences, those that work from within
and' those that work from without. Choose
such companions, whether books, people,

amusements, lectures, ministers, teachers,
as will reinforce the work you are doing
within. Choose such associates as will give
you from outside the same suggestions you
are giving yourself from inside. In this
way you will get the maximum effect of
your auto-suggestions·:
Of course, you can in time win against
any condition of environment, but why
handicap yourself unnecessarily?
You
have enough handicaps in the overcoming
of ordinary obstacles in your own nature
and the tendencies given you by environment and conditions. Why make a problem any more difficult than it naturally
is?
Yollj might be able to grow flowers
under unfavorable conditions, but you can
grow very much better flowers with less
labor under good conditions than under bad
conditions. You may be able to master
yourself under very unfavorable conditions. You may be able to bring into
strong play the latent powers of your life.
But under favorable conditions you can
do so very much more with the same effort and in addition to merely developing
yourself you will then have time and' energy left for doing sometlung with -yourself after you are developed.
Make your environment just as favorable as you can. Make it help you with
your great task of self-development. The
best possible basis for the development of
your own deeper· powers is the understanding of yourself as possessing these deeper
powers, as having great latent possibilities.
There are many other methods of developing self-confidence, as for instance, the
religious method.
Consider the powers of God, and' then
know that God made man in His own image. If you have the realization of this
and if God means anytl1ing to you, you
cannot possibly think ill of yourself. If you
do think ill of yourself it is because you
don't really believe that God made man in
His own image.
If you think of God as all-wise, all
powerful, omnipresent and then of man as
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in any sense whatever like God, you must
realize yourself possessed of practically
limitless powers to know, to do and .to be.
Realizing this, then make it practical
by continuing to repeat to yourself time
after time, twenty, forty or one hundred
times a day one of these affirmations:
"The life I now live is the life of God in
me. The realization of this makes me
every whit whole" or "I am man, child
of the In:finfte Father whose Nature I inherit and express".
Either of these affirmations persistently used, understood, and believed, will
in a very few weeks develop self-realization, an attitude of mind toward yourself
and tbe world that will make you almost
impervious to any weakening influences
from without and afford you a basis from
which to give yourself suggestions for selfunfoldment capable of bringing you to any
height of achievement.
Sometimes, however, we. find folk who
have no realization of God, as their source
of being and existence; no realization that
God may be practical in life. To them,
God is the threat they hold over folk who
disagree with them, or the threat they hold
over! themselves in order to force themselves into proper lines of conduct. To them
God is rather to be feared than loved, or God
is merely lacking in any sense of reality.
When that is the case, sw:h suggestions
are practically fruitless because they carry
no content of thought. Then you may use
some other formula, as Coue's famous
jingle, "Every day, in every way, I am
getting better and better."
In tl1is affirmation the source of benefit
is not defined, it has the advantage of being
single in direction, pointing the mind wholly to the definite goal. It is a very good
affirmation and often produces very good results. But with some people it is useless,
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because they are that type who wish to know
what it is that is making them better and
better.
For some of these an affirmation based
on the idea of the scientific concept of nature
as the source of our powers commonly
spoken of as the "constitution" the "natural
powers" "the life forces" "vitality" is much
more convincing and helpful.
If you are one of those who have some
concept of natural law and the powers of
nature, then you may use such an affirmation as this: "I am the product of millions
of years of natural development. I epitomize all those forces, powers and tendencies of nature which have proved most useful and most successful in combating the unfavorable conditions under which my ancestors have lived.
Those forces and laws
which determine my development are the
forces and laws of my nature, and they fit
me to overcome all obstacles".
Repeat tl1is affirmation or make one of
your own embodying this idea, and continue to use it until you find yourself conscious
of indwelling power, conscious of an urge
from within toward greater undertakings.
Repeat it until you find yourself succeeding
in all your efforts.
You have unlimited latent power in
your nature. You can be in every sense the
man or woman you wish to be. You can
achieve your highest dreams when you learn
to use your sleeping powers.
Study tlus lesson thoroughly. Read it
time after time. Choose the method of selfunfoldment which most appeals to you.
Then r epeat the chosen affirmation faithfully and you will soon find that where now it
may seem to you that all the world is against
you, after you have been using this lesson
for a time, the very gods of life will seem to
be hastening to do your bidding.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SELF MASTERY
The man who consciously owns himself
and is master of his own powers·, is in turn
a master of the world.
You have a means at your disposal for
developing the consciousness of self-ownership and for bringing into expression the
measureless powers of your Divine humanity.
This means is suggestion.
When you learn to use suggestio:· intelligently and then, having chosen wise suggestions, persist in their faithful employment, you will most certainly achieve high
goals.
Most men look outside for their means
to power. They expect to find it in money,
in lands, or other possessions; in friends, in
titles, in family honors, in public r ecognition. They look to some external possession for the proof of their power and also for
its very source.
These men are wrong. Money may be
the sign of your mastery; possessions of
other sorts may prove that you have attained; friends and honors may very well come
from mastery, but they can never give it,
and their possession cannot insure your
mastery of anything whatever. Many a man
has inherited a fortune but has never known
any real power.
TI1e only man who is fully master and
knows the power that man may wield, is the
man who masters himself and who knows
the value of the self of which he has become
master.
In the first place, let us consider the case
of the man in bondage. It is told of Diogenes that when he was sold into slavery by
an enemy who had captured him in battle,
his new master asked him, "What do you
do best?" Diogenes replied, "I command
In en."
Though he had tl1e shackles of slavery
on wrists and ankles, Diogenes was in no
real sense a slave. He owned himself; he
was conscious of himself as a master and

could look straight into the eye of the man
who had bought his body and tell him that
he was most successful as a commander of
men, at the very moment when he could
not command his own physical movements.
To keep a man with this consciousness
of himself in the shackles of slavery is an
impossibility, as is proved by Diogenes' history. It was not long until he was actually
in command of the armies of the man who
had bought him as a slave.
There is only one man in the world who
can make you a slave and that is yourself,
and the only way you can do that is by your
thinking. Develop the consciousness of slavery and you are a slave. Live in the consciousness of freedom, realizing your power
as a Divine child of God, and you are a
master.
You are essentially free. No influence
or power outside of you can do more than
suggest to you. You are not free from your
own nature but by your thinking you are
constantly modifying and building up new
elemcnls of your nature in the form of
habits aud attitudes properly called second
nature.
'Vithin the limitations of your own nature you are free. No power from without,
Divine, human or satanic, can do more
than suggest a change in thought or action.
IL is essential that you understand this
principle of hun1an freedom, and above all
that you accept it in a thorough going practical ·way, which will make you able to accept responsibility for all your own
thoughts and actions.
So long as you continue to hold to
the idea that others are responsible for those
of your thoughts and actions which you are
ashamed to own, just so long will you fail
to have control over them; just so long wm
they control you.
This is one of the examples of the power of suggestion in your life. Wheri you
accepl the idea that someone bas power
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over your thinking, any other suggestion
they give, intentionally or unintentionally,
has controlling power over you.
When you know that you arc forever
free and that nothing can abridge your freedom to express your own nafure, when you
fully accept responsibility for all of your
life you then become master of your life.
Most of us are victims of a wrong system of teaching begun in the childhood of
the race and perpetuated through our own
childhood by the failure of parents to understand their responsibilities and. how to
live up to them. Most of us are victims of
this wrong system of teaching which perverts the natural urge to live into the urge
to excel, .so that mastery, which should mean
the ability to govern our own lives, has come
to mean the ability to govern the lives of
others.
At an early stage of human development, the average man had so little consciousness of self-ownership and self-mastery that he accepted some chieftain as master of his life, with control of his actions and
authority to put him to death. Many men
still accept that idea.
Jesus, of all the great teachers who have
taught human freedom, most mphatically
taught the gospel of self-ownership. True
He taught it in the language of His place
and time, but nevertheless, the message is
there and clearly expressed for all who are
willing to read it.
His message has so impressed the
thought of the world that in spite of the
limitations of freedom that have been imposed by the bigotry of some of those who
call themselves His followers, Jesus' teaching has served humanity as the teaching of
no other man has done.
Before His time, western thought he1d
that man received such liberty as he enjoyed as a gift from the state. Jesus taught
that every man stands in direct relation to
his Maker as child to father and that his
powers are inherited.
In the present day of the developing
consciousness of human freedom, we find
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it hard to realize that there was ever a time
when man felt that some chieftain, or king,
or state owned him. But there was such a
time and that time still is for those men in
a primitive stage of social development and
self unfoldment who have not risen above
tl1e domestic animal, the child or the savage.
It is a peculiar fact that only among domestic animals, the social insects, and men do
we find any such recognized ownership.

Have you never won~ered, when you
speak of owning things, jus·t what they
would say if the things you own could understand your idea and' then could talk back
to you?
You buy a flower from the man who
has grown it, and then call it your flower,
but your ownership is recognized only by
yourself and other men. You own it from
olher men, but you do not own the flower
from the standpoint of the flower. If you
could ask the flower, "To whom do you belong?" and the flower had wit and language
to ~nswer, it would certainly reply, "To my
scli alone, and to my Maker who lives in
my life".
In fact, we see that answer in the flower's
continued expression of its own nature, the
unfoldment of its own qualities, its utter indifference to what we expect or may demand of it. Vve can pluck it, wear it, starve
it, destroy it, but we cannot make the simplest flower change its nature or be anything
but itself.
What would the earth say if you were
to go out to your farm, and ask, "Do you
know who owns you?" If the earth
could understand and reply it would
answer,
"I own myself.
You may
put up signs that will keep other
men off the grass, but I recognize no
property rights in me. I respond to your
methods when they agree with the laws of
my nature, but I never hear a command of
yours which is not in the form of obedience
to 1ny own demands."
Dean Swift was a small, mis-shapen man
with a big brain. His wit was caustic, probably because of a feeling of physical inferiority.
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One day as he came down the steps of a
government building he stopped to admire
a huge, beautifully proportioned young
guardsman standing by his horse. The soldier seeing that he was an object of admiration thumped himself on the chest and looking down at Swift asked him, "Don't you
wish you were a big strong man like me".
"I would rather be your horse," Swift
replied.
"My horse!" exclaimed the soldier nonplussed, "why, what do you mean?"
"I would rather be your horse, so that
~ I could have a fine strong young man lil{e
you to take care of me," was Swift's devastating answer.
The young man thought he owned his
horse, but in all probability if the horse
could have spoken he would have agreed
with Swift, that the soldier was his servant
whose duty it was to feed, clean, and care
for him.
This is generally the case with our external possessions. We start out by owning
them and finish by being owned by them.
And the reason our possessions own us, is
the same reason that the State used to own
us, and still owns many men. The reason
the social order or other things own us is
that we recognize ourselves under duty to
them independently of our will.
The final result of this general feeling of
owning and being owned is the apotheosis
of this idea. The idea that most men have
of God is as the owner of the whole universe,
the possessor made rich by these possessions.
With almost masochistic fervor the devotee emphasizes the feeling that he is possessed by, owned by, ruled by, dominated by
His Maker. Yet if he will only think for a
moment, even the most spiritually blind
must see that God gives him perfect freedom, a freedom so complete that few men
recognize it as what it is.
The only possession worth striving for,
the only possession you can possess which
will not end by possessing you is yourself.
The man who owns himself, knows and

agrees with God's principles and finds true
freedom.
It is probably this idea which leads
many oriental cults to demand of the neophyte the surrender of all worldly posses·
sions and interests.
Jesus said, "Seek ye first the Kingdom
of God, and His righteousness; and all these
things shall b e added unto you".
And whe:a asked, "Where is the Kingdom of God?" He said, "The Kingdom of
God cometh not from observation: Neither
shall they say, Lo here! or lo there! for, behold, the Kingdom of God is within you."
Most men seek to justify their lives by
iheir possessions and the relation of their actions to the actions of other men. No life
can be justified by the lives of others, but
only by itself.
Every life justifies itself, or it is not
justified. Not only is it true that, "There is
nothing from without a man, that entering
into him can defile him: but the things which
come out of him, those are they that defile
the man," it is just as true that there is
nothing from without a man that entering
into him can bless him, but those things
which come out of him, those are they that
bless a man.
Your life is a success or a failure, your
life is justified or fails of justification by
what comes out of you and by what you are
in yourself.
Find yourself, let your first possession
be the possession of yourself.
The suggestions you give yourself based
on the concept of your power and your conscious ownership and ability to use this power are suggestions which make you a master.
Constantly suggest to yourself:
"I can and I will and I am achieving
success".
"I can do what I will."
"I am master of my life." .
The best of all affirmations is the master affirma lion. To the man who has any
proper concept of God, this master affirmation includes all other possible constructive
affirmations.
When you say with realization, "I am
man, child of the Infinite Father, whose
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Nature I inherit and express," you lay claim
to unlimited power, unqualified wisdom, unending opportunity.
There was a man who had all his life
been a salaried man never able to work for
himself. He had very little initiative, consequently he was doing work at the direction
of others and unable to undertake any expression of his own individuality.
This man began to use the master affirmation "I am man, child of the Infinite
Father whose Nature I inherit and' express".
In a short time he became so strongly
self-assertive he could not continue in his
position. He quit his job, started out to
work for himself and in spite of all tl1e obstacles and the difficulties he met in undertaking business on his own initiative, witl1out
any training whatever, in two years he became so successful that his former employers were glad to re-employ him later on for
tl1ree times what they were willing to pay
him when he worked in the consciousness
of a salaried man.
He became aware of himself. He developed his own individuality. He brought
into expression the latent powers of his
deeper nature and' thus he was worth more
to himself, and to the public, and to his employers.
He returned to a very much advanced
position, where he was able to continue expressing his ~nd,ividuality. He could not
have returned under any other conditions,
for so powerful is the magic of this formula
when persistently used, witl1 some understanding of the fundamental idea on which
it is based, that it will make a subordinate
posit;ion impossible to the man who has
profited by its powers.
Here is another instance of the power
of this affirmation: A woman who had
graduated from college witl1 high honors,
with the assurance of her professors that
she would win success in literature and
music, had been so timid and lacking in selfassertiveness that she had never been able
to write or compose.
One factor contributing to this had' been
the development of a bad case of heart
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lrouble, which made any form of strenuous
activity almost impossible for her. Her
heart was so weak that she often found herself breathless from a few blocks' walk on
level ground, and climbing hills was almost
impossible for her. This feeling of physical
inferiority coupled with emotional timidity
made it impossible for her to undertake any
sort of creative work.
In less than two months of the use of
the master affirmation, "I am man, child of
the Infinite Father whose Nature I inherit
and express," she became so strongly selfassertive an,d had changed' so much that
some of her friends hardly knew her.
Her heart became so strong that she was
able to climb mountains and moved to a
mountainous district where she was constantly going up and down hills. She entered and won two song writing contests
and one essay contest. She had found mastery of herself.
If you wish to be a master, learn to
know yourself, to know your power, to
know your freedom.
One of the principal factors robbing you
of the consciousness of your freedom and
the knowledge of your power, is the negative
suggestions of weakness, and fault and
bondage you have received from infancy
onward. Overcome this factor by realizing your matm·e manhood.
The most powerful agency you have for
regaining your lost liberties and the control
of your unlimited powers is positive, constructive suggestion.
Constantly give yourself constructive
suggestions. Repeat the master affirmation
at the beginning of every effort. Repeat this
affirmation time after time.
Continue repeating it until its meaning
begins to impress your deeper mind and
you form the habit of thinking of yourself
in the terms of your Divinity.
Remove yourself as much as possible
from weakening suggestions. Continue to
suggest strength, power, and opportunity to
yourself until you can say in your heart and
until you meet every problem of life, with
the deep consciousness, "under God, I am
master in my life."
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SUGGESTION, THE KEY TO HEALTH
Very few realize how important suggestion is as a factor for health, and how
universal its application.

flowing more freely and the nerves playing
their parts without disturbance that a large
part of all cures arises.

Suggestion is used not only in such
methods of treatment as Suggestion Therapy, but as well in all oU1er methods of
treatment of every nature whatsoever.

"Despondency, or lack of faith, will often sink the stoutest constitution almost to
death's door; faith will enable a bread pill
or a spoonful of clear water to do almost
miracles of healing, when the best medicines
have been given over in despair.

The most important factor for cure in
any form of treatment is therapeutic suggestion. Even those which are mosl strongly antagonistic to Suggestion Therapy depend mainly upon tht'rapcutic suggestions
for their results.
Divine Healing, Mental Science, Spiritual Healing, Christian Science, Allopathic
and Homeopathic medicine, Osteopathy,
Chiropractic, Nature Cure methods- all of
them depend very largely upon suggestion
for cure.
The healing power is not in the medicine nor in the Bible verse, nor in the magic.
The healing power is not even in the suggestion. The only healing power is the power
that created, built and maintains the person,
"the Father indwelling."
Suggestion is the most powerful of all
methods for influencing the mind of the sick
so that the natural healing powers can be
awakened and brought into action.
Entirely eliminate the suggestion element of any method of healing and there
remains so little of therapeutic virtue as to
render it almost valueless.
One of the chief enemies of Suggestion
Therapy is allopathic medicine.
Yet the
master minds of medicine realize that their
methods of treatment depend largely upon
suggestion for their therapeutic results. Read
what Osler says in the article on Medicine
in the Encyclopedia Americana:
"The psychical method has always played
an important, though largely unrecognized, part in therapeutics. It is from faith,
which buoys up the spirits, sets the blood

"The basis of the entire profession of
medicine is faith in the doctor and his drugs
and his methods. This is no new discovery:
it was said by Galen that he works the most
cures in whom most have faith; and the doctor chemist-charlatan Paracelsus, who died
of taking a universal panacea too poisonous
even for his confidence, told his patients to
have full faith and strong imagination, and
they would see the effects of it."
The cures seen at shrines, water places,
heallh resorts the world over and in all times
have depended very largely upon the suggestions received at these places. The faith
on which healing depends at the world
shrines, sacred and secular, is the product of
suggestions, sometimes received throughout
life.
Professor Richet, head of the department of Psychology, University of Paris,
tells of a great French physician who advised a friend who was thinking of trying
some new remedy to "hurry up and take
the new remedy while it still cures. Mter
a time it will lose its powers." In other
words it loses its suggestion powers. As
soon as a remedy has lost its suggestion
power, there is very little left in mosil: of
them from a therapeutic standpoint.
One great student of medicine tells us
that the avera:~e therapeutic life of all medical remedies is about four years. In other
words, they lose their suggestion power in
that time. Of course, there are some remedies which have real therapeutic value and
continue to be used even after the initial ad-

.
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vertising of the enthusiastic claims of their
discoverers have ceased to arouse therapeutic hopeful expectations, and some remedies continue to be advertised in newspapers
and magazines for many years and so retain their therapeutic vogue. But so many
of them have so little other virtue than the
suggestion element that they •l ast only a
very short time, or as 'long as they continue
to be used as vehicles for strong suggestions.
There are something like forty-five
thousand remedies listed in the United States
Pharmacopeia. but the average physician
does not rise forty-five of them, and the
number of drugs in general use is steadily
decreasing.
When a person is anesthetized for a surgical operation the amount of ether required may be greatly reduced by the suggestions given by the anesthetist as well
as by the general mental state of the patient.
Patients who have received preliminary suggestion treatment and preparation, proper
therapeutic suggestions during the administration of the anesthetic, and proper suggestion treatment immediately after the operation and during convalescence, recover
much more promptly and make better recovery than average surgical patients.
Every surgeon should be a trained Suggestion Therapist, his patients should be
prepared for operation and cared for by
nurses also trained in Suggestion Therapy.
The surgeon can trim off an offending
part but he cannot heal even a tiny scratch.
Healing depends upon the natural healing powers which are so responsive to, and
so powerfully influenced by, suggestion.
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ing that bad suggestions and wrong thinking cause all break-downs in our automo.;
biles, in order that we may hope by right
thinking to find a method for repairing
such breaks.
No matter what may be the cause of
damage to a machine, the only hope for
repair lies in someone's ability to think
of some method of repairing it. No matter
what may be the cause of illness, no matter
whether the body or mind is injured by accident, natural forces, germs, improper diet,
the accidental taking of .poison or other
means, the only hope for cure lies in a
proper action of the healing mind employing the natural curative agencies.
The restorative or healing powers of
mind and body are under the control of
mental laws. vVe call the sum 'total of
these mental laws which govern the healing processes, the healing mind.
The healing mind has at its disposal
healing power of three general classes, (1)
spiritual powers, (2) vital powers, (3) physical powers.
(1) . Under the head of the spiritual
powers, we include all those unknown powers of life which appear to transcend our
known powers. These are those superpowers which come into play under extraordinary conditions to bring about instantaneous cures of grave disorders, the sudden
removal of tumors and replacement of diseased parts.

We have seen a number of cases in
which we feel that no known power could
have achieved the results observed. We
have seen the patient brought back to life
Many persons appear to believe that under the suggestion of a competent therthey must accept the idea that all disease is. apist. We have seen a tumor disappear
caused by bad suggestions and wrong over night, never to return.
We were examining a patient one day
thinking if they are to expect good suggestions and right tl1inking to effect cure. This and were shocked to find all over his body
is a grave mistake. There is no more neces- deep scar pits, some of them of remarkable
sity for proving that bad suggestions and size and depth. We asked him what had
wrong thinking are the · only causes of dis- happened to leave such scars. He told us
ease in order that we may believe in the that at one time he was in an Alaskan hospipower of good suggestions and right think- tal, dying of blood poisoning. One evening
ing to cure diseases than there is for prov- he heard the doctor telling the nurse what

I
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to do with his body when he died that night.
They thought he was unconscious and that
for hours he had been slowly dying. They
were wrong about his being unconscious
but they were right in thinking he was dying, for he was.
But when he heard them talking about
the disposal of his body in this matter-offact, and as it seemed to him, cold blooded
way, he became so angry that he made up
his mind to get well and show them. From
that moment those super-powers, which his
determination invoked, began healing him
and in a very short time he was entirely recovered except for the deep pits made by
contracting scar tissue.
We have long ago become convinced
from observation of the desperate cases who
have come to our Sanitarium for healing
after every other hope was gone, that when
the deeper spiritual powers can be aroused
to therapeutic action any condition can be
healed.
We have for years been accepting these
patients, many of them carried in on cots,
and by means of therapeutic suggestions and
by surrounding them with an atmosphere
which is itself an exceedingly powerful suggestion of increasing life and returning
health, we have been successful in many
cases in awakening the spiritual forces and
returning them to health and useful happy
life.
We are tempted to call this spiritual
healing power the power of God but to do
so would suggest that the other healing
powers are something else than the power
of God.
As a matter of fact all healing power is
God's healing power and is the same power
that created the body and determined the
laws of mind. Whether you find it in the
spiritual man, in the vital man, or in the
foods and other material substances you receive from your environment, there is but
one healing power. That is the power of
God.

(2) The vital healing powers are the
powers of the living organism, the powers
that depend upon its conditions of life.
Many of the life-processes promote healing.
Some of these are chemical, some of them
physical; generally they are the combined
physical and chemical processes of living
matter.
Your body is a wonderful laboratory
directed by the organic mind. In your living cells you make the most perfect medicines and you perform veritable miracles of
molecular adjustment.
You have power to antidote poisons.
Not only can you make antidotes for the
poisons that result from the ordinary processes of cell-nutrition and energy production, but you can also antidote many poisons entering into the body through your
foods, the air you breathe, or the water you
drink. The poisons of diseases produced
by germs are also antidoted by these natural
chemical physical powers.
Recovery from an acute infectious
fever usually is explained on the basis of
the productjon of counteracting antidotes
and immunizing substances in the body.
You can cause cells to multiply and replace cells that have been lost by accident
or disease. You can remove foreign accumulations or masses that have beer( formed
and are no longer needed in the fight
against some enemy, such as a local germ
infection. _ White blood-cells and certain
other cells are able to pass through various
membranes, attack germs and other foreign
substances dangerous to health and remove
or cover them over so that they cease to be
dangerous to the body.
The vital powers are very numerous
and very efficient agencies for healing when
they are given conditions at all favorable for
their activities.
These are the physical servants of the
healing mind, bound to supply its demands,
eager to carry out its plans when these are
in harmony with the laws governing such
processes.
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(3) Physical powers: The properties
of certain classes of substances make thein
valuable to us as foods.
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Some foods, as the proteins, carbohydrates and fats supply material for building
tissue and yield the energies of life .
Others, as the mineral salts and the condiments with which we season our foods,
make them palatable and assist with their
digestion and our use of them in the body.
Others, as water, supply the solvent
and carrying medium which enables us to
dissolve and transport the tissue-building
and energy-producing materials.
Closely allied to the foods which act as
reagents in nutrition are various drugs having stimulating or depressing properties,
some of them selective in their action upon
certain tissues, and the antiseptics which are
used on the internal and external surfaces
of the body for cleaning and disinfection.

..

Most of these remedies are more or less
dangerous and their use should be attempted by only thoroughly trained physicians.
It is hardly necessary to say that these physicians can hardly be considered competent
to administer such remedies unless they are
also thoroughly trained Suggestion Therapists. No matter what may be the potency
of the drug they employ, they are using a
still more powerful agent, an agent which
has a much wider range of influence and a
more lasting effect than the drug.
This
most powerful agent is suggestion.
No physician should be allowed to treat
the sick who is not a thoroughly trained
and licensed Suggestion Therapist.
No
matter what schooling he may have had, if
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he has not also been well trained in the
therapeutic use of suggestion, and in the
avoidance of harmful or pathogenic suggestions his pres·e nce in the sick room is
dangerous to the patient.
A thorough understanding of ihe therapeutic values of foods, air, exercise, rest, and
the different processes of life, such as nutrition and elimination, is necessary for the
fullest conscious co-operation with the unconscious processes of the healing mind.
Furthermore it may · be advisable and
at times necessary, to call for the services
of the physician who unders<tands the
nature and use of those drugs which supply
the healing mind with materials sometimes
needed in the cure of bodily disorders.
The right suggestions properly employed will direct your mind or the mind of
another to the thinking of right conscious
thoughts, which not only remove interferences with the natural action of the healing
mind, but also powerfully supplement its
actions.
When therapeutic suggestions are wisely chosen and persistently employed, when
the conscious and unconscious powers of
mind are brought into full play and you
learn to think right, live hygienically and
trust the natural healing powers, you will
very rarely have need for the services of a
physician for body, mind or spirit.
If you have fallen sick, no matter how
grave the illness, bring into expression the
deeper spiritual powers, the power of God
indwelling, and you will be healed. Nothing
is impossible with God.
"God is not the God of the dead, but
the God of the living."-Matt. 22:32.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF THERAPEUTIC SUGGESTION
Every action you perform, every service
others render you, may be made a means
for giving yourself therapeutic or healthgiving suggestions.
Eat your food with the expectation of
better health; drink expecting every drink
to contribute to your health and strength;
breathe with the feeling that the air is giving you the material needed for health.
Walk with the feeling that this exercise
will make you stronger and healthier, talk
of such subjects and in such an attitude of
mind as will promote expression of life and
health; listen to the conversation of others,
receive their handclasps, laugh with them,
cry with them, work with them and play
with them.
In fact, in every thing you do have that
attitude of mind which will give yourself
and elicit from others health-giving suggestions.
This is a matter of attitude, of expectation, of suggestion. Remember that suggestions ,d o not depend Wlholly upon the
words employed or upon the intention of
the one who speaks the words. The power
of the suggestion and in many ways the suggestion itself depends upon the attitude of
the mind of the one acted upon, whether
that be yourself or another.
When you give yourself a suggestion
in expectation of benefit, you will be benefited, but you may speak the same words,
perform the same actions, without this expectation, and there will be no result.
Others may give you suggestions in the right
words, carrying the right thoughts, yet if
you fail to respond to them, they will be
entirely devoid of results.
The most important point, therefore,
in Suggestion Therapy practice is the attitude of mind of the patient. You must cultivate that attitude of mind which makes
you habitually expect good from the different influences that bear upon your life.
Please note we have said every influence. For instance if you are taking some

sort of medical remedy, increase the power
of the suggestion factor by the study of
these lessons and the application of their
principles. Develop strong expectation of
benefit from the thoughts you think when
you take it.
Apply this same principle to your food
and your drink. Do not wait until some
certain time after which you will follow
these instructions', but begin following them
now.
Learn to say to yourself every time you
sit down to your meals, every time you take
a drink of water, every time you think of
the fact that you are breathing, every time
you do anything that could possibly be a
basis for such a statement-learn to say to
yourself, and after while to feel, even though
you do not put it into words, "This will
make me strong and well, able better to
manifest Divine power."
Or you might
make it more simple, "Tlus will help me."
"This will make me better."
Another very important principle in
therapeutic practice is that of the constructive attitude of mind toward trouble, difficulty, pains or illness. Many persons have
a tendency to expect the worst when anything goes wrong.
This attitude is very well illustrated by
a story our physician told one day. He was
called to see his mother, who was not expected to live. Mter he had satisfied himself that there was very little wrong with
her, his brother then called him to an adjoining room and informed him that he
was so sick that he really expected to live
only a few hours, but not to tell his mother
anything about it, for it might give her a
turn for the worse.
The physician was, by this time, so
peeved for having made a trip after midnight over ten miles of country roads, that
he irritably informed his brother that he did
not care if he did die and his mother didn't
either, and for him not to worry about it.
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The reason for the physician telling the tion given to others; (2) auto-suggestion,
story was that he had just received a tele- giving suggestions to one's self.
phone call from this same brother, now
Of course, the only suggestions which
some forty years older, asking that he come ,ount in your life are those you give yourat once, as he was just about to pass away self. The only suggestions you react to are
again !
auto-suggestions.
But when these autoThis man was like the father of a suggestions are from some outside influwoman who was heard to make this re- ence and there is no appearance of your
mark: "My father has been dying all my ·planning, initiating and applying the suggestions to yourself, but rather the appearlife."
Most people are like this. They have ance of someone else planning and initiata tendency always to expect the worst. If ing and giving the suggestions to you, we
things go wrong in business, they are sure then speak of them merely as suggestion,
they are going broke. If one of their friends or if we wish to be more exact hetero-sughappens to be for a moment preoccupied gestion.
In our book, "The Practice of Sugand more interested in his own problems
than in theirs, they think no one likes them. gestive Therapeutics", we classify theraIf one of the children is wholesomely peutic suggestions under eight heads: (1)
naughty, they are sure he is going to live oral, (2) manual, (3) gestural, (4) imto be hanged. · If they have an ache or a plied or inferred, (5) incidental, (6) veiled,
pain, it means, at the very least, cancer or (7) written, (8) telepathic suggestions.
some incurable condition. If they have to These are named in the order of their imporgo to bed they figuratively turn their faces tance.
(1) Oral suggestions are the suggestions
to the wall and tell the world goodbye.
given
by the meaning& of spoken words.
This attitude of mind of looking for
Manual suggestions are suggestions
(2)
the worst is very bad. It leads to increasgiven
by
the hand, used as an agent for the
ingly destructive suggestions from .a ny
expression
of the h ealing thought.
source of stimulation. It is important that
(3)
Gestural
suggestions are suggestions
this attitude of mind of expecting the
given
by
the
manner
of speaking, the gesworst be changed to the attitude of expecttures
of
the
hand,
the
expression
of the face,
ing the best. Learn to say to every disaster,
the
bodily
habits,
and
pose.
difficulty, pain or illness, "This too shall
(4) Implied or inferred suggestions are
pass away".
those suggestions resulting from the impliYou could not do better than follow
cations of the suggestor's actions and relaMonsieur Coue's suggestion of meeting
tionships, or the inferences drawn by the one
such conditions with rapid continuous rewho receives the suggestion.
petition of the statement: "It passes, it pas(5) Incidental suggestions are suggesses, it passes".
tions which originate from mere association
These attitudes of mind of expecting of ideas, the chance suggestions that so often
good from all sources of life and of expect- puzzle and sometimes help in our specific
ing all undesirable conditions of life soon purpose.
to pass away are fundamental in all forms
(6) Veiled suggestions are suggestions
of Suggestion Therapy practice. You must given without the appearance of an effort to
cultivate these attitudes, no matter what give suggestions at all, as when you take
special method you use for giving yourself some exercise, some food, some harmless
or others therapeutic suggestions.
drug for the purpose of helping yourself, feelThere are a number of methods for ing that the virtue lies in the exercise, food
giving therapeutic suggestions. These fre- or drug, when as a matter of fact, the sugquently are classified as: (1) suggestion, or gestion that you will receive help from it is
hetero-suggestion methods, that is sugges- the sole source of benefit.
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(7) Written suggestions are such sug- a sufficient accumulation of these stored
gestions as we are giving you in these les- statements has been made, you will then
sons, or as we give in our personal instruc- find yourself living them no matter whether
tion by letter, or as you give yourself when you like it or not.
You can be constantly suggesting, on the
you write an affirmation which you read
from time to time or paste on your mirror, other hand, the things you wish to be, conor over the kitchen sink, or over your desk stantly speaking these words to yourself,
where your eye will fall upon it frequently. constantly speaking them to others or avoid
(8) Telepathic suggestions are sugges- speaking the words which would contradict
tions you give by the thoughts you think, them. If you do not wish to make your
the suggestions you receive from others by claims public build up in your subconscious
attuning your mind to the thoughts they by secr.et auto-suggestions a wholesome tendency that will harness the ppwers of the
think.
All of these different forms' of suggest- unconscious to your star wagon.
Not only do you have this effect upon
ions are important, but for the beginner it
might be confusing to take up too many of yourself, but you have this effect upon the
them. ·Therefore we will confine ourselves people you m eet. Make all the words you
speak words of courage, hope-developing
to a few of the most important.
The most important form of suggestion words, inspiring words. Talk about the good
under ordinary conditions is oral sugges,t - qualities, the success-building qualities of
ions reinforced by proper gestural incident- your friends and your neighbors. Learn to
al and telepathic suggestions with the addi- look for these thlngs in the n ewspapers.
At the risk of seeming to digress
tion of manual suggestions upon occasion.
Most of us tall{ as long as our audience let us point out a fact that most people miss.
lasts without thinking about what we are We have the general impression that the
saying. 'Ve imagine that such remarks have newspapers fill their columns with accounts
no influence upon others, yet they do, for in of crime. This is because we usually are
spite of us they arouse some thought re- looking for these things.
If we were looking for constructive
sponse.
If you repeatedly make some statement thoughts, for helpful suggestions, for proof
about yourself you may b egin without be- of man's heroism and worthiness, not only
lieving it, you may begin by saying it whol- would we find a great deal of it already bely as a joke, but if you keep it up long ing printed in the newspapers, but the newsenough you will learn to think and live ac- papers would soon feel tl1e influence of our
changing interest and tl1ey would print still
cording to tlris statement.
Very, very commonly we find ourselves more of constructive material and still less
engaged in friendly contest to prove our- of destructive material.
selves more unfortunate, more seriously ill,
If you will take up any good metropolia greater sufferer or mistreated worse than tan newspaper and count the number of colour neighbors.
We start out really not umns given to crime and then compare that
meaning it, but if we keep it up long enough with the number of columns to business
we will find ourselves unconsciously living helps such as market and stock quotations,
up to, or rather down to, tl1ese "claims''.
acts of legitimate constructive enterprises,
helpful
material . for the household and
You are playing with fire when you say
other
departments,
including the editorial
you are feeling badly, or you are not as forpage,
you
will
find
that
the constructive eletunate as some one else or in any way symments
of
the
newspaper
far outweigh the
pathize witl1 yourself. No matter how much
destructive
elements.
you may take it back in your heart your ears
You can use your newspapers as a
have passed these words on to the brain,
m
eans
for determining where your real inthey have become registered in your mind.
The subconscious is storing them and when terest lies. Just so long as you carry the im-
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pression that your newspapers are filled with
crime, you may be sure that in spite of you.r
prepossession that you are chiefly interested
in constructive thinking, you have not as
yet changed your real interest from that of
the average, unthinking man.
It may surprise you to learn that a word
spoken in jest is often more powerful because of its suggestive influence than the unvoiced, unreal conviction by which you imagine you are ruling your life.
So long as you keep your principles on
the closet shelf accumulating dust they will
not play any real part in your life.
It is
only when you get them down, dust them off
and put them into actual use in your life
that they can influence your bodily and personal condition.
The reason for this lies in the fact that
we often tell the truth in our jokes when we
are deceiving ourselves and others by our
serious statements. What seems to you your
inner conviction and life principle is nothing but your conscious defense against the
recognition of the fact that deeply imbedded
in your mind is a strong objectionable tendency.
Your jokes spring from the subconscious and represent the abortive expression
of repressed tendencies and desires.
Solomon said, "As a man thinketh in
his heart so is he". And he was right, it is
as you think in your heart. It is those deep
thoughts we find expressing in our involuntary interest or uncontrolled expressions,
such as our jokes, our criticisms, our antipathies, that determine our lives.
Many a man tells more about his real
thoughts by the criticisms he makes of
others than he does by his statements of
faith: You often claim to believe what
you only wish you believed, and your unconcerned jesting remarks or your criticism of someone else tells more about your
inner convictions than you consciously know.
It would be quite worth your while to
keep a record of all the words you speak and
all the thoughts you think in one day and
then malce a careful study of these to discover how many of them show an uncharitable attitude, a fault-finding tendency,
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a fundamental disbelief in the things you
cherish most sincerely.
Be careful of the words you speak. Make
your words express your desires rather than
your fears. Make your words carry to others an impulse to better things. The spoken
word is a thing of power. The destructive
word is a terrible destroyer. The constructive word is a Divine builder.
We have given you in other places many
oral suggestions to give yourself. Let us
give you another which we have seen work
miracles of healing. "I am strong and well.
I am a channel for the expression of Divine
power".
Instead of thinking about how your
head hurts speak these words aloud and repeat them time after time. When you are
faced with problems speak such words as
these: "There is a way and I will find it".
When you feel weak, instead of thinking about weakness or telling somebody that
you feel weak, repeat this statement of fundamental truth: "I am an expression of Divine purpose, all the power I have is just so
much of Omnipotence. I have access to unlimited power".
If some organ hurts, instead of thinking
about the pain in the organ, do what is necessary to r.elieve the condition.
After you have done all that you can to
remove the cause, then instead of thinking
further about the pitin, pay just as little attention to it as possible while you speak such
words as these: "My (name the organ) is
getting well, it will do its work in perfect
comfort. I am getting easy. I will soon be
comfortable." Or, "My (name the organ)
is a part of the Divine Plan. It expresses
and is empowered by Divine principle. It
can and will do its work in perfect comfort."
Think such thoughts as will give yourself and others suggestions of increasing life
and health.
Make yourself a perpetual source of
good suggestions and you will bless others
and open your own mind to such influences
as will bless you.
The key to health is therapeutic suggestion.
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THE. HAND IN HEALING
In classifying Therapeutic Suggestions,
we placed manual suggestion second. The
hand is one of the most powerful of all healing agencies when properly employed· and
when expressing a definite and powerful intention to heal.
From the earliest history, records are
abundant showing the universal use of the
hand as a means for healing and blessing.
There are over five hundred references in
the Bible to the hand as a healing agent or
as a means for conveying the thought or
power of blessing.
The hand is a symbol of genuine service.
So long as service takes the form of promises in words it amounts to little and we
place little value on it. But as soon as it involves the hand it then becomes definite and
it has high value.
When we speak of the mother who has
given her life in loving service to her children, we often say "she has worked her hands
to the bone for them," and we exhibit her
lined and calloused hands as the symbol of
the genuineness of her service.
The handshake, the gesture of the band,
the encouraging slap on the back, the benediction of the up-raised hand, the hand laid
in blessing by an elder on the head of a
child; all of these -are registered in our minds
even in the deepest realms of the unconscious, as symbols of service, symbols of the
expression of love.
These deep mental impressions reinforce very strongly the natural power of the
hand as the age-long means for the expression of definite concrete intention.
A naturalist who has spent a great deal
of time in India, who has killed many tigers
and has seen many cases where tigers have
killed and eaten the bodies of human beings, makes the statement that he has never
yet seen an instance where a tiger has eaten
a human hand. It will eat all the rest of the
body and leave tbe hands.
This may be merely a peculiar fancy of
the tiger, but it may indicate that tins animal

:finds a peculiar quality or power in the
luunan hand which it does not find in the
rest of the body and which causes it to avoid
the hand.
It is certain that a large part of our energies :find expression through the hand in
the normal life. The man who does not work
with his hands misses the fullest expression.
The good results of our Manual Training
Schools illustrate the importance of the
hand as a means of self-expression and
trairling.
The language we speak with our lips
is an evanescent, unsatisfactory form of expression compared with the language we
speak with lhc hand, in the written word, the
machines and homes and monuments we
build, the forests we clear and the fields we
till, the service we render each other with
our hands.
The words we speak with our hands are
lasting words. The language of the hand is
the language of service, the language of power. They arc the organs of permanent expression of the will of man for himself and
the world.
'Vhen you use your hand as a means
for giving therapeutic suggestion, do so in
full consciousness of this background. Realize you are using an organ of power and
then put your definite, clear-cut intention
sh·ongly into your hand.
Make your hand express your intention
with the vibration of perfect health. Be sure
that all the results of the use .of your hand
agree with your healing intention and you
can be certain of positive results for every
usc of it.
The hand is a source of several very important forms of influence. Let us classify '
and study these in some detail.
(1) Your hand placed upon your own
body or the body of another with the intention of healing, conveys a health-giving vibration.
(2) Your hand is a constant source of
an emanation which has been called by
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many different names, but which we call
maneffluvium from the latin words, manus,
the hand, and effluere, to flow out.
(3) It is a source of pleasant, comforting stimulation to the patient's nerves.
( 4) It is a powerful means for expression of thought through the language of ges·
ture.
(5) When you use the hand, get the
feeling that you are thinking in it. Feel that
you think into your finger tips, that you
think with every cell of your hand. Charge
it to over-flowing with the power of your
conscious thought and your determined purpose to bring health to the body you touch.
Train yourself in doing this and you will be
surprised to see how real this feeling will
become of thinking in your hand, of making
its vibrations the health-giving vibrations.
Let us give you a little experiment that
will help you to prove the reality of
this health vibration. After you have been
practicing this for a few weeks, put your
hand on someone for the relief of pain,
without making any conscious effort to set
your hand into the health vibration, without
especially intending to convey a definite
healing thought through the hand. Leave it
so for a few moments and then concentrate
all of your mind power on your hand for
conveying the health vibration.
You will find that in most cases your
patient will notice the difference and speak
of it. If he does not, ask him if he notices
any difference in the feeling of your hand
now and when you first placed it on his body
and in nearly every case you will find even
an unaccustomed patient sensitive enough
to notice the difference. You may try this on
your own body and you will find the same
result. You can learn to think in your hand
and by your conscious intention to make it
vibrate health, make your hand a remedy
of great power.
From very early times it has · been believed that the hand gives off an emanation
to those who receive it. This emanation has
been called by many different names, a great
many different qualities have been attributed to it.
Anton Mesmer who founded a
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school of healing on its use, called it animal
magnetism.
Since electricity has come into common
use, the emanation of the hand has often
been called human electricity because to
many sensitive persons the hand of a healer
causes a gentle "electrical" tingling in the
body.
A number of years ago we conducted
a long series of experiments in the laboratory of the Weltmer Institute for the purpose of determining whether such an emanation really exists, and if so, the nature of
it.
Experimenting with sensitive galvanometers and electroscopes, we proved that
it is not magnetism nor electricity in the
proper sense of these terms, for our most
sensitive instruments remained unaffected
by even the strongest emanations.
The results of these experiments led us
to give to this emanation still another name
which should not have the objectionable
character of all its common names, of being
based upon a theory of its nature.
It would hardly do to call it animal
magnetism, for it is not magnetism. Human electricity would be just as poor a name
for it is not electricity, human or otherwise.
We decided upon the term maneffluvium
which literally means an emanation from
the hand as noted above. This describes the
phenomenon, but does not attempt to define it.
We then undertook a long series of experiments to determine whether the appearance of maneffluvium and the sensation it
causes in the body, are due to suggestion and
the expectations of the patient.
Without
wearying you by describing these experiments, which are fully described in the Complete Correspondence Course, we will tell
you that their results proved to us that the
hand does emit maneffluvium. In certain
sensitive persons it produces sensible effects,
and it can be made to convey to others the
intention of the maneffluvializcr without
the employment of any form of suggestion
except possibly involuntary telepathic suggestions.
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These experiments and many years of
clinical observation have convinced us that
maneffluvium flows from the hand, probably constantly. Its flow is strongly influenced by the intention. Its nature is in
accord with the thought · with which if
is produced and it can be made to produce
in the body of the one who receives it tl1e
effect intended by the one who gives it.
When you put your hands on your own
body or the body of another with the intention of healing, feel that tl1ere flows out
from your hands a strong current of maneffluvium which will produce a certain definite desirable effect.
If you '\vish to get some idea of just
what this flowing out from your hands
feels like, hold your hands above your head
for a few moments, grip them very tightly,
then throw them down to your side with the
fingers out-spread and note the slightly
prickling sensation, as if something was
going off from your hands as the blood returns to them. This sensation is not caused
by a strong flow of maneffluvium, but it
is something like the sensation you have
when maneffluvium is flowing strongly.
When you have your hands on your
own body or the body of another with the
affected area between them and you are
sending out maneffluvium for the purpose
of bringing new health into the affected
parts, use one hand as your sending hand
and the uther as a receiving hand. In this
way you are establishing a sort of electric
circuit. Usually you use the right hand for
the sending and the left hand for the receiving element.
When maneffluvializing under such conditions you will note after a time a slight
sensation of " receiving" from the body a
"current" somewhat like that which you
no tice at the sending hand. You may use
maneffluvium however even though you
use only one hand, and no matter which
hand you employ.
Form the habit of giving out the maneffluvium with the strong intention of producing benefit whenever you put your
hands on yourself or on others for healing.
(3). For many reasons, some of which

we have already mentioned, the hand is a
source of comforting, pleasing stimulation
when applied to your own, or to the body
.of another. If you hurt your body at any
point you immediately clasp your hand upon the injured place. If there is pain some
place and you can get your hand over the
pain, you know from common experience
that this has a comforting effect.
The soothing touch of mother's hand,
the rpinistering hands of nurses and healers
prove the soothing power of the hand.
The most reliable of all the senses is
the sense of touch. This sense is the one
through which we receive manual suggestion. Manual suggestions cannot be doubted or refus,ed, they can only be yielded to.
e cannot deny, we cannot refuse to
yield to the quieting, comforting mildly
stimulating influences of the pleasant comforting warmth of the healer's· hand. This
is one of the most powerful of all means for
giving manual suggestions.
(4) Very often we find men using
words fort the purpose of hiding their
thoughts. We ourselves may be guilty of
the same sort of deceit. So common is this
fault that we are generally suspicious of the
statements of others and turn to some
other means to find out what they really
think.
The hand clasp and the gestures of the
hand are commonly depended upon to show
us whether we shall believe or disbelieve the
statements of others
On this account, when your hand conveys an impression of genuine interest in
others, enthusiasm, determination and energy, your oral suggestions are strongly r einforced and your hands themselves become
sources of helpful suggestions.
It is often helpful in giving manual
suggestions, where the hands are to be
placed directly upon the skin, to heat them
by rubbing the palms briskly together with
considerable pressure. When the hands are
not too dry nor too damp, they can be heated in this way to a surprisingly high temperature.
The heated hand has a more prompt
and powerful healing effect than the cold
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hand. In fact, the hands should never be
cold when placed directly on the skin.
They should always be warmed, preferably
by a good normal circulation, or if necessary by heating them as described. As a
last resort they may be heated at the stove
or hot water may be used.
In using the hand for healing, it is not
always necessary to touch the skin. The
hand may be used very successfully over
even the thickest clothing. We · often h eal
patients without disarranging their clothing
in the least. In many cases this is preferable because of the impression upon the
mind of the patient.
·
Some persons would be so disturbed by
the preparation for treatment, and by the
thought of someone touching them, that
this would more than offset the advantage
of having the normally vibrating hand directly in contact with the skin.
In treating yourself, it is not necessary
to remove the clothes. You may be in a
street car, in a theatre or other public place,
where it is impossible to get your hand in
contact with the skin over the point of disturbance, yet by simply placing your hand
in the proper position outside your clothes,
you may very quickly bring relief.
You have only to try this to find that
it is so.
If you have a feeling of distress or pain
in the stomach, lie down and relax. Place
your right hand over the point of pain, or
over the place that feels tight and then think
that your hand is vibrating at the rate of
health, that the maneffluvium is flowing
from your hand into your body to bring relaxation of the stomach. Note the pleasant,
comforting sensation the hand gives, and
just wait to see what happens.
You will find that in less than ten
minutes, if you have been doing this right,
your stomach will begin to empty into the
bowel, the distress or pain will subside,
and you will soon be quite comfortable.
If you have a headache place your
right hand at the back of the neck w ith
finger and thumb on opposite sides of the
neck. Work by deep small circular ·motions over the tender place. Then with the
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positive hand quiet, place the negative or
left hand on the forehead, and send the
maneffluvium and the healing thought
through the head for tl{e relaxation, comforting and relief of the suffering tissues.
In most cases, you will quickly secure
relief. If it should not bring relief in ten
minutes, treat by stroking gently with both
hands from the center of the forehead outward and backward across the temples.
This stroking must not only convey
your soothing, comforting thought, but it
must also be done with the feeling that you
are filling the head with health-giving maneffluvium. The stroking must be at such
speed and with such pressure as will give
a comforting, soothing sensation.
Be sure tl1at your mind is fixed, without anxiety but with pleasant anticipation of
immediate comfort, on the idea or the purpose to heal. Appropriate oral suggestions,
as: "I am getting easy and comfortable,"
may also be used. This is better than
Coue's, "It passes, it passes," for in his suggestion you would be naming and emphasizing the trouble rather than tl1e comfort
you seek.
We will sum up the general instructions
for the use of the hand in healing in this
rule:
"Put your hand on the place that hurts
with the intention of healing and keep it
there until the pain is gone."
Not only will this bring ease, but it will
bring healing. It may be n ecessary to repeat the performance a number of times,
but in many cases one application will be
sufficient and in every case you may be
sure there is a lasting after effect even
though the pain returns and has to be relieved repeatedly.
Learn to think into your hands. Make
their maneffluvium health-giving.
Use them in such a way as to give
pleasant, wholesome stimulation. Make
your gestures sincere expressions of a genuine thoughtfulness of others and a desire
to help them, and you will find the hand
one of the most powerful healing agents
God has given to man.

•
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THE MIND AND THE SENSORY--MOTOR MAN.
It is not enough for us to think. We
must also have a means for expressing our
thoughts. Many· a dreamer is content witl1
his dream. He sees no necessity for expressing it in burning words, in glorious
deeds, in machines, books, cities, fertile
fields or organizations of human endeavor.
The dream is enough for him, he feels under no necessity for giving his dream a proper embodiment.
To tl1e world, the dreams of such a man
are lost. To the man himself, they are a
delusion and disappointment.
For normal life as we live it, we need
good bodies which will do what we desire
them to do. Often the physical conditions
of expression are quite as important as the
mind which employs them and the
thoughts they express.
Man's first concern upon coming to live
in the world is to build a body. This process of body making is the first and remains
forever one of the most striking manifestations of the power of mind over matter.
The conscious mind of man has never
yet made a machine which in any degree ap·proadhes Ute body his unconscious mind
makes for him. No chemical laboratory is
able to duplicate the feats of the cellular laboratories of our bodies. No consciously
governed organization of man equals the
unconsciously governed organization of the
some twenty-five million six hundred thousand million separate personalities we call
the cells of the human body of average size.
As a means for expressing our desires,
our purposes, wishes and thoughts; as a
means for conscious thinking, and voluntary action, we are interested in the nerves,
bones and muscles, and the glands of internal secretion of our bodies.
These are the means we use for making contact with the world, for determining our reactions to the world, and for adjusting ourselves to the world and the world
to us.

Mind makes· this body, every part of it.
And mind controls it. To a considerable
degree the processes made possible by this
nerve-muscle-gland mechanism, are under the control of the conscious mind, either
directly through our voluntary system, or
indirectly through the influence of our conscious thinking upon the involuntary
system.
Mind makes nerves in order that it may
discover conditions of the world, harmonize
the different bodily processes with each
other and control the glands and muscles
through which it finds expression of its
desires to the world.
Mind makes glands in order that it may
attune the organism to certain modes of reaction, and in order to perpetuate the internal processes of reaction begun by the
nerves.
Mind makes bones in order that it may
have a frame work to give and maintain the
form of the body, levers by which to magnify and stabilize movement.
It makes muscles in order that it may
move the parts of the body and through motions of its limbs, move the objects of the
world to suit its desires. Through the motions of its speech organs it communicates ..
its thoughts.
From the viewpoint of our interest in
the body as a means for living in the world,
the nervous system begins its processes at
the sense organs which are scattered
abundantly through all parts of the body.
There are a great many types of these sense
organs, each type being sensitive to some
certain form of energy as acting upon the
body from environment or upon one part of
the body from another part.
As we know these different forms of
sense organs through the sensory results in
experiences, there are about two dozen
different kinds of them. Some of them are
highly specialized and have very elaborate
organs built around the primary sensitive
cells, as for instance, the eye with its lens
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and means for controlling the light, the ear
with its external, middle, and internal parts
which convey material vibrations to the
sensitive cells in the organ of Corti.
Others are less specialized, as the olfactory cells, the taste buds, and touch cells.
Some forms of sensory end-organs are exceedingly simple, being me;rely the "frayed
out" ends of nerve-fibers, others have
special cells associated with them.
We have in the skin, sense-organs for
pressure; prick, pain, heat and cold. In the
muscles and tendons we have special organs
that give a sense of effort. Some of the internal organs, as the stomach and intestines,
have special sense-organs giving sensations
of hunger, thirst, etc.
By means of these different organs we
· react to such forces of environment as have
been through the ages, most important in the
lives of our ancestors.
From these sensory end-organs we find
nerve-fiberSt passing to the spinal cord and
br~n, which are great receiving centers,
elaborate switch bo:ards for receiving and
assorting the incoming stimuli. Such ·o f
these stimuli as reach certain parts of the
brain result by some means entirely unknown to us in experiences of sensation.
Other nerve fibers, especially in the
front part of the brain are associated in
some unknown way with the processes of
conscious thinking about these incoming
stimuli and their resulting sensations, with
the final processes of deciding what reaction
to make, and with the beginning of the process of bodily adjustment and action.
Going out from the brain to other
nerve centers, glands, and muscles all over
the body are the motor tracts and motor
nerves. These motor paths enable the mind
to carry out its decisions through action upon the glands and muscles.
Mental processes, as we ordinarily use
that term are associated with the reception,
assortment, redistribution and final expression from the centers of the nerve stimuli
originating in the sensory organs, and in the
stimulation from within of the central and
motor paths.
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Conscious thinking is almost wholly concerned with the sensory-center-motor processes. Only rarely do we find a man who
exercises his power to draw from above,
through intuition, the stimulus for a
motor expression. Usually he depends entirely upon the incoming sense stimulus to
start his mental and muscular processes and
when such sense stimulation is lacking he
is without conscious thought and action. It
was to such a man that the jokester referred
when he said, "Oh, sometimes he jest sets
and Lhinks, and sometimes he jest sets."
A great many have the idea that the
physical basis of intelligence is the number
of cells in the brain. This is a mistake. It
is not the number of brain cells any more
than it is the number of thoughts he thinks
that determines a man's intelligence. It is
the organization of both brain cells and
thoughts that counts. _
The physical basis of man's superior
intelligence is the branches of central neurones. These are so largely branched that it
is possible for any stimulus that comes into
the brain to be discharged through any
gland-motor path.
This makes possible the extraordinary
organization and fine co-ordination of motion and the great variety of action that
makes man superior to the lower animals.
The glands of internal secretion to wit:
the pineal gland in the back part of the
brain, the pituitary gland below the front
part of the brain, the thyroid in the neck,
thymus in the chest, the adrenal in the upper part of the abdomen and the ovaries in
the pelvis or the testes in the scrotum, together with certaillj temporary glands, as
the corpus luteum of the ovaries, sensitize
the sense-organs, the nerve-centers and the
tissues generally. They regulate and harmonize the nerves, muscles and olher bodily
organs and maintain tendencies established originally by the nervous system or by
these glands· themselves .
The mind builds the endocrine glands
as a means for doing these things. These
are exceedingly sensitive and wonderfully
ingenious chemical laboratories where the
most important of the harmonizing solu-
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tions are prepared for the influencing of
general bodily conditions and reactions.
When the pituitary gland is normally
active the brain works well, the nerve-functions are steady. When the thyroid works
well, we have plenty of enthusiasm, plenty
of energy for emergencies and sudden
needs. When the adrenals are working
well we are properly self-assertive and independent. When the sex glands are functioning normally, we have proper altruistic interest in others, in our social environment and we are full of life and vigor.
These glands are made by the mind
for the carrying on of some of its bodily
work. They are controlled by the mind.
We can learn to control their functions by
thinking right thoughts.
So powerful is the influence of these
glands upon the development and characteristics of the body that the mind builds
them according to the personality it is developing.
If the unconscious builder of the body
is developing an aggressive, vigorous personality it will build a body which is dominated by the adrenal gland. If it is building an enthusiastic buoyant, charming personality it builds a body dominated by the
thyroid. If it expresses through a vigorous thinking, mentally industrious, broad
visioned personality it builds a body dominated by the pituitary. If it is expressing
through a personality chiefly remarkable
for its strong altruistic parental instinct, it
builds a body dominated by the sex glands.
As the nervous system is the direct and
chief means for expressing desire and
adapting our expressions to the conditions of
environment, so the glands of internal secretion are the chief means for perpetuating
our habits of expression and mental tendencies in personal manifestation.
These glands interact, so that no one
of them entirely governs the bodily life.
They all act together more or less, but in
some bodies we find one dominant and
the key to that personality.
The bony frame work of the body consists of the bony skeleton with the spinal
column and head as its foundation. The

spine is a flexible, many-jointed column
which supports the head at the top, supports the ribs and upper limbs in its middle and is supported by the lower limbs
which are attached to its lower end.
The head is used as a chamber in
which the brain is protected, as the spinal
column is used as a protection for the spinal
cord.
The front part of the head, the face,
contains some of the most important organs of sensation, and the beginnings of the
respiratory and digestive tracts.
The thorax, consisting of the ribs, sternum and middle part of the spine is a protecting chamber for lungs and heart and
affords means for compressing and expanding the lungs in breathing.
The upper limbs are important mainly for the hands which they bear at their
exh·emities. ·w ithout the hands we would
never have learned to think in the wide,
practical way we do. We would not be
able to express our thoughts as we now express them.
In order that the hand may have such
a wide variety of motion and such freedom
of movement, the upper limb is joined very
loosely to the thorax, only indirectly to the
spine and all of its joints have very free
motion.
The lower limbs are used as means of
locomotion. Where other animals at the
best stand erect with difficulty, we habitually stand erect, thus giving our front, or upper limbs, freedom from locomotion, allowing us to use them wholly for the expression of our purposes. Indirectly, we
owe a great deal to the ability of the lower
limbs to take care of the business of locomotion.
The muscles are of three varieties,
the great muscles attached in pairs to the
bones and under control of our conscious
will, the much smaller muscles in the walls
of the organs which contract rhythmically,
and the heart muscle found dilly in thv
walls of the heart.
Muscles are not only important as the
means for finally expressing our desires and '
for adapting those expressions to the con-
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ditions of environment but they are also
important as the means for moving fluids
and the parts of the organs about in the
body.
The heart muscles, of course, pump the
blood; the muscles of the :digestive tract
move the contents of the stomach and intestines. The muscles of the small tubes
called ducts, move external secretions.
But there is another movement of
fluid by muscles which often is not noted;
this is the movement of lymph by all contracting and relaxing muscles.
Every
muscle is a heart for the pumping of lymph
and if you wish to keep your muscles and
the rest of the body in good health, you
must take a certain amount of muscular exercise.
The largest muscles of our body are
found in the lower extremeties. On this
account, walking, running, jumping are
the most important exercises from the
standpoint of general health. It is necessary in this day of the ubiquitous automobile that we make occasion to walk more.
Muscles hav'e only one function, that of
contracting and shortening. Remember this
rule. Muscles strengthen and shorten with
use. If you stand slouchily, strengthen and
shorten the muscles of the back by exercises for strengthening the back. If your abdominal wall is loose and the organs pack
down in the pelV!is, causing constipation,
bladder and uterine troubles, strengthen
and shorten the muscles .o f the abdomen
by taking head and shoulder lifting exercises while you lie on yolir back.
Muscles properly are exercised by repeated contractions and relaxations. \Vhile
contracted, the mus'Cles contain less blood
than normal; when relaxed, more blood
flows into them than before. Repeating
this will make the muscles grow in strength
and girth while it shortens them.
Over-strain, without sufficient rest, will
exhaust the muscle powers, injure the muscle tissue, and clog the muscle with its own
wastes. Mlassage or rest will cleanse the
muscles and restore all loss with more than
was lost if the injury was not too great.
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Nerves need exercise quite as well as
muscles, and nerves, like muscles can be
overworked and their energies exhausted.
Nerves must be used to be healthy, but they
must be rested in order to restore and
maintain their used-up energies.
The brain that is not used will degenerate. The nerves that are not used will
lose their sensitiveness. But the brain and
nerves that are used too long will destroy
themselves, sometimes past repair.
Legitimate work alone probably never
results in dangerous brain and nerve exhaustion, for the nervous system has a
safety mechanism which stops the processes
when they become dangerous under normal conditions. It is only when these safety mechanisms are thrown out of gear by
worry that the nervous system is in danger
of over-strain.
\Vork hard, play hard, rest, enjoy life
and trust in God in the genuine practical
way that makes you trust yourself and the
rest of God's human children, and you need
never fear injury to either muscles or
nerves through the work you do.
The same rule applies to the glands of
internal secretion, they also are influenced
by their functions.
If you wish to stimulate your thyroid,
train yourself to be enthusiastic and whole
hearted. If you wish to stimulate your pituitary, undertake brain work and put your
whole heart into it. If you wish to s1imu1ate the adrenals, make life an adventure
and go to meet its emergencies. If you wish
to increase the internal sec~etion of the sex
glands, turn your thoughts to others and
do not give up at the first ·o r the second or
even the third difficulty you meet. Learn
to love others and respect yourself.
The unconscious mind has built for us
a wonderful vehicle for our conveyance
along the highway of life.
Love it, trust it, use it, take care of it.
Give it a square deal and you will find your
sensory-motor-glandular machinery the
source of innumerable satisfactions, pleaSJures, and joys, and the means to the achievement and realization of your finest life
dreams.
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YOUR CIRCULATION
The amoeba, a single cell, surrounded
by water, from which it takes its food and
into which it discharges its wastes, has no
need for blood.
Yet, even the amoeba moves its own
protoplasm with a sort of flowing motion.
This flowing motion of the protoplasm in
the living cells is characteristic of all liying
matter and the facility of flow may even be
considered a life index.
When creatures become so large and
so complex that some of their cells are no
longer in contact with water, from which
they receive their_ food and into which
they discharge their wastes, some sort of
circulation becomes necessary.
The simplest type of circulation is that
in which water is taken into the stomach,
loaded with food, and then circulated to
tl1e tissues. In higher types of animals, the
distribution of the products of digestion,
the products of internal secretion, and the
removal of wastes by way of the organs of
elimination is accomplished through the
use of a fluid formed in the body, maintained in constant volume, loaded with living
cells and the foods and was1tes, which it is
to transport. This fluid is called blood.
Blood remains in the blood-vessels.
Part of the blood is secreted from the smaller blood-vessels into the tissues, restoring
to the cells their primitive condition, surrounding them with water, which supplies
their foods and receives their wastes. Tlus
cell-water is called lymph.
The organs for the circulation of blood
are the heart, arteries, capillaries and veins.
The organs for the formation and the
movement of lymph are the blood capillaries, muscles, lymph capillaries, venules,
veins and lymph nodes of the thoracic and
right lymphatic ducts.
The blood is a fluid, somewhat heavier
than water, because of the solids and living
cells it contains. It is about ninety parts
water, 8.5 protein, 1% parts fats, salts and
other less known solids.

The blood contains from 4,500,000 for
the '\;oman to 5,000,000 for the man, of
red blood cells per cubic millimeter, a millimeter being equal to 1-25 of an inch. The
number of white cells varies, but usually is about 10,000 per cubic millimeter.
The food materials carried by the
blood are . the proteins, carbohydrates, and
fats.
They are supplied by the digestive
tract, r efined by intestinal mucous membrane, and regulated by the liver. In addition to these tissue builders and fuel foods,
there are the mineral salts, water, and oxygen, supplied by the lungs, which play their
parts in the nutrition of the cells.
From the various cells and glands of
internal secretion, the blood receives a
number of substances, which it carries to
differ ent parts of the body some of them
for use in special locations, others of general significance and use.
The amount of the blood varies, but is
usually about 5 % of the body weight. To
translate weight into volume read pounds
as pints, making. allowance for the fact that
the weight of blood is slightly greater than
water.
Blood is supplied to all of the tissues of
the body, except the cornea and vitreous
humor of the eye and the cartilages.
If you will consider how a pin prick of
the skin at any point brings blood, you will
get some idea of the richness of the blood
supply to the tissues.
In order to keep the blood moving
from its sources of food, air, and the secretions it carries, to the cells, the ultimate
consumers of these materials, you built an
elaborate system of tubes, supplied with a
very efficient pump-the heart.
Your heart is a hollow musculo-membranous organ about the size of your fist,
in the center of your chest, its small end
protruding over to the left, almost reaching to a line drawn vertically through the
nipple.
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The heart does a great deal of work during the day. Martin, in "The Human Body"
says,"If a man weighing 165 pounds climbed
up a mountain 2,644 feet high, his skeletal
muscles would only have performed the
amount of work that the ventricles of the
heart do daily without fatigue". ·
This muscular organ about the size of
your fist does more work than all the larger
muscles of your body, most of the time.
Though it works steadily, it rests more than
half the time when beating at the normal
rate of 72 beats per minute.
The blood moves very rapidly through
the arteries and very slowly through the
capillaries. Furthermore, the blood pulses
in the arteries, but only exceptionally is there
any pulsation in the capillaries. This is because the elasticity in the arterial walls has
entirely obliterated it just as the air bell on
a force pump obliterates the pulses due to
the intermittent strokes of the piston.
When arteries become hardened and
lose their elasticity, the pulse is not obliterated, but strong waves of blood flow into the
capillaries which have a tendency to rupture
under the strain. When such ruptures occur in the brain, they cause apoplexy.
The middle walls of the arteries at the
heart consist entirely of yellow elastic tissue.
Before they reach the capillaries, the middle
walls have become entirely muscular.
While the muscular wall of the small
arteries may assist, as some think it does,
with the movement of the blood, its principal
function is that of regulating the amount of
blood to be supplied 'to any certain part.
When a small artery relaxes, the capillaries which it supplies become overfilled
with blood and that part appears flushed.
When it is contracted, the part is paled.
The control of blood distribution is under the mind. You can, by thinking of some
part cause more blood to flow there, or if
your thought is very depressing less blood
may flow to that part, through control of the
arteries which supply it.
All the work of the blood is done in the
capillaries. The heart pumps the blood, the
arteries carry it to the capillaries and in the
capillar~es it gives up its foods, the secretions
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it carries, its gases and its water to the tissues, receiving from them in return, gases,
other secretions and other forms of waste.
In order that the capillaries may carry
out these functions, they have very delicate,
permeable walls. Gases and liquids can diffuse through them readily so that there is
ahnost as free exchange between the blood
in the capillaries and the lymph outside the
capillaries, as if the capillary walls were not
there.
'Vhite blood cells are able to pass back
and forth through the capillary walls, but,
under normal conditions, the red blood cells
never do.
White blood cells frequently are called
upon to migrate into the tissues to attack
germs or to remove injured or dead cells or
other dangerous material.
Red blood cells perform their function
wholly as oxygen carriers.
The capillary walls offer no hindrance
to the passage of oxygen from the red blood
cells to the tissues and carbon dioxide from
the tissues to the blood.
The blood is collected from the capillaries into the veins. These are comparatively thin walled vessels, more muscular
than the arteries, through which the blood
flows slowly back to the heart.
The sole function of the · veins is that of
carrying the blood which has served its purpose in the capillaries, back to the heart
for mixing and transmission to . the lungs
where it will be purified, given a new supply
of oxygen, and prepared for circulation
through the system again.
vVe have said nothing about the most
important function of the capillaries, thesecretion of lymph.
Wherever we find blood capillaries, we
find them secreting lymph. This is in part
a passive process due to blood pressure and
the permeability of the capillary walls, but
more important than this, it is an active process carried on by the living cells of the
capillaries. Lymph consists of water, food
materials, and some of the coagulating materials of the blood. If you wish to see some
lymph, scratch the skin or cut the surface,
not deeply enough to make it bleed, and you
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will observe presently a watery fluid on the
smface. This is lymph.
Lymph varies in composition according
to the needs and conditions of the tissue in
which it is secreted. This is one of the wonders of the living body.
The delicate cells of the capillary walls
are able to secrete the food materials needed
for the nutrition of the tissues, the wastes
some gland is to remove from the body, the
other materials which a gland needs for the
formation of a secretion, or in case of injury, a thick lymph which coagulates very
easily, forming the basis of repair.
The lymph is. the waiter who brings the
food to the dining table for the cells. Every
living cell of the body lives in its drop of
lymph, from which it receives its food and
into which it discharges its wastes.
As the lymph comes from the capillaries, it is rich in food, but after it remains in
the lymph spaces around tthe tissue cells for
a time, it is deficient in food material and
overloaded with waste.
It is necessary that the lymph be constantly carried away witl1 its load of waste
so fresh lymph can be secreted. This movement is promoted to some degree by the
blood pressme through the capillary walls,
but the principal agency for the movement
of lymph is the contraction of the muscles.
A contracting and relaxing muscle is a
lymph heart, pumping lymph from the
muscles at every contraction, in a way sucking it into the muscle with every relaxation.
Not only does this favor the rapid exchange
of lymph in the muscles, but it also favors
the flow of lymph in neighboring, and even
in the distant tissues. This is one of the
chief reasons for exercising.
The lymph is drained from the lymph
spaces between the cells and around the capillaries, by small vessels which originate in
those spaces, unite with each other, first as
capillaries, then as venules and finally as
comparatively large vessels.
These lymph vessels are very numerous
and are remarkable for the great number of
valves they contain. These valves are so
placed that the lymph can flow only from the

capillaries toward the openings in the big
blood vessels.
Lymph is very commonly being poisoned by the life processes in the cells and by
the destructive processes and secretions of
germs and other disease causes. In order that the body may be protected from
the distribution of such material to the
body by the blood into which the lymph is
discharged, every lymph vessel has one or
more lymph nodes interposed in its course . .
These lymph nodes censor the lymph, antidote or remove its poisons and if necessary
stop a dangerous lymph stream until the
danger is overcome.
You may know that the lymph nodes
are doing their work when you feel the tender, bean-shaped "kernels" in the arm pit,
the groin, or the neck, when you have a cold
or other infection. The finding of such a
sore "kernel" may be the first sign you have
of an infection of a tooth, tonsil, or the ear.
By the way, do not rub an inflamed
lymph node. Treat it with a heated quiet
hand. To rub it might result in distributing
the dangerous material.
The blood circulation is exceedingly important. Not only does it distribute foods,
wastes and secretions, as we have seen, but
it also carries heat from the deeper organs,
where a great deal of heat is produced, to
the surface and to the lungs where the heat
can be dissipated. It carries the cool blood
from the surface to the deeper organs to
prevent their overheating. Heat regulation
is very important. It is to this that we owe
our ability to live in arctic cold or tropic
heat.
If your feet and hands grow cold, it is
because of a fault in the circulation. This
may be due to weak heart action, with lack
of pressure to overcome the friction of the
vessels. It may be due to disturbed nervous
action, or to local conditions of the sympathetic system.
In many cases, the feet and hands can
be warmed and kept warmed by learning to
think about them right. In other cases, it is
necessary to supplement the mental hygiene
with physical hygiene. Alternate cold and
hot bathing, right exercise, the removal of
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tight shoes or arm and leg bands may overcome this difficulty. In some cases, constitutional treatment is required for the
building up of the general vitality and the
strengthening of the heart.
Blood, normally, is alkaline in reaction.
An excessive meat diet as well as certain
disease conditions sometimes cause the
blood to become acid. This condition
often can be corrected by a fruit and vegetable diet, especially by the acid fruits, such
as oranges, lemons and grapefruit.
High blood pressure is an abnormal
condition of the blood circulation of which
we hear a great deal nowadays. It is due
directly to strong heart action, but tl1e final
cause usually is some form .of irritation
which causes a general contraction of the
smaller arteries, loss of elasticity in the arterial walls, or congestion of the kidneys,
which makes a high blood pressure neces-·
s-ary in order to force the blood through
them. The adrenal glands play an important part in high blood pressure, as their secretion largely controls the calibre of the
arteries.
A quiet mode of life, avoidance of anxiety, excitement and those situations in
which one feels the existence of an emergency, and the adoption of a ¥egetable and
fruit diet, favor return to normal blood
pressure.
For acute high blood pressure, a very
hot bath continued for twenty minutes or
half an hour usually gives relief very
quickly.
The signs of high blood pressure are
ringing in the ears, a feeling of stuffiness in
the head between the ears, some distortion
of vision and flushing of the face and neck.
The only positive diagnosis is made by an
instrument for measuring blood pressure.
We have in the blood system and its
functions one of the striking instances of
your unconscious power to build and main-
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tain physical tools for the carrying on of
personal life.
You made every drop of blood in your
body. You have never received a drop from
your mother and if you should receive
blood by transfusion from someone else, this
would very soon be destroyed and replaced
by blood made in your own blood-forming
organs.
The life of the red blood corpuscle is
about six weeks and a page or so of calculation will show you that you are destroying
worn out red blood corpuscles and replacing
them with new ones at the rate of many
millions a minute throughout your whole
life.
Yet, so efficient is the organic mind
which governs this process, that the number
of red blood corpuscles per cubic millimeter
varies in exceedingly narrow limits, in
health. In this one function alone you show
more unconscious wisdom than all the organized nations of men have been able to
manifest in all history.
Your blood is developed and governed
by intelligence. It constantly manifests
your intelligent control of your bodily life.
You change your blood over the body constantly. It takes only about from twenty to
thirty seconds to send the blood to the farthest capillaries and return it to the heart.
If you have some abnormal condition
or there is a lack of life function in some
part of your body, breathe deeply with the
intention tl1at the blood shall carry to these
parts the oxygen and the foods and secretions, which are being collected and formed under the control of your healing mind.
Learn to trust and use these marvelous
powers of your body.
Remember that when you think the
right thoughts, your blood is carrying the
product of your thinking to every part of
your body to build and maintain and perfect it.
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BREATHING
Oxygen is necessary to support those
chemical processes which produce the energies of life. The amount of oxygen used is
an accurate index to the amount of energy
developed and the intensity of the life processes.
Those creatures which have inadequate
means for obtaining oxygen and a deficient oxygen supply, are unable to maintain a constant body temperature, their temperature being only about a degree higher
than the temperature of their surroundings.
They are incapable of prolonged and intense
activity.
Those creatures which have the most
efficient organs for the maintenance of oxygen supply, are also the creatures which develop the highest efficiency in muscular and
mental activity and maintain a constant
body temperature in spite of very low temperatures in their surroundings.
These so called "warm blooded" animals are the mammals and birds. Most insects are very well supplied with oxygen, develop very great strength and are capable
of prolonged activity.
'
The lungs are many-celled, elastic bags
enclosed in an air tight chamber, the chest,
which can be increased and decreased in
size.
The essential tissue of the lung is the
respiratory epithelimn, lining the air-cells.
This is an extraordinarily delicate tissue
through which oxygen can pass in and carbon dioxide, water vapor, and other diffusible wastes can easily pass out.
The respiratory epithelium, a very thin
layer of lymph, and the capillary walls
alone separate the air in the air-cells from
the blood in the capillaries.
It is through these delicate membranes
of the air-cells of the lungs that all the work
of blood purification is accomplished. All
other Sttructures of the respiratory tract are
for the purpose of keeping the blood running
through the pulmonary capillaries and for
keeping fresh the air in the air-cells.

The total respiratory surface in the aircells if all spread out in one continuous sheet
would paper the walls of •a good sized bed
room.
The skeleton or frame work of the lungs
is a strong, yet delicate and very elastic webbing of yellow elastic tissue. If you wish to
test lhe elasticity of this tissue, blow up the
lungs of a fowl or other animal. Note how
far you can stretch the lung, and then how
small it will become when the contraction
of its elastic tissue forces the air out of it.
Your lungs are built in the same way.
The air is forced out from the lungs by their
elastic recoil rather than by the contraction
of the chest. It is necessary that this should
be so, for, if outside forces were depended
upon for dispelling air from the lungs, air
pockets would be formed, the air would not
be forced out evenly as it is when its own
elastic tissue governs the process.
We have such a condition of loss of intercellular elasticity in the disease called emphysema of the lung. In this condition the
lungs cannot be wholly emptied of the air
and breathlessness results· from failure properly to ventilate large volumes which become pocketed and persistently retained.
Connecting the air-cells with the outside air are the bronchial tubes which begin
as exceedingly fine microscopic tubes, but
become larger as they join together, until
finally we have the two primary bronchi
which unite to form the trachea or windpipe which opens into the throat through the
larynx.
The bronchial tubes are held open by
a skeleton of cartilage which is arranged in
broken rings with muscles connecting its
ends in such fashion that the contractions of
these muscles will close up the tubes while
relaxation will allow the tubes to spring
open.
This provision for the contraction and
expansion of the bronchial tubes is chiefly
useful in the cough, when the spasmodic
contraction of all the tubes with the sudden
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exhalation of air favor the stripping off of
the abnormal mucous secretions hanging to
their walls, thus clearing the air passages.
One very unpleasant and 'troublesome
disease, bronchial asthma, chiefly affects
this apparatus which controls the bronchial
tubes.
The trachea and the larger bronchial
tubes even down to the smaller branches are
lined with ciliated epithelium. The surfaces
of these cells are covered with fine hair-like
projections which make constant waves of
motion toward the mouth, causing a slow
current in the mucous secretion which
covers these membranes.
This process is for the purpose of bringing up to the throat into which it is discharged, the mucous secretion formed in
these tubes thus washing out and carrying
away all dust particles deposited on these
surfaces from the air we breathe. This is a
very important means for protecting the
lungs against the dust of the air.
Any dust which finds its way into the
lungs beyond this ciliated ~pithelium will
either stay in the air-cells or will be removed by the slight current of mucus that
flows through various openings into the
lymph spaces or by white blood cells which
migrate into the mucus secretion of the aircells, to pick up these particles and carry
them into the body.
Such particles accumulate in the cell
spaces between the capillaries and among
the yellow elastic tissue cells or lymph-nodes
which guard the lymph streams running
from the lungs.
The dissection of the lungs of persons
who have lived in a very dusty enyironment
always shows some of these dust accumulations, especially in the pulmonary lymphnodes. A coal miner's lungs may be so solidly packed with coal dust that they do not
contract when the air is let into the chest.
Tl1e lymph-nodes frequently are found to be
nearly solid chunks of coal dust.
The dust you sweep up with the broom,
the ashes you breathe when tending the furnace if you are careless about wetting them
down, the dust you breathe when shoveling
coal into the furnace, if you do not keep the
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coal properly wetted, will find its way into
the air-cells and finally into the cellular
spaces and the pulmonary lymph-nodes.
Organic dust which can be dissolved and
eliminated will finally be disposed of, but
inorganic dus1 will remain throughout life.
A very small percentage of the dust
you breathe goes into the lungs, most of it is
caught by the mucus of the bronchial tubes
and is carried out by the movement of their
secretions, as described.
To protect your lungs against dusty air,
provision is made that the air you breathe
in and out, called the tidal air, never goes
deeper fuan the small bronchial tubes. The
residual air, that which . stays in the lungs
when you have expelled as much as possible,
retreats ahead of the tidal air, filling the aircells and the small bronchial tubes. This
air is not only practically free from dust,
except when the tidal air is exceedingly
dusty, but it also has the temperature of
the lungs and is saturated with moisture,
so the respiratory epithelium is neither dried
out nor chilled, and the air-cells are not filled with very dusty air. This is a wonderful provision of nature for the protection of
the delicate lung tissue.
The question might arise in your mind
as to how the air is continually fresh if the
lungs are always filled with air that cannot
be expelled. The freshening of the air depends upon the phenomenon of the diffusion of gases.
When the residual and tidal airs ·come
into contact they mix more or less by currents, but the ventilation of the residual air
depends upon molecular motions by which
oxygen. passes into the residual and carbon
dioxide into the tidal air. Dust particles are
not affected by this diffusion process, but
only by air currents, so this process ventilates the residual air, and protects it against
contamination by dust.
The lungs are still further protected by
the proper use of the upper parts of the respiratory tract. The beginning of the respiratory tract is the nose, not the mouth as
many seem to think. The term mouthbreathing really is an improper term for
when you breathe through the mouth you
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are not properly breathing at all. You can bearing the brunt of the danger in breathsuck air in and blow it out through the ing dangerous contaminated air. It is evimouth, but this is no more truly breathing dence of the protection the nose is affording
than it would be eating to force food into the the more delicate tissues of the lungs. The
stomach through a hole in the abdol)linal disease is in reality a manifestation of the
body's curative processes.
wall.
Remember that your mouth is not a
The mechanical means by which the
part of the respiratory tract, and you are lungs are enlarged and compressed, are the
just as foolish as you look when you try to bony .and muscular walls of the chest. The
skeleton in the chest consists of the twelve
use it for this purpose.
The nose is armed at the nostrils with thoracic vertebrae of the spinal column,
coarse, stiff hairs which stop the larger par- the twelve pairs of ribs, and the sternum, or
ticles of trash which might come in through breast bone.
the air. Just beyond this part of the nose
The upper opening of the chest at the
are the turbinate bones which catch the neck is closed by the musdes and other
air currents and set them swirling so structures of the neck. The spaces between
that centrifugal force throws much of the ribs are closed by intercostal muscles and
the solid dus~ particles against the the floor of the chest is closed by a great
sticky mucous secretions of the nose. double muscle, the diaphragm.
They also deflect the air currents toThe ribs are fastened to the vertebrae
ward the upper part of the nose where the at such an angle and they hang in such a
olfactory membrane is situated: Here the position, that when they are lifted they not
air is sampled by the organ of smell and only rise, but also move outwards. Thus by
censored as to its fitness for breathing.
one simple action of pulling upward on the
You would do well to pay attention to ribs all horizontal diameters of the chest are
this olfactory censorship. When the sense increased.
of smell warns you that air is not fit to
This is one of the most remakable
breathe, tllis is a warning worth heeding. mechanisms we know. It is simple and yet
Remember, if you do not take this warning wonderfully proficient, and worthy of the
the nose will soon cease to bother about it highest inventive genius. It is an evidence
and you will no longer smell the bad air.
of the wonderful unconscious intelligence
This does not mean that the air has be- which builds and maintains your body and
come fresh, it merely means that the nose which you should remember you can depend
has given you up as incorrigible .and is leav- upon in the emergency of illness.
This same intelligence which built and
ing you to your evil ways.
Air that is properly breathed through maintains your body also heals your body
the nose is much more us·e ful in the lungs when you trust it and cease the conscious
than air which is improperly sucked in interferences of doubt and f ear.
through the mouth.
Furthermore, the
When the diaphragm relaxes it is pushmouth is unfitted for moistening the .. air, ed far up into the chest by the abdomand very soon becomes dry, while the nose inal organs supported by the muscles of
will continue to moisten dry air and will the abdomen.
When the diaphragm
never become dried out unless it is diseased. contracts, it pushes the abdominal orOne indication 1of the importance of gans downward, stretching the abthe nose in the cleansing and preparation of dominal muscles.
When the chest
the air for breathing is found in the fre- is enlarged by the lifting of the ribs and the
quency of "colds in the head". These are contraction and lowering of the diaphragm,
inflammatory reactions of the mucus mem- it removes the pressure from the outside of
branes of the nose and throat against harm- the lungs and allows the air pressure
ful germs.
through the nose, throat, larynx, trachea
The "cold" is evidence that the nose is and bronchial tubes to expand the lungs and
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keep them in contact with the chest wall.
The lungs are not pulled open by the
chest walls, but they are blown up and expanded by the air pressure from without.
This is another very wise provision of nature. This enables the lungs to be expanded
evenly .by the free flowing air, whereas if
the lungs were tightly fastened to the chest
wall, as sometimes happens in neglected
pleurisy, the mechanical stretching of the
lungs would endanger the delicate tissues.
Between the chest wall and the lungs
there·is a closed sac, one side of which is fastened to the chest wall, the other side to the
lungs. The cavity of this sac contains a small
amount of lubricating fluid, which allows
the lung surface to rub without friction on
the chest surface. This allows the lungs. to
expand and contract without friction and
injury.
When the pleura becomes· inflamed and
roughened, the expansion and contraction
of the lungs then cause sharp pains, the
pains of pleurisy. These pains are the sign
that the lung in that region should be kept
quiet. If this warning is heeded and you
go to bed or merely sit quietly in a warm
room with as little movement of that part
of the chest as possible, the healing powers
of nature, under your unconscious healing
mind, will soon restore the pleura to its normal condition and the lungs will be able
to work again as well as ever.
If you do not heed this warning, you
run the risk of it being necessary for the
healing mind to cause the forination of a
thick, coagulating lymph that will stick
these surfaces together, thus preventing any
motion between these parts.
If you persist in continually putting
strain on the lungs in this condition, this
fibrinous deposit, which can be absorbed
when the pleura gets well, will be replaced
by a fibrous connective tissue adhesion,
which cannot be removed.
Right thinking includes not only believing in· your power to get well, but it also
means thinking which will make you obedient to God's laws for your body- the
laws of hygiene.
Frequently there are chest pains which
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are mistaken for pleurisy pains and which
do harm chiefly by causing fright. These
are pains in the intercostal muscles or
nerves. Sometimes they will pass away by
merely keeping the chest quiet and warm
for an hour or so. Sometimes it takes longer, at other times they will pass by merely
taking a deep breath and holding it for a
few moments .
A great deal has been said about deep
breathing. Much of the value of deep
breatlung is to be found in the purpose of
it. However, increased breathing is of
value to everyone.
It is a remarkable fact that we habitually overeat of food which is very hard to
get, and habitually underbrcathe of air that
can be had for the taking. We might say in
passing, that usually we also use less than
the proper amount of water which usually
costs nothing.
In principle it is a mistake to cultivate
more lung capacity than you habitually use.
To do so is to invite trouble. You should
not, therefore endeavor to develop a five
inch chest expansion, but rather to cultivate
the habit of breathing more all the time.
Exercises for enlarging and strengthening
the chest are often very helpful in this connection.
Remember to breathe through your
nose, asleep and awake'. If you haven't will
power and self-control enough to breathe
through your nose when you are asleep,
learn to sleep lying on your stomach and
slightly on one side, or, if ncessary, tie your
mouth shut with a towel or chin strap. If you
nave a tendency to turn over on your back
when asleep, attach a hair brush to your
sleeping clothes at the back so tl1at you will
lie on it when you turn over.
You will need none of these artificial
helps, however, if you will thoroughly make
up your mind that you are going to sleep in
a proper position and keep your mouth shut.
A good supply of oxygen will increase
your brain power, your muscle power and
every other phase of life expression.
You made your lungs for use.
Use
them. Believe in them. Give them a square
deal and they will always serve you well.
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THE HYGIENE OF NERVOUS FUNCTION, RESPIRA·
TION AND EXERCISE
Observance of the laws of hygiene is observance of the laws of nature, the Divine
laws, the laws of God for nature.
Nothing is more pernicious in its influence upon thinking and action than the
separation of principles and laws into "high
and low," making all thinking of earth and
body "low", and all thinking of the sky,
Heaven, and spirit, "high", while thillking
of mind is midway between.
There is a general feeling that if a man
climbs to the top of a mountain, he is nearer to God than if he goes down into the bottom of Grand Canyon, or the sink of Imperial Valley. There is a feeling that man's
thoughts are nearer to God when they are
concerned with the head, than when they are
concerned with the feet. Tlus is of course,
cluldish, absurd, futile, but it is more than
tl1at, it is positively pernicious and destructive, for it blocks the way against many of
the finest manifestations of Divine purpose
in our lives.
God is just as much the law giver for
your feet as for your head. God is just as
much in the valley as in the mountain top.
There is no place where the power of God is
not manifested, where the law of God does
not control.
Obey the laws of hygiene in the same
spirit that you obey any other of the laws
of God. Remember that it is the spirit that
quickens and gives life to the inert clay.
NERVOUS FUNCTION
Nervous functions are carried on at the
expense of tissue and food materials, just
as are all other functions of the body. Muscle function is possible only by the oxidation of living tissue and its stored food substances. Nerve function also depends upon
the evolution of energy by the oxidation of
the food substances and to some degree the
living tissues of the nerves themselves.
The res Led nerve cell is seen to contain certain masses of dark staining material
which are diminished in the weary nerve cell

and are entirely lacking in the exhausted
cell. These bodies are believed to be the
stored food materials upon which the nerve
cell depends for the energies required in carrying on its processes.
Anotl1er indication that nerve function
exhausts nerves is found in the fact that if
tl1e body remains as nearly as possible at perfect rest, while the subject works mentally,
as in tl1e effort to do sums in mental arithmetic, the urine secretion will be found to
show an increase in the amount of urea it
carries, indicating that living protoplasm
bas been destroyed.
Another indication of less scientific
value, but of more practical value to you,
is the feeling of weariness that appears after
a long continued mental effort. This feeling of weariness is sometimes induced by a
dislike for effort and is in the nature of areinforcement of indolence. ·with a normal
person it indicates an exhaustion of the
stored nerve energies and of the endocrine
glands, particularly the pituitary and adrenal, probably also the thyroid, whose secretions promote nervous activities.
The warnings of nature should be heeded and the same sort of common sense
should be used in determining when the nervous system needs rest as is used in governing the rest of the organism.
.
If the nervous system is used only for
the observation of our environment and the
adaptation of the body to the conditions of
environment, the natural protective mechanism will stop you and compel you to rest before you have gone far enough toward nervous exhaustion to really endanger your
health.
If, however, you are using the nervous
system mainly for the purpose of carrying
on internal conflicts, as in worrying and
other states of indecision, then this mental
safety mechanism seems no longer to
function properly and the nervous system
easily becomes exhausted beyond all possi-
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bility of normal function without prolonged
rest with the strict observance of proper
mental hygiene.
Keep your eyes open and your ears attuned and your wits about you. Learn to
observe everything and don't be afraid that
you are over-taxing your powers by overindulgence in the art of observation.
Use your body every day up to the point
where you feel quite "played out" and then
if you are tired of "seeing" and working and
playing, throw everything aside, relax perfectly, forget your joys and sorrows, your
play and your work, your problems of every
nature, and just rest. Use your nervous system in this way and it will give you life-long
service with never a balk.
On the other hand, take your work and
your play, your problems, your difficulties
and conflicting courses of action to bed with
you, teach yourself to worry by staying "on
the fence of indecision" and you can wreck
your nervous system in a few years.
If you are already a worrier, if you have
already depleted your adrenal glands by long
indulgence in fear states; if you have worn
out your thyroid by excessive emotionalism
and you have depleted your pituitary by persistent mental wakefulness; you will do well
to recognize the true state of affairs and then
stop everything until you can build up these
worn out, run down organs. Good food, exercise, work, play, and rest, plenty of water
to drink, plenty of air to breathe and no anxiety about yourself will in the course of
time recuperate very badly run down nervous systems.
We can not, however, close this section
without saying something about the importance of unconscious mental conflicts as the
causes of worry.
So long as the unconscious is driving in
one direction and your conscious ideals and
desires are driving in another direction, you
will find considerable difficulty in overcoming the habit of worry.
You can meet this problem best by
learning to be honest with yourself. Learn
to face life as it is. Learn to fa ce yourself
as you are. Quit telling yourself lies about
yourself.
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Learn to know that all the impulses and
tendencies that move you and tempt you are
your own. They do not come from other
people nor the devil, but from your own
nature.
Accept responsibility for your own life
and you will acquire an equal authority
over it.
THE RESPIRATORY TRACT
The nose is the first section of the respiratory tract and must be kept in condition for
use. Any obstruction as from colds, growths,
abnormal conditions of the bones, or the
growth of adenoids in the nasopharynx,
must be attended to at once.
When the nose is stopped up from
"colds," friction with the finger tips on both
sides of the nose (being careful to make the
skin move rather than the finger tips over
the skin) will usually clear the nose quickly.
To avoid taking colds, keep the bowels
active, the general tone of health good. Take
sufficient exercise in the open air, use proper
measures for toning up the skin, as, for instance, the cold hand bath, and avoid overheated dusty rooms.
The use of the automobile for short
Lrips is to be deplored. You are fortunate
if you are so situated that you must walk for
at least an hour every day in the open air.
'Vhen walking, throw back your shoulders,
lift up your chest and breathe through your
nose.
Avoid excessive use of the voice and
yet do not be afraid to speak and sing, for
the vocal apparatus, as ~very other part of
the body, is best developed by use. When
you arc hoarse, however, this denotes an
inflammation of the larynx and you should
avoid unnecessary use of the voice at this
time.
If there is any irritation or discomfort
in the larynx, place the hand on the throat
and hold it there for ten or fifteen minutes.
This should bring ease and comfort. If this
docs not give immediate relief, then use friction massage on both sides of the neck from
the base of the skull downwards.
Deep breathing is very important if it
is not overdone. There is no sense in de-
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veloping more lung capacity than you can
ordinarily use, but be sure that you develop
all you need for the ordinary business of life
and then use habitually all you have.
The best way to do deep breathing is by
feeling that you need to breathe deeply and
then let the air go where it will. Therefore,
our breathing exercises are given as part of
the "set up" exercise.

EXERCISE
It has been said that seven times more
blood passes through a working muscle tban
through the same mus'Cle at rest. The movement of the lymph is probably even greater
than this.
Active muscles stimulate the circulation in all parts of the body and promote
the secretion and flow of lymph to all the
tissues. Active muscles stimulate and promote the health of the nerves, promote
digestion, stimulate the organs of elimination and in every way promote health.
No man can be strong and healthy who
does not take a suffictent amount of exercise, or if unable to exercise, receive proper
massage of the large muscles.
It is unnecessary to develop the body
of a Hercules or a Sandow to be healthy.
1l1e development of enough muscle for the
carrying on of the ordinary processes of life,
the maintenance of a good posture and preparation for meeting emergencies, is enough.
More than this is not only unnecessary but
an added burden, for muscles can be kept in
good health only by continued use. Muscles
that ar enot exercised degenerate.
Nature is very conservative. When she
finds you not making use of any particular
part, she in effect says, "Here is something
that is of no use. We will just scrap this."
and proceeds -to scrap it. We might observe in passing that she applies tliis rule
not only to muscles, but also to other parts,
including brains.
The following "set up" exercises are
for the development of good posture, the
promotion of digestion, and deep breathing.

Take position. This means with shoulders
back, chest up, abd<lmen in, chin in.
Position is to be maintained throughout these
exercises, special attention being paid to never
allowing the chin to stick out from tJhe neck. HOOd
it in. Hemember "chin in" does not mean tihJat
you lower the head, but that you pull the neck
back; kPeping the face up.
With arms straight, avoiding any bending at
the elbow, swing one hand forward, upward,
over, backward, downward, desCJribing a circle,
which we designate as a backward swing. Be
sure that the shoulders are allowed to play loosely on the chest and that the al!"lll goes as nearly
straight backward as possible. Imagine you are
outlining a wheel set on an axle that runs s.traight
crosswise through your shoulders. Repeat ten
times.
Do the same exercise with the other arm
ten times. Then alteTnate-that is, Wlhen the right
hand is at the bottom of the circle the left hand
is at the top of the circle both swinging at the
same time, however. Repe·a t ten times.

BREATHING EXERCISE NO.1
Take position. Hook youT index fingers together in front of your chest, pull hard and continue pulling while you lift the hands up over
the head and bring them down behind th.e neck
inhaling.
Oontinuc to pull, revelrsing the movement
while you exhale. Repeat ten times, using each
of the fingers in turn.

EXERCISE NO. 2
For developing the muscles of hips and
thighs.
Take position. Separate the feet by about
fifteen inches. Place hands on hips, keep head
squarely over feet, move the hi.ps to the left as
frur as possible, then to the right, back to the left.
Repeat ten times. Be sure that the head does not
swing from side to side but moves straight up
and down as the bend of the body lowers and
raises it.
Af10r you have learned to do this ex•ercise
with a very considerable bending of the body
and tilting of the pelvis, then move the hips as
far as po.ssibl·e to the left, backward as far as
possible to the right, forward as far as possible,
describing a circle with hips. Repeat ten times.
Rcvc,·se the dkection. Repeat ten times.
This action is performed wholly by the hip
and thigh muscles.
ThM·e is no movement at the waist. This exercise will develop the short muscles of the hips
and prepare you to stand squarely on both f.eet
instend of lo;pping over on one leg in the very
ungraceful position assumed by so many persons
when standing still. This will also reduce the
size of tl1c hips if practiced persistently and flrequently.

BREATHING EXERCISE NO.2
Take position. Put the arms straight out in
fmnt on the horizontal, palms facing, throw the
m·ms outwarr<d and strai~t backward as far as
possible>, being careful to lwcp the hands on the
level of the shoulder and to kee,p the chin in
while inhaling. Press the arms still further back
with a deeper inhalation. Tills exercise will open
!he chest very well. Repeat ten times.

EXERCISE NO. 1

EXERCISE NO. 3

For loosening the shoulders and straightening
the back.

Por strengthening the abdominal and back
muscles.

''
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Ta~e position.
Bring the arms straight up,
outwardly to the horizontal, endeavor lo hold
them in this position, as if rigiuly fixed across
the body in a straight line through the shoulders.
In order to get the idea of their rigidity you may
use a broom S!l:ick across from one hand to the
other ·with the stick back of the shoulders, thus
fixing the arms in this position. Now lean forward then to the left and endeavor to touch the
left heel with the right hand with as little movement at the shoulders as possible. Come back to
position with the arms sti11 out-stretched, rigid at
the shoulders. Exhale as you bend downward, inbale as you rise. Repeat the maneuver touching the right heel with the left hand. Repeat ten
times.
This exercise strengthens the abdominal muscJes, massages the abdominal organs, strengthens
the muscles of the back, makes you supple and
slender waiJSted and removPs excessive abdominal fat. 1t promotes good digestion.

BREATHING EXERCISE. NO.3
Take position. Lock the fingers behind the
neck with palms forward, press the elbows backward and the head backward as far as possible,
while inhaling. This exercise does not bend the
waist but it is taken as if you were trying to touch
the small of your back with the back of your
bead.
This will ·straighten the shoulders, straighten
tlte back and open the chest. Hepeat ten times.

EXERCISE NO. 4
For strengthening the back, thighs and legs,
and promoting dee.p breathing.
Take position, bring arms stmight upward
and forward until they stand at the horizontal
straight in front with palms down. Now mRintaining the position of the chin, neck, back and
arms, dip straight downward until you are sitting on your heels; rise straight up until you are
s.tanding on y•our tip toes. Be ca·reful that the
arms do not lose the horizontal position and that
the back does not lose the vertical pos:tion.
Repeat ten times.

BREATHING EXERCISE NO. 4
Take position. With arms straight down at
the sides, palms facing the body. throw the stiff
arms forward, upwa-r d, and ba<'kwa1·d, keepin~
your arms always the same distance apart and
parallel. while inhaling.
As the arms go upward . the b!lnds arP turned
so that the little fingers come in "icle. Now throw
the arms forward and downwaro and backward ::Js
ffll(" as possihle while holoing them parallel and
stiff at the elbow, whil£> thP thumbs are turned to
the inside ancl ba<'k. exh!'!ling. Reneat t Pn timPs.
This exercise lifts the rib~ and increases the
oan::~l'itv of the n;oner pnrt of the ch,..st.
It f!lso
straightens the back. It should be taken with
vigor.

EXERCISE NO. 5
For strengthening the back, waist and abdomen, refining thre waist and removing abdominal fat. Take nosition. Place h<~nds on the sides
nt the wai1s t. Place feet about fifteen inchPS apartReno at the waist, as fa~ to thP. lPft as p Pssible wi 'h
the feeling that you a~e trying to toneb your left
ear to your .left ankle. You can't do it. but you
can try, and this wi'll give you the right motion.
rhen bend to the ri~tht. Repeat ten times. Now
bPnd to the left as far as possible, swing over to
the back as far as poiS·Sible, over to the right as

far as possible, over forward as far as possible,
thus d~cribing a wide circle with the head as
nearly horizontal as you can make it. Repeat
ten times.
Reverse and repeat ten times unless you become too dizzy. If you grow dizzy too easily, reverse more frequently.

BREATHING EXERCISE NO. 5
Take position. Hands at the sides with the
palms in.
Swing hands outward and upward td the
sides until they meet above the head, palms facing. lean back as far as possible while inhaling.
Hold the breath, bend forward to touch the floor
with finger tips at the right of the feet. Return
to the u.pright position. Lean backward again.
Bf'nd forwaa'd to touch the floor between the
feet.
Again rctu·r n to the leaning backward position
tl1en touch the floor to the left of. the feet, then
return to the leaning backwarc position, resume
tl1e original position, and return the hands to
the sirle, whi11 e exhaling. Rep,..at thrPe times.
This is lung massage flnd is ra 1hf'r v'go~ous.
Jt should not be attempteo by :mvone with a wPak
heart or who has not tflken some considerable
training and breathing exercises.

•
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This is a very tl10rough and usPful "set 11p"
exerrise that you shoulo oo ev ~ rv mornin~ bPfore
you rlrr~s and everv evening before you go to brrl.
At first you do not C<lrry them ont thP full
nnmhf'lr of timPs and do not do them ranidlv as
you will l::Jter on. As soon as possible, however,
do the exercises with vigor and speed and the
fu1~ number of times.
TTse tbP·s e exercises for one month and yon
·will finn it easier to stand straight ::>nd to sit
~trqi,crht than it is to slonc-h.
Yo11 will fino your
di!te~tion ·is imnroved. c.onstipation hl!< he on improved or c-orrecteo . and vour brPath'ng is free,
dPep and easier. You will feeil better in every
way.
The contra-indications for these exercises are
earlv breathlessness, bluing of thr 'ips or fi"ger
nails, and dizzinPss. If S' 'Ch conclitions develop,
the exer<'i•es mnst he taken mild:lv or a less
vigProus form of exercise must bP 'used.
When walking on the street or alon!{ the road.
lift vonr shonloP!rs upwflrcl, throw them b•wkwnro and downward and forw'lro. thu< describin!! a <';r,.le whi,.h move~ backw::~•rd at its unoer
part, wl1ile inhaling deeply . Push out the chest
and push in the abdomen.
This gives you a feeling of lightness ano if
usNl at the bep:inning of a long walk wi1 1 save
o::~rlv fntigue. If vou are one of those fo'k who
h"'hi.tnallv wea'!' yonr che<t exp'"~nsion below the
belt :mrl have the mistaken ideq that yonr sho,llder hlncles wpre made to be breast plates, these
exeo1·cises will do Y'OU an immense amount of
good.
Take the'f.Je exercises expecting good from
"hPm, not with the f·eP,Jing th~t "011 are performing some unuleasnnt dutv, fnllfilling some obnoxious obligati:on either to yourself or to anyone
else.
Tf properly performed they alfe a source or
pleasure and they are imuroperly performed if
they are not a source of pleasure.

LESSON TWENTY

THE HYGIENE OF NUTRITION, THE SKIN, THE
EAR, AND EYE.
The laws of nature as they apply to
personal life, mentally and physically, and
we might add spiritually, are the laws of
hygiene.
Some men write books on hygiene as if
they were author, not only of the book dealing with the subject, but of the laws themselves.
Any statement of the laws of hygiene,
if true to the laws themselves, is a statement
of Divine enactment which has nothing to
do with human opinion, human wishes, or
human plans. These laws are as eternal, as
fixed in their operation and as dependable
as any others of the laws of nature.
vVe have discovered by experience, the
nature of certain of these laws. We have
found out some of the things we should do
and some of the things we should not do.
We ' have found that when we obey these
laws, they become our willing helpers, powerful to make us strong and well. When
we disobey them, they become our masters,
governing us with inexorable firmness.
God is the law giver, as much for the
body and the mind as for the spirit. When
you obey the laws of hygiene, realize that
you are obeying Divine laws.
When we
teach you these laws, we are as much ministers of God as we are when we teach you
the laws of the spirit.
Obedience to God's laws for the body
is just as much a matter of religious duty as
obedience to God's moral and spiritual laws.
Obey God's laws for your body and be sure
you will be rewarded in kind. Disobey these
laws and be sure your sins will find you out.
In the observance of the laws of hygiene, remember that the attitude of mind
is fundamentally important. The man who
keeps a moral, physical or spiritual law in
protest is disobedient in his heart.
The
mental attitude is important primarily because it indicates the effect that any certain
nction is having upon the mind and body.

Let us take as an illustration the matter
of exercise. If you take the exercises we
give you with a feeling that you are being
abused, or that you are performing some unpleasant task that is to be finished just as
soon as possible, you will minimize the good
effect of the exercise, both as to muscular development, lymph movement, and nervous
stimulation. In fact, you may so disturb
the life processes that continued exercise in
this spirit will do you more harm than good.
This is also true of digestion, breathing,
and even of bathing. Follow the rules given
in this lesson with the expectation of benefit, with pleasure in their performance and
looldng forward with hopeful expectation
for good results.

NUTRITION
Whatever diet you follow, be sure to
observe the hygiene of mind and body in
these important particulars. Do not eat too
much. Drink enough. Breathe enough.
Enjoy it.
Learn to like what you eat. Don't say
you cannot learn to like some things. Witness the great number of inappropriate
articles used for food which at first were
nauseous, unpleasant and entirely distasteful to people who later learned to like them.
It is said that the human being can
,learn to like anything and while this may
not be unqualifiedly true, it is so nearly
true that you can apply it to most things.
Learn to enjoy the diet you are following,
if it is really necessary to follow a diet.
The best rule to follow in the hygiene
of nutrition, however, is to pay just as little
attention as possible to diet and just as much
attention as possible to the enjoyment of
your foods. This does not mean that since
you like the taste of candy better than carrots, you should eat all candy and no carrots
This means that you should dispose of the
matter of choosing a diet as quickly as possible and having decided upon proper food,

.
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then emphasize the enjoyment you can get
from it.
Many persons think that they can not
endure certain kinds of food, for instance,
they want their foods very highly seasoned
and heavily spiced and they find simple,
plain foods entirely tasteless. This is merely a matter of habit and cultivated tastes.
You can learn to like raw potatoes as well as
you now like the most highly seasoned dish
of scalloped potatoes. There are very few
fruits which need any dressing or condiments for the person with unspoiled tastes.
You can train yourself to enjoy and
therefore find hygienic, any proper diet, no
matter how simple, so lo:qg as it is not too
mon·o tonous. Monotonous diets are never
pleasant. They are therefore unhygienic.
Yet, to cultivate a taste for a too varied diet
is also poor hygiene, leading to overeating
and to overmuch attention to the matter of
eating.
Your business in life is not primarily
the business of filling and emptying your
digestive tract, yet we find people who
make dieting take the place of all normal interests. It becomes to them a substitute for
interest in personal . appearance, business
success, family interest, and religion. They
live to eat and one wonders why they bother
to continue living at all. Such excessive attention to .d iet is as unhygienic as the total
neglect of the hygiene of nutrition.
Choosing proper foods and eating them
in the proper way is but the beginning of
nutrition. It is necessary that the digestive
tract have energy and blood supply for the
process of digestion. Therefore, immediately after meals, one should either be quiet
until digestion has been started or should
be engaged in not too vigorous work. One
should' certainly avoid all great anxiety or
emotional stress.
The bad habit of using the meal time as
a time for the discussion of family troubles,
mutual recrimination, and tale-bearing is
exceedingly vicious and unhygienic. Pleasant, amusing conversation and relaxation at
this time are exceedingly valuable from the
standpoint of hygiene.

Following each meal, the teeth should
be carefully washed and the mouth cleaned.
This is not only good hygiene for the teeth
and mouth, but it is also insurance against
foul breath and disfiguring teeth.
The
cleanliness of the mouth is all the more important since we live almost wholly on cooked _foods, which require very little chewing
and easily putrefy.

THE SKIN
The hygiene of the skin is exceedingly
important.
Bathing removes the deposits of solid's
left by the evaporation of the liquid portion
of perspiration and the dead surface cells
which have become infested with bacteria.
Bathing is also important as a means
for applying heat and cold to the skin to
stimulate its circulation and to tone up its
nerves and muscles.
You may not be aware of the fact, but
at the base of every little hair follicle, even
the rudimentary hairs that cover the skin
all over except on the palms of the hands
and the soles of the feet, there are tiny
muscles which were useful in some of your
ancient ancestors for making tl1eir hairs
stand on end to protect the body against
cold and which still remain useful for con~racting the skin when cold strikes it.
When these pilo-motor (hair moving)
muscles contract they press tl1e blood out
of the skin, make the hair follicles stand
up, and cause the condition called "goose
flesh." This protects the body against excessive loss of heat, and when it occurs after a dash of cold water or cold air strikes
the skin, it indicates a healthy condition of
the skin muscles.
Cold bathing is very wholesome when
you react well. A cold bath · may be taken
in the form of a shower or a cold sponge,
a cold plunge or a cold salt rub bath. No
matter what form of cold bath you use, you
should be glowing red and warm in a few
minutes after leaving it.
If the bath leaves you cold and with
goose flesh for ten or fifteen minutes afterward, followed' by a feeling of depression
antl weariness, you are either not taking the
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bath properly, or else you are not adapted
to cold baths and should stop them.
A very good method for taking a cold
bath with exercises is to place a bowl of
cold water on the floor before an open window, strip and then standing by the bowl,
stoop over, if possible without bending the
knees, wet the hand in the cold water, slap
it over the heart for stimulation, then rub
the abdomen with circular motion, in a
clockwise direction.
Now, beginning at· the lower part of
the legs, wet the hands in the cold water,
slap them on the skin, rub with considerable
pressure upward toward the trunk. Wet
the hands from time to time and make the
motions very briskly. As soon as one lower
extremity is finished, rub briskly with a
coarse hard towel, also from below upwards.
Finish both lower extremities. Then
take first one upper extremity and then the
other, beginning at the wrist, rubbing toward
the trunk with as much pressure as the skin
will stand. Then wash the shoulders and
back with a slapping, rubbing motion. Wash
the chest, rubbing toward the arm pits, and
the abdomen, rubbing toward the groins.
Then sit down in the bowl and wash the
perineal region and finish by washing the
feet.
One bowl of water will give a very
good bath in this way, a brisk fifteen minutes exercise, and a fine stimulation for the
skin and circulation.
If it is especially desired to stimulate
the skin, have two bowls, one of very cold
water and the other of very hot water. vVet
the hands alternately in the hot and the cold
water in taking the bath. This will have
an especially stimulating effect upon the
skin and nerves.
If you have a tendency to itching after
a bath, it is probably because the bath is too
prolonged or the water too hot or cold, or
else you have some gastro-intestfnal disturbance, or a very irritable skin. See that
the bowels are free by the use of a laxative
diet. Dry the skin without friction and use
some good dusting powder freely. Be careful that you do not use an inferior grade of

dusting powder on a sensitive skin.
Sometimes impure or strong soaps will
cause this trouble and it may be necessary
to try a number of soaps before you find
one U1at no longer irritates. Olive oil soaps
which arc not too alkaline, are sometimes
helpful in correcting such trouble.
The appendages of the skin, the hair
and nails, require careful attention. The
hair should be kept clean, first, by the prevention of contamination by the ashes of the
stove or furnace, or the dust of the home or
factory; second, by proper washing.
·
Too frequent washing of the hair is not
good for it, as it is likely to make it too dry
and no artificial oil is a substitute for the
natural oil secreted at the bases of the hairs.
In washing the hair, use any good
standard shampoo. The most important ingredient of any shampoo is the alcohol it
contains, which is usually eight to fifteen
per cent or possibly even 25 per cent.
This is cleansing and also drying. Usually,
shampoos contain oil that offsets this drying property of the alcohol.
You will find many of the well advertised brands satisfactory.
The Watkins
Mulsificd Cocoanut Oil Shampoo is excellent. Ivory soap also is good for all toilet
purposes.
'Ihe hair must be carefully dried and
should be generously brushed after a shampoo. Massage of the scalp is also very helpful. Be sure you do not scratch the scalp
with the finger nails. Massage is done
with the soft pads of the finger tips pressing firmly on the scalp with the hair grasped between the finger tips so that the· fingers do not slip. Then with as large motions as possible massage the scalp.
This promotes circulation and growth
of the hair and will, if persevered in, stop
most cases of falling hair if proper shampooing also is employed.
The nails should be kept clean and the
nail grooves around their bases should be
carefully treated not only for sake of appearances, but in order to protect the nail
against infection. The nails even when you
are very careful of them, are always contan1inated from the surgical standpoint.
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A too high polish on the nails is not in
good taste and trimming the nails to sharp,
claw like points is also an affectation which
suggests that you are giving too much attention to such trivial matters of toilet.
Nails too long and carefully scraped, or
too highly polished always suggest t.hat you
have very little else to think about besides
your own personal appearance, and that
your attitude toward your body is a morbid
one. Vve very commonly find these conditions in the nails of neurotic, morbid girls
and young men.
THE EAR

Those parts of the ear which are chiefly
important from the hygienic standpoint are
the external auditory canal and the eustachian tube.
The eustachain tube may become contaminated by the too vigorous blowing of
the nose which opens it and causes foreign
matter to be forced into it, and it is sometimes infected by the spread of inflammation from the nasopharynx.
Neglected colds are liable to run into
middle ear trouble or ear ache in children.
This should never be neglected for much of
the partial deafness and even total deafness
in later life is traceable to the neglected earaches of childhood.
Remove the cause and when such an
ear ache develops use hot water and dry
heat and the healing powers of the heated
hand. If the ear becomes swollen and obviously abscessed, call a good surgeon and
have the abscess evacuated.
Do not pick in the external auditory
canal with tooth picks, matches or hair
pins. Dr. Still of Kirksville, used to tell his
students that they should never put anything
in the ear smaller than the elbow. Tlus is
very good advice except that you may swab
out the ear with an absorbent cotton swab
made by wrapping a small wad of cotton
around the end of a tooth pick and dipping
it in sweet oil or warm water. But be care-
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ful not to allow the bare end of the tooth
pick to scratch the ear.
Of course, you may have gouged in
your ear many a time without injury, but
you were taking a chance every time you did
it and the n ext time might cause you trouble.
Give the ear a square deal. It is much easier
to take care of it than it is to cure it when
something gets wrong with i't.
THE EYE
The eyes are very commonly abused
and they s.tand an extraordinary amount
of mistreatment yet still give good service.
However, even the eyes will finally succumb
to continued abuse.
Be sure your paper is well lighted when
you are reading or writing, but avoid reflected glare. The ideal position for the light is
over one shoulder. If the light is directly
overhead or from in front it causes a glare.
\Vhen your eyes begin to ache and
headache or pain develops around the eyes
or above them, it is time to give the eyes a
rest; not with a feeling that the eyes are
going bad and are in a desperate condition,
but with the feeling that by giving your eyes
a r est you are giving them a chance to recover their normal health and . strength.
A cold, wet cloth over the eyes for ten
minutes to half an hour, while you keep
your mind on constructive, happy thoughts
and expect benefit from this treatment, will
work wonders with most eyes.
Do not be anxious to put on glasses.
Of course, a pair of rubber-tired glasses
might make you look owlishly intelligent,
but you will find it much easier to begin
using glasses than to learn to do without
them after you once learn to depend upon
them.
If you find glasses necessary, however,
put them on with the feeling that you are
helping your eyes and with the expectation
that· they will enable yolir eyes to get well
so that you can do without them. If you
do have to have glasses fitted go to a good
occulist or optometrist; do not buy your eye
glasses at the ••Ten Cent Store."
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THE CLEANSING OF THE BODY
Imagine, if you can, yom· body built Lhcy come from the muscles, nerves and
up of some twenty-five million six hundred other active tissues.
Urea is thrown back into the blood by
thousand millions of cells, each one of which
the
liver
and such part of it as finds its way
is like your body as a whole, in thal it must
to
the
kidneys
is removed by these glands,
nourish itself, carry on its own life prointo
the
secretion of the kidneys,
Lhrown
cesses, and then contribute its quota to the
the
urine,
which
upon
being voided, throws
life work of the whole organism.
U1ese wastes out of the body.
Some of these cells are producing one
·while by no means all the blood goes
kind of waste, others are producing other
the kidneys, enough of it passes
Lhrough
kinds of wastes, according to their functions
Lhrough
these
organs and is cleaned of its
and the processes they are carrying on.
solid
wastes,
such
as urea, salt, uric acid,
Many of the cells are dying and their bodies
thal
when
this
cleansed blood is mixed
elc.,
must be disposed of and, finally, the residues
in
the
heart
with
the
waste-filled blood from
of digestion and the foreign materials
other
parts
of
the
body,
the proportion of
which contact with the environment causes
waste
is
kept
down
to
a
figure
that is comto accumulate on the body surfaces must be
patible with health. The blood is never free
disposed of.
from solid wastes.
What we call clean
We have elaborate and very efficient
blood is blood that carries only a safe permechanisms for taking care of all of these
centage of wastes.
wastes and for protecting the body from inThe solid wastes are also excreted to
jury by them. A litlle conscious co-operasome degree by the skin and the bowel.
tion on our part will greatly assist in carryIL may be of interest to you to know
ing on these necessary cleansing processes.
that perspiration is very similar to urine and
In all life processes, the energy express- in fact may be considered a thin urine. About
ed is produced at the expense of living tis- two pints per day are excreted without visisue. In burning the fuel for supplying the ble sweating. Of course larger amounts are
life energy, we are also constantly bmning excreted during the summer and when an
the fire box. This not only necessitates the active occupation leads to visible sweating.
processes of nutrition to make good this
The importance of the skin as supplewaste, but it also makes necessary a promenting the function of the kidneys is very
cess of elimination by which the residues
great. You probably have noticed when
can be removed.
you are swealing a great deal, you pass very
In such tissue destruction, there is a little urine, and such urine as you do pass
certain solid waste containing nitrogen, is usually highly colored, because of its conwhich corresponds to the ashes in the fire centration.
box of the stove. This solid or nitrogenous
If, for any reason, your kidneys bewaste is the most difficult of all to handle come deranged, you can take a great deal
and eliminate.
of work off of them by keeping the skin
The other two forms of waste, to wit: more than usually active.
Another indication of the relations begaseous (carbon dioxide) and liquid (water)
tween
the skin and kidney functions is to
d.re more easily handled. The nitrogenous
be
found
in the fact that in the spring when
wastes are carried out by the lymph and abwarm
weather
comes and the sweat function
sorbed by the blood and eventually find their
suddenly
increases,
the kidney function is
way to the liver where they are converted
very
much
reduced,
while in the faU when
into urea, a form of waste not nearly so
cool
weather
comes
andthe
sweating is sudpoisonous as the original forms in which
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denly depressed, the kidney function is
greatly increased. A physician usually has a
steady stream of patients in the spring and
fall, who come to him frightened by their
self diagnosis of Bright's Disease, due merely · to the adjustment of the kidneys to this
change in .the sweating function of the skin.
Possibly it may encourage more frequent bathing to be reminded of tl1e fact
that at least two pints of sweat evaporate
from the body every day, leaving on the skin
their solid residues. The skin is very thickly studded with sweat glands. They are
most numerous in the palms of the hands
and soles of the feet where there are as
many as 2,800 to the square inch, while in
the neck and trunk there are from 400 to
600 to the square inch. It has been estimated that there are about two million of these
little secreting tubes in the whole skin.
These glands are small tubules made
by the punching in, or invagination of the
lower layer of the outer stratum of the skin.
They open to the surface, not with distinct
tubes that come out to the outside, but underneath the outer layers of dead, horny
cells, which constitute the hard surface covering of the skin. The sweat discharged
from these tubes finds its way out through
these horny cells and where it is not evaporated rapidly causes a softening of these cells,
producing a condition which causes bacterial growth and the putrefaction of the
softened rna terial.
It is on this account that the ventilation
and the evaporation of sweat from all parts
of the body, especially from the feet and
hands is so important for the health of the
skin of these parts. This is also another reason why bathing is so necessary for persons wearing thick clothing and especially
of those parts of the body where good ventilation and rapid evaporation are not possible.
In addition to the known functions of
the skin, there is an unknown function of
excretion which is of such great importance
that to varnish the skin or to cover it with
anything that renders it impervious to the
excretion of this unknown substance, will
cause death very quickly.
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The kidneys consists of great numbers
of fine secreting tubes, arranged for the discharge of their secretion into a common
chamber from which it is carried by the
ureters to the bladder for storage until some
convenient time for voiding.
The essential element of the kidneys is
this secreting (uriniferous) tubule.
It is
estimated that there are about one-half million in each kidney, totaling fifteen miles
in length. For the two kidneys, this would
make thirty miles of secreting tubules or
about two miles more than the total length
of the secreting tubes of the skin, which has
been estimated at about twenty-eight miles.
The kidneys, however, are much more
active glands than even ·the sklin, except
when excessive heat production requires a
great deal of evaporation from the skin in
order to keep the body cool. The average
excretion of urine is about three pints per
day. In case the blood is carrying an excess
of some solid, such as sugar, which must
be got rid of by the kidneys, their excretions
may amount to a great deal more, as high
as two or three gallons per day.
Diabetes is a condition in which there
is a great excess of sugar in the blood,
which can not be used by the muscles and
must be excreted by the kidneys.
This
condition results in an enormous increase
of urine secretion. In a form of kidney inflammation called interstitial nephritis, the
kidney secretion is also considerably increased.
While kidney function is supplemented by the bowel and skin, these organs
can not entirely replace it, for death inevitably results from the removal or loss
of function of both kidneys. There is a
case on record of one man who lived for
fourteen days after the surgical ;removal
of his only kidney, but this is the only record of any man having lived so long under such conditions. Death always results from uremic poisoning due to an
accumulation of waste in the blood.
If you take into account the fact that
the kidneys are chiefly concerned with the
removal of protein wastes, and the further
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fact that the absorption from the intestinal
tract of more protein than is needed to
make good the tissue losses will add to the
wastes that must be handled by the kidneys,
you will easily see -that the eating of an excessive amount of protein will overburden
U1e kidneys, while the reduction of the
amount of protein foods will lighten their
work.
Protein foods are the meats, . especially
the red meats and the legumes, such as
beans, peas and lentils. Cereals also conlain a considerable amount of protein. The
substitutes for these protein foods are the
leafy vegetables, green beans, potatoes and
other starchy and sugary foods.
Another organ that suffers from an excessive intake of protein foods is the liyer,
upon which falls the task of changing such
foods into urea.
When we consider how important it is
that the kidneys be able to perform their
important cleansing functions and how
much added burden can be thrown upon
them by an improper diet, we see how important it is that we co-operate with these
organs by saving them unnecessary work.
The average diet contains probably
twice as much protein as we need. This
makes the liver and the kidneys do twice as
much work in eliminating nitrogenous
wastes as is neoessary for the perfect cleansing. of the body. Not only does it overburden the kidneys, but it clogs the blood with
U1ese extra wastes while they are being
carried to the kidneys
\Ve have seen that the skin secretes
sweat and pours it onto the surfaces of the
body for evaporation. The kidneys secrete
urine and store it in the bladder. The reason the skin needs no bladder for sweat
storage is that it can easily be disposed of
by evaporation, while there is no such ready
means for disposing of kidney secretion and
tl1e constant voiding of urine would very
seriously interfere with the normal life processes. In fact, this is one of the most
troublesome complications of certain spinal
cord lesions in which control of the muscles
of the lower part of the body is lost.

The cleansing of the blood by the kidneys must go on constantly, but the voiding
of the urine must wait for a convenient
time and place. Thus the storage reservoir
of the urine is as important in its way, as is
the secretion function of the kidney in its
way.
You must not, however, abuse the
storage function of the bladder. See to it
U1at the bladder is emptied as frequently as
convenient and that the urine does not become over-concentrated by remaining too
long in it. Such an over-concentration of
urine leads to the formation of stones and
the over-filling of the bladder causes backing up in the kidneys with the stretching of
the ureter and an interference witl1 the kidney circulation and function. You should
avoid nervous anxiety about the filling and
emptying of the bladder, but at the same
time you should also avoid too prolonged accumulation and retention of urine.
The bowel is the third important organ
for the cleansing of the body. Ordinarily,
we think of the bowel as merely an organ
of digestion and absorption, with means for
disposing of the residues left after the digestion and absorption of foods. In addition to
tl1ese functions, the bowel is also a true
organ of exc~:etion.
If a section of bowel be separated
from the rest of the tube, but left with its
blood vessels and nerves intact and then after having been washed out, have its ends
tied, this section of bowel, which can not
receive any food material or food residues,
will be found after a few days to be filled
with an accumulation of material that has
been thrown into it from the mucous membrane which has removed this material
from the blood and lymph.

The bowel is a true organ of excretion,
supplementing the kidneys and skin in the
elimination of solid wastes. It is for this
reason that one who is fasting must still
have a movement of the bowels every day
or so. The wastes thrown into the bowel
from the blood must be removed just as the
urine must be removed from the kidneys
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which secrete it and the bladder which
stores it.
In addition to excretion by the intestinal mucous membrane, the bowel also
carries another important excretion. This
is the coloring matters of the bile. These
substances are the wastes resulting from the
destruction of worn out red blood corpuscles. Red blood corpuscles live about six
weeks after they lose their nucleus and become fully functional oxygen carriers.
Their dead bodies must be removed from
the blood constantly or the stream would
soon become clogged with them.
The liver, possibly assisted by the
spleen, attends to this important cleansing
function, throwing off the resulting debris
in tl1e bile. If these bile wastes are not removed from the gall tract, they tend to become over-concentrated and form stones.
If too long stagnant in the intestines, they
probably would form stones there. Furthermore, if not removed from the intestines, tl1ey will be absorbed and produce
jaundice.
The bowel, therefore, must be kept in
an active self-cleansing condition in order
to dispose of the residues of digestion and
the wastes secreted into it from the blood
and lymph. The bowels are exceedingly
important as organs for the cleansing of
the tissues and cells of the body.
The lungs arc the fourth important organ
for the cleaning of the body. Not only do the
lungs supply oxygen to the blood, but they
constantly remove carbon dioxide and
water from the blood. If you wish to get
some idea of the amount of water removed from the blood by the lungs, just
breathe against a frosty window pane for
a few moments and notice how much moisture is condensed on that cold surface. If
you wish to get some idea of the amount of
carbon dioxide excreted, blow your breath
through a bottle of lime water and observe
its clouding by the precipitation formed
through its combination with the suspended lime.
In addition to removing water and carbon dioxide from the body, the lungs also
remove some other unknown substances of
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a very poisonous nature. It is these unknown volatile substances that make stale
air so dangerous, for they will cause death
before the concentratio.n of carbon dioxide
in stale air can reach a dangerous percentage.
The lungs depend very largely upon
Lhe physical process of gaseous diffusion
for their success as cleansers of the body.
If the air you are breathing is already rich
in carbon dioxide, tl1en the amount of carbon dioxide your lungs can remove from
the blood is decreased. When the air you
breathe is fresh and contains little or no
carbon dioxide, the lungs are more efficient
in their cleansing power.
The cleansing of the body by the four
great syst~ms of elimination, skin, kidneys,
bowels, and lungs depends fundamentally
upon the movement of lymph from the
muscles and nervous system, in which the
body's wastes chiefly are formed, to these
organs. Cleansing can never he complete,
no matter how efficient the organs of elimination may be, unless the lymph stream
is being constantly moved from the active
tissues hack into the blood stream through
the lymphatic system.
Lymph movements, depend upon exercise. The morning walk, setting up exercises, not only give you fresh air, start the
blood flowing freely and promote digestion,
but tl1ey do something more important .
than this: they move the lymph out of the
muscles and cause these muscles to be filled and re-filled with fresh lymph secreted
from the capillaries, greatly promoting the
processes for cleansing the body.
For bed-fast persons or those who are
incapable of taking exercises, proper massage, covering the whole body and especially the large muscles of the lower extremeties and the hack should be constantly employed. Properly given massage can be
made to take the place of exercise in so far
as lymph movement is concerned', and the
cleansing of the body may be greatly promoted thereby.
Your body is a living temple-the temple of the living God. Keep this temple
clean, inside and outside.
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THE NUTRITION OF THE PHYSICAL MAN
Physical energy is produced at the ex- cient supply of protein food, for in the process of evolving the energies of the fuel
pense of the physical body.
foods,
there is always more or less destrucNo matter what form of expression
tion
of
the protein living matter of the cells.
our energies may take, whether of thought,
Energy is developed in the human body
feeling or action, some part of the physical
structure must be destroyed in order to in somewhat the same way it is developed
in the fire-box of the boiler, by the combinproduce that energy.
The fuels from which the energies of ation of the oxygen with the carbon of the
life are evolved, are the starches and fats fuel. The process is much slower, so there
stored in the cells for this purpose and the is no active burning as with the fuels in the
living bodies, the proteins, of the cells fire-box, but it is essentially the same and
releases the same amount of energy as an
1l1emselves.
equivalent
combustion. This process, as it
The fats are the most valuable, for
their weight, of all the energy producers, takes place in the body, is called oxidation.
their heat value being 9.3 C per gram, as There is this further important difference
against 4.1 C per gram, each for protein and that the food is built info the very structure
starch. Unfortunately, however, only a Of the fire-box itself, so that when the food
small proportion of fat can be used in the is burned the fire-box too is burned to some
human: system under ordinary conditions degree. It is this burning of the fire-box,
that is, the living matter of the cells, which
of life.
Eskimos live almost entirely on fats, makes the supply of protein imperative.
and explorers of the north find that they The protoplasm can not be re-built from
also are able to use very large amounts of any other food except protein.
fats in low temperatures. But under ordinIt has been said that the body will
ary conditions fats are difficult to handle by waste faster on a pure carbohyd'ate diet
most persons.
than it will on no food at all, because of
It will be commonly observed that old- the destruction of protein, incidental to the
er persons and occasionally younger per- oxidation of the fats and carbohydrates.
sons seem to crave fat, preferring the fat Yet, while you must have enough protein
parts of meats and using a great deal of to make good the nitrogenous wastes, you
cream and butter. You may remember should not take too much, as most persons
that "Jack Sprat could eat no fat, his wife do.
could eat no lean; and so between the two
It is necessary to eat and it certainly
of them, they licked the platter clean".
makes some difference what you eat. But
The best forms of fat for ordinary con- probably the most important factor in any
sumption arc cream and butter.
These diet is what you think about it. There are
foods are also valuable on account of their few diets so bad that if you believe in them
they will not help you. Few diets are so
vitamine content.
The most common source of energy is good' that if you do not believe in them they
carbohydrates (the starches and sugars). will not prove unsatisfactory.
Your expectations, the attitude of mind
Some authorities on diet believe, 'however
that the excess carbohydrate diet of the av- resulting from these expectations, the eferage man is chiefly responsible for a great fect that your attitude of mind and general
feelings have upon the glands of digestion
many of the ills we suffer.
No matter whether we use starch or fat and the motions of the organs of digestion,
as the chief source of our energies, it is ab- are all exceedingly important factors in
solutely necessary for us to have a suffi- nutrition.
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There are no organs of your body more
readily subject to the influence of suggestion and conscious thinking than the organs
of the digestive tract.
Good suggestions
and right thinking will very soon correct
most digestive disorders. Bad suggestions
and wrong thinking usually will profoundly disturb them.
The most important thing about diet as
about everything else in your life, is not
what particular rule you follow, but what
you think about it.
,
When you made your body you prepared a rather elaborate set of organs, capable of a number of processes, for the purpose of supplying your body with the materials for growth and the maintenance of
its living structure and the fuels required
for the development of the energies of life.
Your eyes are very useful in observing
foods at a distance, your nose constantly
stands guard over all substances you put
in your mouth. Your taste organs further
test these materials to determine their fitness.
Smell and taste usually act together.
Mtcr the food is in the mouth the combination of their processes is known to 1 us as
taste.
Vve have but four taste sensations,
sweet, bitter, salt, and sour. All flavors of
foods are in r eality due to the sense of
smell. It is for this r eason that when you
have a bad cold in the upper part of the
nose or even when you hold your nose
tightly shut, your foods lose so much of
their taste.
Temperature,
softness,
hardness,
smoothness, roughness and the pungent
stimulations of pepper, aromatic juices etc,
add still other qualities to what we call taste
which are due to other sensory nerves.
All of these sensations together are for
the purpose, first of guarding us against
the choice of improper foods; second, making proper foods appear attractive and desirable so we will continue to select them;
third, stimulating the digestive gla1nds to
the formation of proper secretions; fourth,
stimulating the muscle activities of the diges live tract.
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The eating and the digestion of proper
foods are attended with pleasure. This is
always a sign of biological . fitness and the
promise that digestion will be complete, absorption and assimilation will follow in
the proper order , and the body will be
nourished.
Many persons disregard the verdicts of
these sensory guards of the alimentary
tract and adapt themselves to the eating of
substances which are wholly inappropriate
as foods . Others over-stress some particular from of dietary and eat to excess. Still
others over-value the pleasure of eating and
come to live wholly for this pleasure, making everything else in life contributory to
the pleasures of the table.
These badly misguided folk abuse, misuse and r ender dangerous, these normally
highly useful and efficient functions which
stimulate, regulate and supplement appetite in the man who has lived at all true to
the laws of nature and who has used the
body he has built in the way he originally,
unconsciously intended it to be used.
The first organ of digestion is the
mouth, armed with its strong jaw and
teeth for the cutting and grinding of foods;
the tongue for the tasting, moving and
mashing of foods; the salivary glands for
the moistening of the foods and the digestion of the starches; the tongue and pharynx for the swallowing of the foods.
Each of these parts has its function,
and to be normal it must be exercised in
the performance of that function.
The teeth should be brushed, of course
and kept clean in this way, but no amount
of brushing or cleanin-g of the teeth can
take the place of chewing. Every dietary
should contain some foods which require
a great deal of chewing, and which are hard
to chew. Hard, coarse breads, firm frUits
such us the apple, the raw vegetables, as
lettuce, cabbage and carrots should be
eaten.
One dentist has said that a tough beefsteak is a better cleanser of the teeth than
any tooth brush ever invented. It might be
well to remember this the next time you
try lo eat a beefsteak of this type.
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The average dietary contains too litWe have in the stomach an organ
tle hard food, requires too little chewing for which is chiefly valuable as a storage reserthe health of the teeth. If you wish to try voir and sterilizer. Hydrochloric acid is
an experiment to determine just how im- poured out of the glands in the walls of the
portant chewing is for the health of the stomach, sterilizing the foods, changing the
teeth, practice chewing on only one side of type of reaction from the alkalinity of the
the mouth for two weeks and note the effect salivary juices.
it has on the teeth on the other side. You
The stomach secretes an enzyme called
will find that in spite of all the care you pepsin which acts with hydrochloric acid to
can give your teeth, the teeth on which you digest proteins. Another substance formed
have not been chewing will be rough, they by the glands of the stomach is rennin
will show a tendency to loosen, and they which curdles milk, apparently as a means
for making casein more digestible.
will be tender to pressure.
Keep your teeth clean.
Use them.
The muscle activities of the stomach
Exercise them on foods that require effort assist considerably in the further subfor their chewing and if they show signs division of the food, so that by the time it
of decay or other trouble, go to a dentist is ready to be discharged in the intestines
immediately; do not wait until severe pain it is practically liquid.
forces you. This will save you pain, exA considerable part of the protein may
pense and teeth.
be digested, some absorption may have
The salivary glands also are made to be taken place and the solution is distinctly
used . Depend on them for the moistening acid in reaction. As the stomach empties
of your foods, especially the starchy foods. into the duodenum a secretion is formed in
Chew your food and leave it in the mouth tl1e duodenal wall called secretin which,
long eno~1gh for the saliva to be thoroughly poured directly into the blood stream, is
mixed with it. Do not bolt your food like carried to tl1e pancreas and causes it to
a dog; at the same time do not become a begin secretion.
"chewer". The chewing cult which makes
In addition to this, the drinking of cold
you sit carefully counting the number of water ·with tl1e stimulation of the nerves of
bites on each mouthful of food is as ab- tl1e mouth and stomach, has been found alsurd as it is disgusting and unpleasant.
so to arouse the pancreatic secretion so that
Eat slowly for manners' and diges- alkaline pancreatic juice and the strongly
tion's sake, but don't make slow eating a allmline bile from the liver are ·poured into
fetish and a means for robbing your meal the duodenum to complete digestion.
of its pleasure. It probably would be betThe pancreatic juice contains enzymes
ter to bolt the food and enjoy it, than to eat for the digestion of all types of food, steapit so slowly that the whole business of eat- sin for the digestion of fats, trypsin for the
ing becomes a tedious bore.
digestion of proteins, a n d amylopsin
Food as it is received by the stomach, for the digestion of starches. Furthermore,
has been pretty well cut up and crushed by bile has the property of digesting fat by
the teeth. Digestion of the slarches by the making it into soap.
ptyalin has commenced.
The small intestine also forms a secreSalivary digestion continues in the tion which assists with the digestion of procardiac end of the stomach if the salivary teins and carbohydrates and supplies fluid
juices are very thoroughly mixed with the for the solution of the products of digestion
starchy foods. And even though this phase in case the water intake has not been suffiof digestion is stopped before it is comple- cient for this purpose and to make up the
ted or even very well started, this is not es- fluid lost from the intestines by absorption.
pecially important, for the pancreatic juices
As results of all of these processes, (1)
will take care of starch digestion when the the mechanical grinding and pulverizing
food reaches the intestines.
by the teeth, tongue and stomach; (2) the
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chemical digestion of the three classes of
foods by the ptyalin of the salivary juices,
the rennin and pepsin of the gastric juice,
the steapsin, trypsin, amylopsin of the pancreatic juice, and the action of the bile and
intestinal juices, the food is made ready for
absorption by the intestinal wall.
Dieticians used to believe that digestion was favored by concentration of solutions and forbade the drinking ofwater with
meals in order that the contents of the
stomach and intestines should not be so
diluted that digestion could not take place.
Since we have learned something about
the enzymes, we know that this idea is entirely wrong, and that a thin solution is
better than a thick solution and that drinking water and milk with meals favors digestion. This has been proved by experiment. (See especially "vVhat Vve Eat and .
What Happens to It" by Philip B. Hawk;
published by Harper Brothers, New York.)
Most of the products of digestion taken up by the cells of the mucous membranes of the intestines are worked over by
these cells. The products of the protein digestion are converted by these cells into
proteins fit to circulate in the blood. The
fats, no matter what may have been their
source, are made into the one kind of fat
which we find in our bodies. Some of th e
carbohydrates may even have to be changed in constitution.
An extraordinary amount of highly intelligent work is done by these little cell
laboratories, the absorbents of the small
intestines.
The foods are thrown by the absorbing cell directly into the lymph which surrounds tl1em. The fats remain in this
lymph and go out through the thoracic
duct to be thrown into the blood in the big
vein on the left side of the base of the neck.
The proteins and carbohydrates are absorbed' by the capillaries, thrown into the
blood of the portal system to be carried to·
the liver where they go into another set of
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capillaries, where all excess protein and
carbohydrate are taken out and stored in
the liver.
.
The carbohydrate is stored in the liver
as glycogen, which gives the liver its sweetish taste in an animal killed during the
digestion of a carbohydrate meal.
The excess protein is split up in the
liver into a carbohydrate portion, which is
stored and a waste portion, which is thrown
back into tl1e blood to be disposed of by the
kidneys.
Just here we must call attention to the
clinical importance of tl1ese two facts. Congestion! of the liver always follows large
carbohydrate absorption.
Tlus leads to
congestion of the whole portal system and
will make matters worse if there is any
bleeding in the stomach, the intestines, or
at the anus, as in piles. It will also aggravate any dropsical condition of the abdomen
by causing congestion of the digestive or~m.
,
The excessive intake of protein food
will overwork the liver in disposing of the
excess and will overwork the kidneys in
getting rid of tl1e wastes.
The blood from the liver carries regulated amounts of carbohydrates and proteins. In the right side of the heart it is
mixed with the blood which carries the fats
received from the thoracic duct.
Tlus
mixed nutritive blood is now sent through
the lungs for purification and then all over
the body for the feeding of the cells.
The lymph carries the foods from the
capillaries directly to the cells of the body.
In order for nutrition to be accomplished
it is necessary for the individual cells to eat
the foods served to them, and after they
have eaten and have used these foods to
again return the wastes to the lymph, so
that they may be carried away.
The process of nutrition begins with
eating. It is completed when the individual
cells have eaten the refined foods and discharged their wastes.

LESSON TWENTY. THREE

DIET
There are many ways of classifying
foods, for instance, according to their proximate principles as proteins, carbohydrates
and fats.
Another very good way of classifying
them is as "(1) cereals, (2) fruits, (3) nuts
(4) vegetables, (5) flesh foods, (6) animal
products, (7) legumes". (Sadler, "The
Science of Life.")
(1) The cereals are the seeds of plants.
They are usually about % starch with a
proporlion of protein of from one to seven,
to one to ten. They are rich in salts, deficient in fats, except for oats and corn.
(2) The fruits are the fleshy seed
pods of various plants, as apples, bananas,
oranges, berries, melons, grapes and tomatoes. They are usually not rich in food
value, except for the fruit sugars, but they
contain a great deal of salts and are especially rich in the vitamines, being most valuable in this respect.
(3) The nuts are the seeds of trees and
large plants, as almonds, rich in protein;
Brazil nuts, butter nuts, pecans, rich in fat;
the cocoanut, rich in fat and starch. The
nuts have an exceedingly high nutritive
value. They are usually very rich in proteins, running from one to nine, to one to
four.
Many persons do not digest nuts
well, therefore some caution should be exercised in their use. The chestnut containing about 35 % starch should be baked or
boiled before being eaten.
(4) Vegetables, as a class, arc low in
nutritive value, averaging about 10 %, with
the exception of the potato, which runs up
to as high as 30 %. Vegetables have about
the same fat and a little more protein than
the fruils and in them starch replaces fruit
sugar as carbohydrate. On this account,
many of them require cooking as the starch
content is very great.
The cellulose of vegetables amounts to
only about one to two per cent and therefore, according to Sadler, fruits are three

times more valuable that the green vegetables for the correction of constipation.
A& regai'ds cooking, Sadler says,
"FruHs should be cooked when · they are
green and may be eaten raw with impunity
when they are ripe. Cereals require little
or no cooking when green or in the milky
state, but must be thoroughly cooked when
ripe or in the dried state."
Many of the vegetables are more readily digested when raw than when cooked.
Raw cabbage takes half the time for digestion required for cooked cabbage. Lettuce, onions, radishes, celery, cucumbers,
carrots are all foods used profitably in the
uncooked state. The leafy green vegetables
are prolific sources of the mineral salts and
'ritamines. In some cases,these are profitably used raw, minced, or by the extraction
of their juices. Others are best cooked.
Greens, consisting of the leaves of various plants, such as spinach, kale, dandelion,
poke, mustard, sorrel, and even the common garden weed, purslane, known to the
Germans as portulac, are helpful in correcting a tendency to constipation. The
nutritive value of greens is fairly good,
largely due to the animal fats with which
they usually are cooked.
Young green peas are classified as vegetables and are next to the potato in nutritive value. Potatoes, sweet potatoes, pumpkins and squashes require thorough cooking because of their starch content.
(5) Flesh foods are high in their protein content, the proportion of protein to
non-protein being as high as from one to
two to one to one. Meats are not especially nutritious as a large part of them consists of what might be described as dirty
water, as their liquid elements arc compared with the distilled water of fruits and vegetables.
Flesh foods are constipating. They
have a tendency to put extra work on the
liver and kidneys and have a tendency to
the production of an acid condition of the

.
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blood, which probably favors rheumatism
and other similar disorders.
Domestic fowl is probably easiest to
digest; pork, by all means the most difficult.
The lowest in nutritive v.alue is the oyster.
A further objection to the oyster as a source
of food is that it is usually eaten raw,
and its habitat is except pork, the most prolific source of disease.
All meats are more digestible if raw,
but no meat is safe as a food unless thoroughly cooked, for the r eason that the
blood, the lymph, or the tissue itself may
be contaminated with some animal disease
transmissible to man.
While sea food is low in nutritive value, it is an important source of iodine and
may be used with profit in thyroid deficiency. Hutchison says that herring contains two mm. per kilo, mussels, 1.9 mm.
salmon, 1.4 mm., ling and cod 1.2 mm., and
oysters 1.2 mm.
(6) Animal products, such as eggs,
milk, butter and cheese are very important parts of our food. Milk is one of the
most universal forms of food. It has been
said that the Chinese are the only civilized
people who do not use milk, and even they
probably use it nowadays.
While it is possible that a sick animal
might contaminate the eggs or milk, it is
much less likely to do so than to contaminate its own flesh. Both eggs and milk are
protected py nature for the sake .of the
young.
Butter is one of the most valuable of
all foods, for producing energy, especially
important during cold weather. It delays
digestion in the stomach, but it is much
more easily digested than most other fats.
Milk is not a perfect food for the adult, although it is all that is required for the 'very
young infant. Co'W,.s milk r equires modification to m'a ke it a perfect food for the
hi.un:an infant.
\Vhile some persons do not tolerate
'lk, mo'st p'ersons ar'e benefited by a large
.,.int of milk in th~ dietary. If it caus.-:n:dency' to donstipation, its fat c'on·1ct be increa~d by the additibn of
"~lk is rich in prt>fein, IMor
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in fat, frequently is more easily digested
than sweet milk and is usually a preferable
food.
Children should be encouraged to
drink a considerable amount of milk. The
fat of cream is more easily digested than
the fat of butter and even when one has a
dislike for cream, it is easily taken in the
form of puddings, dressings, and various
desserts. Ice cream is very nutritious and
easily digested, when pure.
The best form of cheese is fresh, or
cottage cheese, its only fault being that
it contains such a great amount of protein.
Cream cheese is nourishing, but having undergone decomposition, it contains acids
irritating to the digestive tract.
Eggs are not only very nutritious, but
usually are easily obtained. They usually
are free from contamination. They afford
a very good substitute for m eats and most
people like them. The egg has a large percentage of protein.
It also contains a
great deal of fat. The raw egg is most easily digested. The more it is cooked, the
more difficult it is to digest. Sadler especially recommends the egg-nog, raw eggs
beaten up in milk, with possibly some flavoring, as cinnamon, as a very nutritious
and easily digested form of food.
(7) The legumes, as dried beans. peas,
lentils and peanuts are very rich in protein,
being about the same as the flesh foods in
this respect. The protein of the legumes,
however~ is not so easily digested as that of
tl1e flesh foods.
There is this great advantage in favor
of vegetable protein, according to Gautier;
"Animal protein acidifies and injures the
blood stream. Protein of vegetables, with
its accompanying salts, alkalinizes and
otherwise prepares the blood str-eam fo r-esist infection".
Dried beans are three times more nutritious than beef. They are not, ho~'v'er.
sa e'asily· digested, no:r so easily cooked. · On
ac-cm:m t of their large starch content, beans
m·u st be thor'o"ughly cooked. They contain
. more of the vnluable food salts than an)'
other food, and are perfectly' atl'ap't'ctl fC'
t'ake th'e pl'ac'e tif fl'eSh foods.
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The lhna bean is the highest of all in
nutritive value, running to 92%. Lentils,
.dried peas and beans may be used in many
different forms, but purees are among the
best of all forms for serving them.
Peanuts are rich in proteins and fats
but do not contain quite so much starch as
the other legumes. They are hard to digest
and require thorough cooking. According
to Sadler, roasting the peanut makes it
more difficult of digestion. In some southern peanut growing districts, · peanuts arc
boiled. In this form, they are very tasty.
The less interest it is necessary to pay
to diet, the better. The best thing you can
say for any diet is that you believe in it.
The worst thing you can say about diet is
that you don't enjoy it and take it with reluctance.
There are so many differences of
opinion on diet that we are not going to add
another one to the already burdensome
list. Anyone who wishes to make a fad of
diet will find plenty of books especially
written for his amusement, if not for his
benefit. In general, we may say, beware of
fad diets and of diets that are especially repugnant.
As regards food combinations a great
deal has been written and more has been
said, and most of it is rather absurd. Keep
in mind the necessity for supplying protein,
the advisability of depending chiefly upon
carbohydrates for fuel, and the importance
of using only so much fat as can be easily
digested.
It is well to simplify the meals as much
as possible. One kind of protein food, one
kind of carbohydrate and one kind of fat
food, should be a sufficient variety. Too
much variety makes for over-eating. Overseasoning and dressing of foods cause the
same tenrlency. An over-loaded stomach
is likely to be followed by a system overloaded with toxic· products of digestion,
burdening liver and kidneys, disturbing the
nervous system, clogging the muscles and
interfering with the life processes generally.
"Breathe more, drink more, cat less"
is a .,•ery good rule if not too hard to follow
and it docs not require. too much attention.

EATING TO GROW FAT
There are certain types of food which
have a tendency to cause you to grow fat
when they constitute a considerable part of
your dietary.
These are the fat foods, such as fat
meats, butter, olive oil, nuts, olives, corn
and oats; the milk products, especially
cream and eggs; the starchy foods, such as
cereals and their products; the sugars,
syrups, honey; and certain fruits and vegetables such as beets and grapes.
All foods that are easily digested and
assimilated favor the deposit of fat. The
taking of large amounts of water causing
a slight degree of indigestion, or a slowing
down of thyroid activity causing a general
lowering of vital tone gives a tendency to
the accumulation of fat beyond the normal.
There is a general tendency to the accumulation of fat in early infancy when the
activity is not very great and toward middle life when again life activities are slowing down. · This, however, does not depend
entirely upon the activity of a person, for
some persons who remain active throucrho
out life become very obese in spite of every
effort to reduce.
Usually, all that is required to cause
the filling out of hollows and the roundincr0
out of the figure, is the acquisition of good
health, but in some cases health waits on
the accumulation of fat, as in nervous depletion, floating kidney or visceroptosis.
Butter, cream, sweet milk, the sugars,
rich desserts, the starchy and fat foods are
especially valuable as fatteners so long as
they do not seriously disturb digestion.
Raw eggs with malted milk are usually
very palatable; even as many as two eggs
to a glass of milk · may be used . This is
very fattening, easily · digested · and by
varying the flavors continues. . very .· palat-.
able to most persons.

EATING TO GROW THIN ··
The first principle of eating to <
fat is to eliminate from the . dietarv
duce as much as possible, the .
foods.

.
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Reduce the amount of fluid intake, re
duce the amount of food including candies
and pickups. Eat such foods as greens, tomatoes, bananas, sour apples and sour
fruits generally, eggs, vegetable broths,
buttermilk, hard breads, · asparagus, lettuce.
Plenty, of exercise, an active stimulating life also promotes a normal thinness.
If you wish to become abnormally thin
over-stimulate and worry, develop a tendency to reform the morals and religious
and political opinions of your friends and
neighbors, get cranlry and cross.
Such
bad mental hygiene will very materially assist in reducing you to an abnormal, cadaverous thinness.

EATING TO RELIEVE CONSTIPATION

-

Sadler lists sugar foods, sour fruits and
fruit a,cids, fruit juices, fat foods and cellulose foods as laxatives.
With such a wide range . and with the
great normal responsiveness to the use of
such foods, there seems really no excuse
for constipation, yet this is one of the most
common of all troubles.
Constipation is not to be corrected entirely by eating, for the attitude of mind,
habits of life, habits of exercise, the physical
condition of the pelvic organs, all have important bearings upon this condition or its
absence.
Some persons claim to have overcome
constipation by the elimination of breakfast, but far more have become constipated
for this reason.
\Vith most persons the following plan
wiJl prove very efficacious: When you first
get up, take a drink of hot water. If you
cannot drink hot water wilhout making an
ugly face over it, drink cold water instead,
it is almost as good. Sometimes you will
find it better still to drink several glasses if
possible. Some persons drink salt water,
but this is neither necessary nor usually advisable, as we commonly take too much
salt with the average dietary.
For breakfast, use honey, raisins, figs
or prunes, ·grapes, bacon, graham or bran

muffins, butter, weak tea or coffee with
plenty of cream. If you do not find tea or
coffee a necessity and you wish a pleasant
hot drink for brealdast, "cambric tea" will
be found very pleasing by most persons.
"Cambric tea" is made by adding cream
and sugar to hot water.
For dinner, eat whole-grain bread,
plenty of butter, honey, jelly or syrup,
greens, lima beans, cauliflower, asparagus
or spinach.
If you use meat at all, make it a secondary, rather than the primary part of your
meal. Drink grape juice or other fruit
juices, or better still, milk or koumiss.
For supper a vegetable puree or fish
hash, stale whole-grained bread with butter,
cooked fruit or honey, dates, figs, raisins,
weak tea, with plenty of cream, or milk
with plenty of cream; just before going to
bed, a glass of water or buttermilk.
If
there is no danger of getting fat, the buttermilk may profitably be made half milk and
half cream.
Remember tl1at the meals are to be simple. The cellulose vegetables and fruits are
to be made the principal feature of the diet,
rather than the meats.· There is to be a
considerable amount of fluid intake.

DIETING TO ·SAVE THE KIDNEYS
When the kidneys are being over-worked or have become diseased, they can be
saved a great deal of labor by the elimination of protein foods. The fats and carbohydrates should form the chief elements of
the dietary.
Reduce the proteins to the minimum.
Drink plenty of water. When the liver is
congested, as indicated by piles or enlargement of the liver, eliminate sugars and cut
down other carbohydrates as much as possible.
In all forms of dieting, remember thal
a cheerful mind and a quiet heart are more
important than a full' stomach stuffed with
the best chosen foods you can eat. This is
especially important while you are eating
but is also important while you are digesting and absorbing the foods you have eaten.

LESSON TWENTY-FOUR

THE GLANDS OF PERSONALITY
The endocrine glands, the pineal, pituitary, thyroid, thymus, adrenal, and the interstitial glands of the ovary and testes, not
only determine bodily organization proportions and development, but they even appear
to determine personality, according to the
relative activities of their various secretions.
Some authors, for instance, Berman,
look upon the endocrine glands as the governors of all functions of life and even in a
way as a source of mental phenomena.
Others r egard this opinion as entirely un'varrantcd by the facts.
'Vithout attempting to settle thls controversy, we will give in this lesson a brief
outline of the views of Berman, Crile and
Tridon. If you wish to study these subj ects
further, read, "The Glands Regulating Personality." by Louis Berman, published by
The McMillan Company of New York;
"Psychoanalysis and Gland Personalities"
and by Andre Tridon, books to which we are
largely indebted for the data of this lesson.
The pineal gland is situated at about
the center of the head, covered over on all
sides by the cerebral hemispheres. It is an
outgrowth from what is, in the embryo, the
upper or back surface of the brain stem .
Its function is not very definitely known.
Descartes called it the scat of the soul and
various metaphysicians have attributed
mysterious powers to it. Many biologists regard it as the rudiment ·o f a third eye, such
as is possessed by certain lizards. Some say
it is not an endocrine gland, others regard
it as having a very important endocrine
function.
Apparently, the pineal is most important from the second to tenth to fourteenth
years. (Bm•man) . During these vears, it
appears to act as a brake on the glands that
would hasten maturity, particularly the sex
glands. It is believed that the pineal staves
off the ev·ent of maturity, allowing the child
to grow larger and to deVelop the fundamental systems, such as the nerv'ous system,
muscles, etc., be'fdre the pl'oce'Sses of growth

become checked and the maturing process
supervenes.
" Then the pineal is over-important in
determining the characteristics of a chlld,
the r esult is the large cranium, small face,
smoolh skin, fine eyes, rounded contours
of the "fine natured, poetic" child. The too
long persistence of the pineal gland is believed to be responsible for the perpetuation of these characteristics into adulthood.
The pituitary is a gland of two very
different parts. It is grayish-yellow in
color, about the size of a pea, lying below
the base of the brain, back of the root of the
nose in a depression in the sphenoid bone
called the sella turcica.
The posterior part of the gland is derived from the brain, the anterior portion from
embryonic cells of the mouth region.
The secretion of the post-pituitary is
called pituitrin. It gives tone to the tissues
especially the smooth muscles of the blood
vessels and the hollow organs, as intestines,
bladder, and uterus. It raises the blood
pressure, increases the flow of urine and of
mille It assists the thyroid in maintaining
the composition of the blood and lymph as
sirniliar to the composition of sea water.
The ante-pituitary secretion is unknown, but influences the growth of bones.
Lack of ante-pituitary function causes
dwarfism, excessive action causes giantism.
A rapid increase of this secretion after
growth is well established results in the
overgrowth of the more pendent parts.
These giants have over-large chins, hands
and feet and the lower parts of the extremities are out of proportion to the upper
parts.
Removal of the pituitary causes death
in n few day's with a "peculiar lethru.-gy, unsteadiness of gait, loss of appetite, emaciation and fall of temperature, so that the animal becomes cold blooded, its temperature
being the same as that of the atmosphere it
occupies."
Berman calls the pituitary the "gland of
energy consumption and utiliz'ations." It

..
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suppor1 ts continued effort. Hibernation is
aL trihutct,:I to a periodic slowing down of the
et e
')ducing function of the pituitary.
It is belie ~,ed to be enlarged with menstruation, and m~nstrual and other headaches associated with e::-ffort are believed to be due
to swelling of the 0<:tland in a tight sella
turcica.
·,
The two parts of the p)jtuitary are relaled to different groups of eno{ocrine glands.
The post-pituitary works in h~mony with
the thyroid, the adrenal m cdu1 Ja and the
ovaries, to produce the femir ... ne in the
woman.
-when the post-pituitary don,1inates its
endocrine assistants and all of its o Jponents,
the woman will be one of those typ es called
distinctly feminine.
She will ha ve soft
moist hairless skin, doll or Dresden c..hffiq
Jace, with rosy or creamy complexion which
flushes easily. Her eyes will be large and
prominent and teeth crowded and ra ther
large. She will be fond of children, easily
moved, with strong feelings. The typical
movie heroine. (Berman).
The ante-pituitary works in connection
with the adrenal cortex and testes to p1·oduce the typical hero; with prominent eye
brows, cheekbones and chin, a big nose,
deep set, eagle eyes, bony frame with big
joints, hairy arms and legs. These are men
of big brains, capable of original thinking,
balanced by good executive ability. Abraham Lincoln is an outstanding figlU'e of
this type, with a strong element of adrenal
cortex.
The ante-pituitary produces the masculine type, the post-pituitary produces the
feminine type. A nice balance in function
gives the masculine aggressiveness and vigor
with the feminine love of home and friends
and appreciation of the finer aspects of life.
The thyroid is a two-lobed gland that
is situated astride the windpipe just above
the upper end of the breast bone. The two
lobes are connected across in front of the
windpipe by the isthmus from which a
third slender process often extends upward
in front of the larynx.
When the thyroid gland is enlarged, it
produces a bulging of the front of the neck
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at Lhe base that may be on only one side,
or both sides, or in the center of the neck.
Such enlargements arc called goitres.
The thyroid is said to have been originally an accessory sex gland and it still reLains a close relationship with these glands.
It enlarges at puberty, during menstrualion, pregnancy, and during sexual excitement. The thyroid originally had a duct
\Vhich flU'niShed an external secretion, but
in man it is wholly a gland of internal
secretion.
Its secretion (thyroxin) is characterized by a high percentage of iodine. According to Berman, an important function of the
thyrojd is the maintenance of the same percenlage of iodine in the blood and lymph as
is found in sea-water. Iodme is important
in ti1e chemical reactions of the organism
' ~~~ · bich develop the energies.
:-~ ccording to this view of the thyroid,
it governs · <-'l.!lergy mobilization. Thus we
find lack or deficien~..~y of the thyroid -resulting in a slowing down ol a1~llife processes.
The congenital lack of tue- thyroid reSltlts in a condition called cretin1~'>111 m
·hich the victim never develops ful ~ stature,
(11 •rgy ur brain power.
In ac' uired defi'it·nc ', we have various degree., of a disease
1
"<1 ed ny ·edema, m arked by cretinoid appearances and a striking slowing down o1
all life processes. According to another
view of Lhe thyroid function, it neutralizes
poison developed in the life processes. It
is probable that both views are in a measure, correct.
Berman calls the thyroid the "dictator
of evolution" and "the great controller of
the speed of living." Its most direct effects
are shown upon the skin, sli:eleton and brain.
A good thyroid means a dry, hairy skin,
ti1e hair tends to curl. It is very fine and
silky in texture. The skeleton is well developed but rather "fine." The brain is large,
complex, active. The features are clean cut,
the eyes large, frank, brilliant and keen; the
eyebrows are thick and long. The teeth are
regular and well developed.
These persons have strong emotions,
they are impulsive and enthusiastic. Their
love nature is well developed and suscepti-
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ble. They are restless. They have inexhaustible energies. They need a surprisingly small amount of sleep and often suffer
from insomnia.
These persons are very fortunate so long
as tl1c iliyroid gland continues to function
properly. If it becomes disturbed and deficient they find themselves in that large
class o.f semi-invalids, roughly grouped under tile head of nervous prostration. Sometimes thyroid extract does wonders for these
thyroid deficients. The avoidance of excessive emotions and the feeling of emergency will protect the thyroid and assist in
its rejuvenation.
The thymus extends downward from
below the thyroid in front of tl1e wind pipe
and heart, behind the sternum. The f unction of 'the thymus is not very definitely
known, but apparently it acts as a brake QtU
the sex glands which br ing about the.-' maturity of tl1e organism.
·when the sex glanc;lr.. aegenerate or are
removed in childhnn,u, the thymus does not
When
dcgencra te b~t{ increases in size.
lhe lhyip rus is removed the sex glands mature qt...!."kly and secondary sexual characteristics ap, •ear. Ordinarily the tl1ymus degwuates r.... ~ut puberty, pr~sumably because of its having given away to the developing sex glands.
Berman describes the "thymo-centric
personality" as follows:
"This is the 'angel child' finely proportioned, delicate features, transparent skin,
changing color easily, long silky hair with
an especial gracefulness of movement and
an alertness of mind, liable to tuberculosis,
meningitis and the diseases of childhood.
"The mature male thymus personality
possesses feminine characteristics, fine
smooth skin, little or no hair on the face,
gracefully rounded body. The woman possesses "thinness and delicacy of skin, narrow
waist, poorly developed breasts, arched
tl1ighs, scanty hair, scanty and delayed menstruation."
The adrenal glands arc situated just
above the kidneys for which they form a
sort of a cap . They have no relation to the
kidneys in origin and function.

The gland was made up of two pa rts formerly not at all connected wi 'ci} each
other, but now closely joined.
The outer part, or cortex, is L'l.o:lated to
the sex glands. The inner part, 'ur medulla,
is closely connected wi th th.~.e sympathetic
nervous system, the funJ.ction of which it
supplements in ce:rtain organic adjustments.
The adremal cor tex varies with the
pugnacity alJia sexuality of the animal, man
having the thickest adrenal cortex of any
animal.
The cort ex supplements the action of
the tes tes, ~-lnd the m edulla of lhe ovaries.
Whe th.c ovanes degenerate, the cortex
sometilll( :s over-grows and results in the
masculiJ tiz: tion of lhe woman.
i.. < c lrtex like the pituitary and tllyroid, suongly influences the brain development.
The adrenal personality is one of the
most striking and important of the endocrine personalities. Its strongest indications
are found in the dark, heavily pigmented
skin with frequent dark hairy moles, and
the appearance of freckles where there has
been temporary past failure of the gland.
Such persons have coarse heavy hair, dark
in light colored races, light in the dark colored races, a low hair line at the forehead,
broad, heavy jaws, short, thick hands,
stocky build, broad shoulders, a great deal
of hair all over the body, especially on the
forearms and legs, well developed canine
teeth.
These persons have carried a large
share of the burdens of the world. They
have done probably the greatest amount of
the world's work. They are vigorous, aggressive and persistent workers, as long as
tl1e adrenal holds up. If the adrenal fails,
they become victims of "nervous prostration."
The timid, faint hearted, effeminate
man is one who lacks adrenal cortex. The
masculine, aggressive woman is one who has
too much of it.
·w hen tl1e adrenal is functioning properly, the brain, heart and great muscles
are supplied with plenty of sugar by the
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The ovarian interstitial secretions, supliver and plenty of blood in case of emergency, while all the other function~ of the plemented ·by the adrenal medulla, the thyroid and the post-pituitiary, give to woman
body are correspondingly depressed.
her rounded body, broad pelvis, large hips,
The adrenal gland is especially stimulatwell developed breasts, luxuriant hair, fine
ed in such emergencies as are met by emofeatures, dewy eyes, fine skin, the fine rnaLions of rage and fear. The long continued
Lerna! instincts and affectionate disposition,
tension of the war period probably brought
the submissive character, the great ability
about a general overstrain and finally failto endure pain and hardships, in short, the
ure of the adrenal glands of the warring nacharacteristics of the ideal feminine wotions, resulting in the timidity, backwardman.
ness and general weakness of the people
The interstitial secretion of the testes,
in the post war period. Some even trace
when sufficient in amount, supplemented
the post war business depression to the efby the adrenal cortex and ante-pituitary
feet of the failure of the adrenal glands of a
gives to n~an his aggressive, vigorous, domlong over-stimulated people.
inating personality, tl1e spare body, the
If you wish to increase the power of thick beard and luxuriant hair growths, the
your adrenal glands, cultivate courage, angular, bony, strongly muscular frame,
calm, faith, avoid fear, anxiety and rage. the great elasticity of muscles and vigor of
Both male and female sex glands have brain and nervous system, aggressive and
two types of cells. One type are the sex affectionate sexual nature, strong protective
cells; the other, the interstitial cells.
In instinct, the combative spirit, a never-failthe ovaries, the sex cell is a tiny egg, of ing spring of virility and stamina.
which there arc about 30,000 in the young
When the interstitial secretion is lackmature glands.
ing in either sex, it is shown in the personOne or more of these cells ripen and ality by a tendency to tl1e characteTistics oJ
arc expelled into the peritoneal cavity each the opposite sex. Apparently, there aTe
month by the bursting of Graafian fol- both sexes in each individual and when the
licle, in which it matures. If pregnancy specific secretion of the dominant sex gland
occurs, the remains of the Graafian follicle is lacking, the characters of the secondary
become converted into a temporary gland or recessive sex then becmne dominant.
of internal secretion called the corpus
The crowning glory of woman is her
luteum, which is probably to a large degree womanliness. This is directly tl1e pToduct
responsible for the changes in the person- of the interstitial secretions of the ovaries•,
alHy and bodily structure and functions dur- supplemented by the adrenal medulla, the
ing pregnancy.
thyroid and post-pituitary.
The sex cells of the testes are found in _
The crowning glory of man is manlithe walls. of the semenifcrous tubules, of ness. This, in tw·n, is the product of the
which there are an enormous number in secretions of the interstititial glands of the
each testis. These cells are more or less testes, supplemented by the secretions of
constantly maturing spermatazoa, which the adrenal cortex and the ante-pituitary.
consist of a head, carrying the hereditary
The glands of internal secretion aTe the
material, a body, tail and filament, which chemical laboratories employed by the
arc fitted for moving this cell tadpole mind for the purpose of organizing and
through semen and the secretions of Lhe harmonizing the various bodily processes
vagina, uterus and fallopian tubes.
and powers and thus giving orderly expresThe interstitial cells in both the ovaries sion to the Divine purpose as manifested
and testes, called the interstitial glands, in life.
Learn to judge people by their gland
form secretions which are thrown directly
into the lymph or blood stream. They pro- signs and do not expect them to have just
duce the secondary sexual characters, typi- such nalures as your glands of personality
lead you to wish them to have.
cal of the woman and man.
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SEX, THE ALTRUISTIC URGE
Of all the urges, usually classified as,
(1), the urge to self expression, (2), the
urge to nutrition or euphoria, (3), the urge
'to self-protection, (4), the urge 'to procreation or the sex urge, the last is the only one
in any way 3ltruistic.
The other three urges are egoistic,
purely self-seeking, except as they become
influenced in complex life by combinations
with the sex urge.
The sex urge is altruistic by its very
nature. Even a cursory study of the natural processes of sex will show the student
that nature is much more concerned with
offspring than with parents.
Naturally,
the sexual interests are directed toward the
coming generation.
A great many of our troubles and even
more of the troubles of our children, spring
from the fact that we have turned aside from
the course of nature and have sought selfish
gain and advantage through the sex life.
In order that the natural aims of sex
may be realized, it is necessary, first, for
a man to become so interested in a woman
that he can place her welfare before even
his own, and for a woman to become equally
interested in a man, and for both of them to
become so interested in their children that
their own lives and happiness are secondary
considerations.
This is the beginning of allruism. This
is the beginning of social organization.
The commercial, self-protective, industrial and other organizations of society have
followed upon the combinations that at first
were purely sexual, based on the essentially
feminine institutions, home and family, and
the clans that grew out of these original
human institutions.
Many of the animals apparently band
together for the purpose of mutual protection and even for increased efficiency in gaining food, but the predatory human animal
forms such associations only temporarily, except as they are based upon what are
fundamentally sexual types, home, blood
relationship, clan, country, organized human society, civilization.

The arts and developments of social life
are primarily sexual in origin and no matter
how important may become their secondary
relationships with the other primary urges,
they will still depend for their stability and
their usefulness in human life upon their
sexual foundation.
It will be seen that we are using the
term "sex" in a very much broader sense
than it is ordinarily used. We are using it
somewhat in the Freudian sense, as covering
all those desires, wishes, tendencies, activities, feelings, leading to, and growing out of
the procreative instinct.
Since the theory of sublimation is based
upon the relationship of the frank or gross
sexual with the indirect or sublimated sexual, it might be well in this place to name a
few of the categories in which the different
manifestations of sex are to be observed.
First, we have the gross sexual, which
results in procreation, the abuses and abnormalities of which give the whole meaning
to this term in the minds of many.
Second, we have indirect sexual manifestations such as love, home-building, filial
and parental love, social love, platonic affection, the decorative arts, music, painting,
sculpture, architecture, invention in many
phases, legislation, sociology.
If you find it difficult to see the connection between ~ex and some of the categories,
we refer you to any of the more thoughtful
books on this subject, such as the works of
Havelock Ellis, Freud, Galloway, Robie, and
Kisch.
Sex is generally looked upon as primarily
important as a means to the perpetuation of
the race. This is not its primary or most important purpose. Sex is primarily a means
for varying and improving the race and for
the rejuvenation and building up of deteriorating stocks.
The simplest and most directly efficient
modes of procreation are non-sexual, such
as sprouting, budding, and parthenogenesis.
These methods are still in use in many of
the lower forms of life. We constantly
make use of them in breeding plants and
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even to a limited extent in the breeding of
Lhe lower animals, as the sponges. If reproduction were all that nature is concerned
with, lhese now would be much more simple
than the complicated methods of the sexual
process with its multiplied uncertainties and
disadvantages.
Life springs from an inherent, infinitely expanding purpose, which is never content with any level of unfoldment it gains,
but is constantly striving onward to higher
levels of self-rexealment.
Very low down in the life scale, sex was
made a part of the Divine Plan as the basis
of progressive variation and possible improvement of races. Since racial improvement is the ,a im, the process is necessarily
connected with personal origin. Hence, procreation has become sexual in all higher
farms of life.
The sexual urge is one of the strongest
of lhe urges. Those animals in which the sexual urge has not been strong have automatically eliminated themselves by a low birth
rate.
The sex urge is relatively not so strong
in the lower animals as in man, and when
you try to regulate your sex life by rules that
you learned from the study of the lower animals you will be sure to find that your rules
and the practical facts of your life do not fit.
The sex urge is sh'onger in man than
in any other type of creature and on the
whole it is relatively stronger in the higher
types of men than in the lower types. Some
of the reasons for this are easily discovered,
others are more obscure.
In the lower animals the sexual-urge is
obeyed when felt and presumably without
any internal resistance. The only difficulties to be overcome by the sex urge in the lower animals are external, as the difficulty of
finding a mate and of overcoming that mate's
reluctancies and the battles that may occur
with other contesting males.
In the lowest types of humans the same
conditions exist to a large degree. The obstacles to be overcome by the sex urge are
mainly those of the social order, competition and wooing. The obstacles are only
slight.
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In our complex civilization however,
there are so many r esponsibilities and duties
attached to sexual expression, ethical considerations become so important that these
duties and obligations become very great obs tacles to the expression of the sexual urge.
In many unfortunate cases there are
prudish and other repressive teachings added
to the normal inhibitions of the social order
so that for many persons the sex urge is entirely inl1ibited by internal obstacles, such as
the sex fears, disgusts, modesty and bashfulness.
In ,a ddition to these more directly antisexual inhibitions, civilized society offers so
many counter attractions, so many other
m eans for filling the time and the life with
pleasures and gratifications, that many persons never find tin1e for sexual expressions,
at leas t in the normal ways.
At this point it is necessary that we put
in a word of explanation about what we
mean by normal sexual expression. A great
many people think that normal or natural
sexual expression is to be found only in unbridled license. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
Natural sexual expression has led to development of the sexual sublimations of love,
marriage, the proper duties of parenthood,
Lhe after care of children, the development
of a social organization that will look after
the interests of children. In fact, the whole
of the social order is a product of the natura] development of the sex urge.
It is unnatural and in many cases truly
pathological for a man or woman to seek illegitimate sexual gratification. Sex desire is
natural, but that method of gratifying it is
not natural.
Prostitution is a sign of unnaturalness,
nol a product of nature. We find no institution that corresponds to it in any phase
of life except in civilized human society. It
is not found among the animals nor among
the savages, but only among so called civilized human beings, and is a disease of the
sex life brought about by improper and unnatural methods for controlling the sex life.
The purely natural development of the
sex life will lead to marriage that is mar-
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riage. It will lead to an entire abolition of
prostitution without any laws whatever
hearing on this subject.
Legislation and religious enactment are
alike powerless to control this evil. This is
wholly a matter of social health and will
have to be dealt with on that basis. Whenever men and women become sexually well
and normal and natural, which all means the
same U1ing, prostitution will disappear just
as pains disappear from your body when
your body becomes normal and healthy.
Marriage is a natural development of
the sex life. It is found as a rule among
creatures 1in which there is some form of
sexual embrace and some freedom of choice,
from the frogs to man. Furthermore monogamous marriage is equally universal and
generally the rule.
Our difficulty is not with marriage as
a natural sexual institution, but it is with
our unnatural handling of the sex life and
the unnaturalness we have forced upon marriage by religious and legal interferences
wilh Lhis natural institution.
The home is equally a natural development of the sex liJe. In fact, all of those
things that are finest in our lives as social beings, spring from the natural developments
of the sex urge. Therefore when we speak of
Lhe normal expressions of the sex life, do not
imagine that we are making any reference
whatever to the unchecked, uncontrolled
sexual activities of the libertine or the
equally pathological prude.
Modern society usually allows the person freedom to fallow his own wishes in the
pursuit of happiness. If he can fill his life
wilh pleasure of other sorts and he does not
feel moved to love, marriage and the rearing
of a family, public opinion does not seriously condemn him, religious and legal opinion exonerate or at least make allowances
for him in the name of personal freedom.
He would not be allowed to commit suicide,
yet he is allowed to commit race suicide
without any serious penalty.
So long as we live by the hedonistic
conception that man lives for pleasure and
so long as sex seems to men merely another
means for gaining pleasure, and public opin-

ion leaves tl1em free to choose whether they
fulfill their sexual obligations to their race
or pervert, abuse or repress sex desires as
they choose, we shall find the race continuing to be bred from only those in whom the
sex desire is so strong that it overrides all
other desires, or to whom life is so poor or
lacking in other pleasures that this primitive pleasure is the- only one they know.
The basis of the difficulty comes from a
misunderstanding of the meaning of sex.
The sexual pleasures of courting, marriage,
home building, and rearing of the children,
the social associatio;s formed in lhe family,
the clan and the social order growing from
the family, these pleasures are some of the
deepest and finest pleasures we know. But
they arc not the aim of sex, they are merely
a means that nature uses for achieving her
natural aims.
The natural aim of sex is the production
of superior offspring, the formation of permanent unions between the parents, the
building of homes in which the children can
enjoy a slowly passing and fruitful infancy
and :developing childhood, a background
from which they can go into the world, selfconfident and prepared to meet the world
as master, and the establishment of a social
order that will protect their rights and insure to them in their turn the possibility of
producing superior offspring for the next
generation.
Most persons treat sex as a means for
making lovers, husbands, wives, and parents happy. Sex is not primarily concerned
wilh parents. It is concerned with the offspring and so long as parents pervert this
natural aim, just so long will they suffer
the penalties of any form of perversion of
nature.
Any person who is the bearer of a good
heredity is biologically responsible for its
transmission to the future, and any effort to
avoid such transmission under ideal conditions is bound to result in personal misery
and racial loss. However, almost universally all conscious control of the sex life has
been perversive of the natural tendency to
race improvement and personal regeneration, and the sex natures of men have been
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automatically strengthened and disturbed
generation after generation.
Social customs change very slowly and
many more generations will pass before this
problem is solved. Meanwhile the human
sex nature will continue to be increased by
lhe present methods of sexual selection ,and
the need for methods of handling the excess sexual energies will grow correspondingly.
In a normal well balanced life in which the
sexual inhibititions have not been made abnormally strong, a very small part of the naural sex energies suffices for mating and
parenlhood. The social, business, professional and artistic successes of the person depend upon the use he makes of this excess
sexual energy. The process of diverting sexual energy from its direct, gross or frank
form of expression into social, indirect
forms of expression is called sublimation.
Remember this; sublimation is natural.
Sublimation is not an artifical and unnatUl"al process; it is a wholly natUTal process. '
fl'he first step in voluntary conscious
sublimation is a conviction that sublimation
will be more profitable than the direct frank
expression.
The second step is an understanding of
the naturalness of the relation between the
frank expression and the sublimated expression.
When you undertake to sublimate yoiD"
own sexual energies, first convince yourself
that you will be the gainer thereby. Bring
before yoUTself all of the reasons why you
wish to sublimate and show yourself how
much better off you will be by doing so.
For instance, let us say yolll" desire for
some certain possible mate is impracticable,
yet you find yourself with a strong feeling or
desire for this mating, in spite of frustrations. Instead of allowing that desire to remain frankly sexual, sublimate it by doing
something that would give the loved one
pleasUl"e if he or she could know of it, or
that would make you more worthy of that
person's regard.
You must be sure that you are going
to get more pleasure out of this sublimated
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form of expression than you will out of
fruitless, frank desires, and you must also
realize that working for the good opinion or
to become worthy of the other, is just as
sexual as any other form of action could be.
When you make such a connection in
your mind between the frank sexual desires
and your work or play, you consciously
drain off into permissible activities the energies that primarily seek expression in socially improper and unallowable forms.
'V~ do a great deal of sublimating in
the natural course of our lives without realizing it. Many a woman so thoroughly sublimates her interests in foods by connecting
it wilh her sexual sublimations, that she may
become after a time, unable to find any
pleasure in preparing or eating foods which
she does not share with some one she loves.
She has entirely sublimated her desire for
food.
It is possible to completely sublimate
lhe sexual desires, but it is not good to do
so any more than it is good to entirely sublimate the desire for food. To sublimate
completely any desire would lead ultimately
to its extinction and there would be nothing
left to sublimate.
In order that a woman can continue to
prepare and serve food for others, she must
also feed her own body. In order that you
may have sexual energies to sublimate you
must continue to be sexually alive. Therefore, do not be led astray by the pernicious
doctrines of those reformers and prudes who
would have you entirely obliterate the sex
life.
According to their doctrines a person is
pure only when he has ceased to be sexed.
Some even carry this to the ridiculous extreme of advocating the physical and emotional unsexing of persons. This is vicious
in its effect on the individual and society. It
is as definitely a form of disease and perversion as any of the vices these same misguided defectives would seek to cUTe.
There is very little choice between either
extreme. The normal course of life is the
expression of life as God has given it to us
and according to the laws of natUTe He has
given for oUT government.
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THE CULTIVATION OF A WINNING PERSONALITY
According to t he endocrinologists,
the cultivation of a winning personality is
a matter of cultivating the glands of internal secretion that would produce it.
The time to begin cultivating personnlity on this basis would be about eight or
nine months before birth, although possibly
something could be done about it, if it
could be done soon enough after birth, by
Lhe administration of gland extracts.
There is certainly something to be said
for their U1eories. Anyone who has ever
had' dealings with this form of therapeusis
knows that the administration of thyroid to
one who is deficient in the secretions of
this gland, the administration of ovarian
tablets to one whose ovaries have degenerated; can work marvelous changes in the
bodily condition and appearance, the emotional reactions and the thought habits, in
fact, in the whole personality of the patient.
Opotberapy is so new, however, and
ns yet so little understood, that it is not to
be depended upon to any great extent and
even such aid as it offers is available to
comparatively few. Furthermore, it is only
in severe cases of endocrine derangement
that it is greatly needed.
These glands are tools of the mind and
when we learn to think right and feel right
habitually, we can very greiatly influence
tl1eir actions.
\Vhen we have made a sufficient impression on the organic phases of the unconscious mind which entirely governs
these glands, we can then develop them as
we will and through them make our bodily
reactions and appearances, our emotional
reactions and our thought processes such as
will give us truly winning personalities.
In the following instructions, we are
giving you methods for properly developing the glands of personality, for training
your mind and emotions, for adjusting
your whole life for success and happiness.
The first necessity is that you be some-

body. \Vinning personalities are always
strongly marked personalities.
If you are wandering through a daisy
field and every daisy in the field is equally
symmetrical and beautiful, it will be a matter of chance which one you choose, if you
decide to wear one in your buttonhole. ;But
if one of these daisies is larger, brighter,
OT more beautiful and symmetrical than
all the others around it, you will pick it
even though you have to go out of your
way to do so.
\Vhen you are choosing your companions, you unconsciously follow somewhat
the same rule. You find yourself seeking
the companionship of those folk who impress you as most truly worth while, persons of importance for some characteristic,
persons who are distinctly themselves-not
merely a duplicate of dozens of others .you
know.
Most of our social training at home
and in school tends to obliterate the differences between men, tends to make them as
nearly as possible alike, and yet we find differences attractive. So long as lhcy are not
too great, nothing pleases one so much as
to be told that he is different. We find this
is a universal trait.
Among the gregarious animals a marked difference in coloring or form will
cause the expulsion of an individual from
the herd, and even, sometimes the standard animals will fall upon it and destroy
it. This is also true of man. If any man is
markedly <lifferent, other men seek to destroy him, and, as we have already said, the
education and training of men is designed
to bring about a standardization of thought
and reactions, a standardization of personality.
We can not bear for anyone to be too
very different from ourselves and yet we
want them to be, and want ourselves to be,
within the limits of that standard, superior
and marked personalities.
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Be yomself without being a crank or
a reformer. Tllis does not mean that you
are to go out of your way to be different,
that you are to strive for peculiar or unusual "effects". It merely means that you
are to follow Shakespeare's immortal rule,
'"To thine own self be true".
In other words, be yourself-don't
try to imitate other folk, don't try to please
everybody; don't constantly be trying to
make yomself what you think other people
want you to be.
This is a hopeless task
and even if it were possible to succeed at it,
it would produce a deplorable result, one
that would never make you attractive or
interesting to others.
No matter how successful or unsuccessful one may be, he never wishes to sec
himself parodied, and while imitation may
be the sincerest flattery, very few people
care for tllis type of flattery.
If fmther illustration of the importance of being true to yomself in your life
expressions is needed, just take into account the great pains to which women go
to have clothes that are unlike and yet not
too ·much unlike the clothes of other women.
As one woman has said, "she would
rather be dead than out of style," and
yet while she must be in style, she would
just about as soon be dead as to be caught
wearing a dress, hat or shoes like some
other woman. She must be ,different, within the limits of the styles of the time. One
of the best rules for winning the favorable
interest of a woman is to tell her that she is
different.
We have here one of the most important of the racial conflicts. On the one side,
a progressive element that tends to variation and improvement; on the other side, a
conservative element that forces the repeated
testing and re-testing of a new departure
before it is allowed to become permanent,
and the conservation of all of those characters which lhe test of time has proven
worth while.
It is v·e ry easy to become too conservative or too radical in any phase of life-expressions and to a very consicle'ra!Jle degree
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the success of a personality depends upon
the nicety of balance effected between these
two primary tendencies, on the one side, to
conservatism, on the other side, to radicalism.
Remember, that success is possible
only when this balance is made in your own
nature, not when you balance yom nature
by trying to make its different elements
agree with the natures of others.
Be yomself, and be somebody. Be
your most worth-while self.
In order to be yourself, you must believe in yourself, believe in your dreams, believe in your future, believe in possibilities.
This may be the most difficult task thal
could possibly be set for you, for by a
strange perversion, your life has been turned from its natural course of straight forward self expression to an effort to excel
other men.
A little girl attending a boarding school
wrote to her parents that in her writing she
was the poorest in her room, but hastened
to add, "but I am the best in speed".
Instead of saying that she was nol
writing as well as she would like, or as well
as she should be able to write, she said her
writing was not as good as that of the other
children. This gave her a feeling of discomfort and she knew that it would bring
Lo her parents a feeling of discomfort so
she hastens to compensate by adding the
statement, not that she is ·able to write as
rapidly as she wishes, or she should but
that she can writr more rapidly than the
other children.
In other words she finds her standard
outside herself. She finds her standard in
the other children. Her success or failure
in life depend upon her associates, and un~
consciously she has a strong tendency to
choose associates with whom she can shine.
On the other hand, a warring tendency toward self-improven1ent will cause her to
look for another type of associates who will
he an inspiration to her.
It would be simpler if she could have
been led from the very first to measure her
abilities by her own possibilities, her own
nmbitious, dreams and irleals, than hy bar-
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rowed standards. There is the further dan- if it were not so pathetic and so utterly
ger that, because she is worst in writing absurd.
Man, filled with Divine purpose and
she will get the feeling that she is in some
way inferior, when it may be that writing subjccl to Divine guidance, has lost faith in
is merely not her forte and she can do ex- the true oracle who speaks from the inner
traordinarily well in something else, if her shrine of his own heart through his desires,
hopes, ambitions and dreams and is guiding
failure in writing does not discourage her.
himself
by the imagined meaning of the reLiving by standards drawn from the
marks
of
uninlerested loafers encountered
lives of others leads on the one hand to a
the
pathway
of life.
along
feeling of failure, when thrown with perPsychoanalysis
is often successful in resons who are more capable along the parman
to
himself,
giving back to
storing
a
ticular lines in which you are engaged; on
the other hand to a feeling of unmerited him the lost heritage of the power to be
and too easily won success, when the others himself.
You can be yourself, properly individuhappen to be especially deficient in this resand self-assertive and yet at the same
alistic
pect. al'lld in all cases, it emphasizes too
time
be
amiable and pleasant with others.
much the tendency to imitation.
It is not really the self-assertive man of
Your life can be justified only by it- strong character who has something unusuself; your life should be lived from its own al to give to the world, who is always treadJundamentaE energies and tendencies and ing on the toes of others, with no regard for
when you do learn to live your life from the feelings of others or time to consider
lhis simple basis and by this simple original their wishes.
This self-centered, egoistic
standard, you will believe in yourself, you person is one who is suffering from an inwill be successful.
feriority complex, which he compensates by
Another way of saying this is to say a constant claim of superiority.
that you will live in freedom. When you
When you are living up to the best in
govern your life by borrowed standards you yourself, when you are really making of
nre under bondage to those standards and yourself an important person and actually
to the persons from whom you receive contributing something worth while to the
them. When you govern your life by world, it will not be necessary to talk loud,
standards which you have accepted be- to laugh loud, to interrupt and bully, to
cause of your own judgment. your own swagger and boast, in order to get a hearing;
ideals, your own convictions, you are none all olher persons except the man who secretthe less governed, and none the less con- ly feels inferior, will be glad to listen to you.
trolled, hut you are self-governed, self- They will be constantly pushing you into
controlled; you are free.
center of the stage.
Sometimes psychoanalysis is necessary
Elbert Hubbard was one of om· great
for freeing one from bondage to past men, yet who has ever seen Elbert Hubbard
teachings. We often find persons who are raise his voice or shoulder someone in order
unable to do anything except as they think to get a chance to speak? It was far more
they are doing what people expect them to difficult to induce him to talk at all among
do. They do not know what people expeCt friends, for he always paid other folk the
them Lo do, but they think people probably compliment of listening attentively when
expect them to do certaih things, and these they had something to say .
1l1ings they endeavor to do, in spite 'of ·the
. The winning personality is not a posifact that such actions are contrary to theii· tive over-aggressive personality. It is markown wishes. As a matter of fact, those ed by modesty, ambition, and genuine power
persons whom they have accepted as their lhn t needs no press agent.
masters usually are paying no· attention to
Friendliness is another mark of a winthem whatever. This would· be amusing, ning personality. Cultivate an attitude of
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friendliness. The best beginning for this
is the overcoming of those personal handicaps and feelings which interfere with
friendliness. One of these we have just discussed as the inferiority complex.
If you feel that you are not living up
lo your own best self, and know in your
heart, even though you may not be willing
to admit it consciously, that you are a failure, it will be bard for you to be friendly toward others who may be doing their part.
You will be antagonistic toward them and
suspicious of their attitude toward you.
Suspicion, a feeling of inferiority, a
sense of guilt, are mothers of hatred and
enemies of friendliness.
Overcome these
conditions if they exist in your personality,
cleanse your mind and heart of them as you
would cleanse your hands of the soil of the
garden or of the dish pan, before you go to
the parlor to greet visitors.
As soon as you have cured these
maladies of personality, you will find
that you can be friendly without toadying, you can love without slopping
oYer, you can smile without smirking.
You have no tendency to be
sarcastic and cynical. You can be modest
without prudery, you can be genuinely interested in the welfare of others and your
politeness will be true courtesy.
The very basis of a winning personality
is sincerity, and sincerity is possible only
when you have corrected the internal disorders of your own personal expression of life.
So long as you are in conflict with yourself, hiding from yourself the secret shames,
feeling of inferiority, and weaknesses you
dare not admit; so long as you cannot b~
honest with yourself, you cannot meet the
world with that simple, straight forward
sincerity which will win respect even from
your enemies and will assure you a host
of friends.
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Get right with yourself, become friendly with yourself, learn to like yourself.
A little girl was heard one morning to
say to her father, "Do you know who I
wike?"
"No," her father replied, "who do you
Hke ?"
"I wike my own self," she replied, and
lhe father has made it his business ever
since to keep her "wiking" her own self.
If she continues sincerely and unqualifiedly to like herself and to believe in herself, she will not suffer from the inhibitions
that manifest as shame, fear, worry about
what others might think about her, and an
effort to make others like her.
This same little girl and her brother
were heard talking one day. The little brother had become peeved about something
and he said to his sister, "I don't like you,"
Her reply was, "You just don't wil{e yourself." And she was right. Whenever you
don't like other folk, you may be very certain that the fundamental reason is some
dissatisfaction with yourself
The whole problem comes back to this,
"To thine own self be true and it must follow, as the night the day, thou wilt then be
lrue to every man." ( \Vi th apologies to
Sha kespcarc.)
Learn to believe in and love yourself in
a straight forward, natural, free way, thal
docs nol blind you to your faults, and
need for self improvement and you will find
yourself with U1c same attitude toward
other men, able to love and respect and be
natural with them and their virtues, faults,
strength, weaknesses, all together.
You will not insist that they be angels
and you will not feel that they arc devils;
you will find it enough that they are human.
You will find them lovable and they
will nnd you a winning, charming, loveable
person.
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WASTEFUL MENTAL CONFLICTS
Mind is a personal organization of those feeling that it is all useless, it doesn't matter
laws of nature affecting the life of an in- much after all, for we probably won't be
dividual. Mind is the power to govern our able to accomplish anything; the feeling
life expressions. A thought is an expression that we arc inefficient, powerless.
of this power and whether we wish it or not,
Positive thinking is thinking in the"I
~ives direction to some part of the stream
can and I will" spirit, thinking with a feel·of life.
ing of confidence and determination; thinkEvery thought employs a definite ing with assurance of the ability to accompamount of energy acting in a certain direc- lish; thinking with the expectation of
tion. When all of our thinldng has only achievement.
one direction, then all of our energies are
Negative thinking is not only costly in
being expressed in one direction.
that it is pointless, aimless and never starts
When, on the other hand, some of our us to doing things but it is even worse than
thoughts have one direction and others of this in that it interferes with the success of
our thoughts have another direction, they our positive thinking.
are in opposition to one another, and this
Every time you think "I can't", every
internal opposition must be overcome betime you think of your limitations,
fore any external action can be had.
weaknesses and inabilities, you proThis is the chief source of life waste. duce a positive tendency to act weak,
More energy is lost in overcoming the in- and indifferent, and limited.
It is not
ternal resistances set up by the inhibitions
so much like taking the gas out
of our natural desires and the conflicts re- of your tank, or the steam out of your boilsulting from multiple purposes and the lack
er, as it is like throwing grit in the bearings
of a definite focus, than is required to over- of your machine, for here is an actual intercome all of the external resistances and ob- ference with positive expression.
stacles ·we meet.
Remember, you express the thoughts
If you have not been making a success
you
think no matter what kind of thoughts
of life, the chances are about nine hundred
they
are. You express them as you think
and ninety-nine to one that the reason lies
them,
either in impulses' to action or the
in your own nature, in disordered thinking,
in the mental conflicts that are wasting your internal resistances to action. You have to
overcome all the internal resistances before
energies, your time, your life.
can begin to express your thoughts on
you
At any given moment you have just so
the
outside.
mucl1 energy to use and so much time in
Most of us are like machines which
which to use it. If you use all of this energy
for doing one certain thing and you "do it have so much internal resistance that by the
time we have overcome all of this hindrance
now" you will accomplish that thing.
But if you spend the time in indecision to activity there is v·e ry little energy left
and spend the energy in trying to overcome over for doing work outside ours·elv'es.
The expressional importance of a
the conflicts which cause the indecision then
you use up your energy for nothinf{ and you thought is fairly w·e n indicated hy the
\Vaste your time.
amount and sort of feeling that accompanies
Our thinking may be classified under it. The unpleasantness of some thoughts inthe two heacnngs of negative and positive dicates the amount of resistance these
thinking.
thoughts offer to normal activities and norNegative thinking is thinking with the mal life.
The pleasantness of other
attitude of mind "I can't," thinking with the thoughts indicates the strength of their rc-
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inforcement of the normal organic life processes.
Unpleasant thoughts are always signs
of mental conflict, life waste. Most persons
have one part of their energies working
against another part of their energies and
work as hard as they can with very little result outside.
The worrier is one who has the two elements of his mental conflict pretty well
balanced. At one time the positive element
over balances, at another time the negative
element is in the ascendancy. He is unable
to maintain either the negative or positive
attihirle for very long. He is constantly
drawn between conflicting courses of action
and his mental state is one of worry.
A man can waste more energy worrying than would be required for the building
of a great success, and all of the energy expended in worrying is pure waste. It would
be far better to follow even a wrong course
of action than to be in a condition where you
cannot do anything but vacillate between
possible courses of action.
The man who undertakes something
at least will learn whether he can do it. You
learn by making mistakes, you learn by your
failures, as well as your successes. When
you become over-cautious and too anxious
to avoid making mistakes, too anxious to
avoid taking any chance of failure, you just
as certainly stop your progress as if you
lapsed-into indifference and did not even try
or care to try.
The importance of the rule, "Don't be
afraid to make mistakes," is manifPsted in
every phase of man's activities, but there is
no place where it is more strongly manifested than in the effort to develop "psychic or
metapsychical" powers.
If you should undertake the develop•
ment of any of your deeper intuitional,
clairvoyant, or inspirational powers, you
need never expect to make any progress until you can overcome all fear of failure, all
fear of making mistakes, and can trust yourself to speak the thought that comes to your
mind or to describe the "vision" you see.
The chief obstacle to succrss is fear of
mistakes, fear of failure. This is also true
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of everything else in life. Don't be afraid
to fail, and don't let failure whip you.
"The conqueror wins because he fights
911 after all seems lost." That is the spirit
with which to tackle anything that comes up
in your daily life.
We are not trying to tell you that you
must seek some position in life in which you
will never be called upon to decide between
opposing tendencies.
Nothing could be worse for you than to
get into a rut with a down hill run, so that
nothing is required but to sit and wait while
everything comes your way. Development
is' a product of conflict.
Mind is a means for solving problems
and is developed only by meeting and solving the problems. But remember, it is developed by solving them.
The mind that meets problems and continues steadily to face them never arriving
at a solution, is just as bad as the mind
that never has to deal with problems at all.
If you try to develop your muscles you
do it by giving them resistance to overcome. If you undertake to develop your
mind you do it by giving yourself mental
problems to solve. If you want to develop
your determination, you do it by going out
and facing life and mastering and overcoming its difficulties.
There is no substitute for this, no means
by which you can gain and develop courage
and mastering power except in this way.
However, let us emphasize the importance
of carrying through the proposition.
Proper suggestions, proper teaching,
a proper metaphysical concept, all of these
factors will aid you t<;> meet your problems
in the spirit that overcomes, but it is only by
the overcoming that you make your gain.
The conflicts we have been studying so
far are those of tl1e conscious mind. These
conflicts are wrapped up with, to a large degree depend upon, and often are enormously complicated by, another series of conflicts in the unconscious.
Psychoanalysis teaches us that the motive powers of our life are unconscious and
that in the unconscious there are many con-
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flicts of tremendous importance for the
conscious life.
Every man is tormented by the unconscious conflicts between infantile loves.
This fundamental erotic conflict is the basis
of most of the important unconscious complexes.
Let us take for instance the most important of these, the incest or Oedipus complex.
In the unconscious mind of most persons there is this repressed complex of conflicting feelings, (1), Normal love; (2), excessive love for the parent of the opposite
sex; (3), a feeling of frustration; (4), shame
for this excessive love; (5), normal love for
the parent of opposite sex; (6), jealousy and
hatred because of the rivalry for the other
parent's love; (7), shame for this ·jealousy
and hatred. Here we have seven strong
feelings connected with the thought of the
parents.
The average child is so tormented by
these conflicting emotions that by a violent
effort of mind to "forget" them it represses
them into the subconscious and so finds relief during childhood, youth, and sometimes
throughout the whole of life.
This complex seems never to cause any
trouble and yet we know by the results of
psychoanalyses that even wh$ the "forgetting" is most successful, this conflict is
to some degree disturbing the smooth running of the mental life processes.
This is but one of many complexes
most of which cluster around this one. In
many cases psychoanalysis is necessary,
but in many other cases a great deal can be
accomplished by training yourself to face
the different problems of life as squarely
and as promptly as possible. Quit dodging
the unpleasant issues. Face them and get
througl1 with them.
Some persons find it good discipline,
and in every way profitable, to force themselves to do one unpleasant but constructive thing every day.
Pick out some thing you have been
dodging, some one thing you don't like to
do, which nevertheless you know in your
heart you should be doing, and do it. You

may find that this becomes a source of
great pleasure to you, the pleasure of feeling that you are meeting life as a man with
power to conquer.
You can have no greater pleasure than
the pleasure of overcoming some difficulty
in your personality and this is one of the
ways to do it.
Now we have seen that we have conflicts between the opposing tendencies in
the conscious mind, also that we have conflicts between the opposing tendencies in
the unconscious mind. There is still another set of conflicts that we must take account of. These are the conflicts between
the tendencies of the unconscious and the
conscious man.
The unconscious man is entirely lacking in moral and ethical ideas. He is egoistic, straightforward, childlike, except as he
accumulates inhibitions by repressions
from the conscious man.
The unconscious man is a go-getter
without any regard whatever for the rights
of others. Anything he desires appears to
him something that by that very fact belongs to him and unless some inhibition
has developed or a lack of energy renders
him indolent, he will make an effort to take
his own.
The altruistic tendency of the sex instinct leads to the development and the acceptance of social restraints, the 'gradual
development of ethical and moral ideals.
These all belong to the conscious man and
act as a constant hindrance or check upon
the spontaneous activities of the unconscious man.
To the conscious man all the normal
strivings of the unconscious may appear
immoral. These strivings are met by feelings of shame, disgust, modesty, and the
development of "virtues".
This leads to
the development of many unconscious-conscious couples.
A tendency to freely exhibit the bodily
charms is checked by the development of
modesty. The tendency to take whatever
one desires is brought under control by the
development of conscientiousness. The sadis-

.
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inforcement of the normal organic life processes.
.
Unpleasant thoughts are always signs
of mental conflict, life waste. Most persons
have one part of their energies working
against another part of their energies and
work as hard as they can with very little result outside.
The worrier is one who has the two elements of his mental conflict pretty well
balanced. At one time the positive element
over balances, at another time the negative
element is in the ascendancy. He is unable
to maintain either the negative or positive
attihi.de for very long. He is constantly
drawn between conflicting courses of action
and his mental state is one of worry.
A man can waste more energy worrying than would be required for the building
of a great success, and all of the energy expended in worrying is pure waste. It would
be far better to follow even a wrong course
of action than to be in a condition where you
cannot do anytlung but vacillate between
possible courses of action.
The man who undertakes something
at least will Jearn whether he can do it. You
learn by making mistakes, you learn by your
failures, as well as your successes. When
you become over-cautious and too anxious
to avoid making mistakes, too anxious to
avoid taking any chance of failure, you just
as certainly stop your progress as if you
lapsed-into indifference and did not even try
or care to try.
The importance of the rule, "Don't be
afraid to make mistakes," is maniff'sted in
every phase of man's activities, but there is
no place where it is more strongly manifested than in the effort to develop "psychic or
metapsychical" powers.
H you should undertake the develop·
ment of any of your deeper intuitional,
clairvoyant, or inspirational powers, you
need never expect to make any prowess until you can overcome all fear of failure, all
fear of making mistakes, and can trust yourself to speak the thought tl1at comes to your
mind or to describe the "vision" you see.
The chief obstacle to succrss is fear of
mistakes, fear of failure. This js also true
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of everythlng else in life. Don't be afraid
to fail, and don't let failure whip you.
"The conqueror wins because he fights
pn after all seems lost." That is the spirit
with which to tackle anything that comes up
in your daily life. '
We are not trying to tell you that you
must seek some position in life in which you
will never be called upon to decide between
opposing tendencies.
Nothlng could be worse for you than to
get into a rut with a down hill run, so that
nothing is required but to sit and wait whlle
everything comes your way. Development
iS' a product of conflict.
Mind is a means for solving problems
and is developed only by meeting and solving the problems. But remember, it is developed by solving them.
The mind that meets problems and continues steadily to face them never arriving
at a solution, is just as bad as the mind
that never has to deal with problems at all.
If you try to develop your muscles you
do it by giving them resistance to overcome. If you undertake to develop your
mind you do it by giving yourself mental
problems to solve. If you want to develop
your determination, you do it by going out
and facing life and mastering and overcoming its difficulties.
There is no substitute for this, no means
by whlch you can gain and develop courage
and mastering power except in thls way.
However, let us emphasize the importance
of carrying through the proposition.
Proper suggestions, proper teaching,
a proper metaphysical concept, all of these
factors will aid you t~ meet your problems
in the spirit that overcomes, but it is only by
the overcoming that you make your gain.
The conflicts we have been studying so
far are those of tl1e conscious mind. These
conflicts are wrapped up with, to a large degree depend upon, and often are enormously complicated by, another series of conflicts in the unconscious.
Psychoanalysis teaches us that the motive powers of our life are unconscious and
that in the unconscious there are many con-
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flicts of tremendous importance for the may find that this becomes a source of
great pleasure to you, the pleasure of feelconscious life.
Every man is tormented by the uncon- ing that you are meeting life as a man with
scious conflicts between infantile loves. power to conquer.
This fundamental erotic conflict is the basis
You can have no greater pleasure than
of most of the important unconscious com- the pleasure of overcoming some difficulty
plexes.
in your personality and this is one of the
Let us take for instance the most im- ways to do it.
portant of these, the incest or Oedipus comNow we have seen that we have conplex.
flicts between the opposing tendencies in
In the unconscious mind of most per- the conscious mind, also that we have consons there is this repressed complex of con- flicts between the opposing tendencies in
flicting f1~elings·, (1), Normal love; (2), ex- the unconscious mind. There is still ancessive love for the parent of the opposite other set of conflicts that we must take acsex; (3), a feeling of frustration; (4), shame count of. These are the conflicts between
for this excessive love; (5), normal love for the tendencies of the unconscious and the
the parent of opposite sex; (6), jealousy and conscious man.
hatred because of the rivalry for the other
The unconscious man is entirely lackparent's love; (7), shame for this jealousy ing in moml and ethical ideas. He is egoisand hatred. Here we have seven strong tic, straightforward, childlike, except as he
feelings connected with the thought of the accumulates inhibitions by repressions
parents.
from the conscious man.
The average child is so tormented by
The unconscious man is a go-getter
these conflicting emotions that by a violent
without
any regard whatever for the rights
effort of mind to "forget" them it represses
of others. Anything he desires appears to
them into the subconscious and so finds relief during childhood, youth, and sometimes him something that by that very fact belongs to him and unless some inhibition
throughout the whole of life. .
This complex seems never to cause any has developed or a lack of energy renders
him indolent, he will make an effort to take
trouble and yet we know by the results of
his own.
psychoanalyses that even wh$ the "forThe altruistic tendency of the sex ingetting" is most successful, this conflict is
stinct
leads to the development and the acto some degree disturbing the smooth runceptance
of social restraip.ts, the 'gradual
ning of the mental life processes.
development
of ethical and moral ideals.
This is but one of many complexes
These
all belong to the conscious man and
most of which cluster around this one. In
many cases psychoanalysis is necessary, act as a constant hindrance or check upon
but in many other cases a great deal can be the spontaneous activities of the unconscious man.
accomplished by training yourself to face
To the conscious man all the normal
the different problems of life as squarely
strivings
of the unconscious may appear
and as promptly as possible. Quit dodging
immoral.
These strivings are met by feelthe unpl,easant issues. Face them and get
ings
of
shame,
disgust, modesty, and the
through with them.
development
of
"virtues".
This leads to
Sorr1e persons find it good discipline,
many
unconscious-conthe
development
of
and in every way profitable, to force themselves to do one unpleasant but construc- scious couples.
A tendency to freely exhibit the bodily
tive thiTig every day.
charms
is checked by the development of
Pick out some thing you have been
modesty.
The tendency to take whatever
oodging: some one thing you don't like to
one
desires
is brought under control by the
oo, whkh nevertheless you know in your
development
of conscientiousness. The sadisheart you should be doing, and do it. You
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SUCCESS--A LIFE GOAL
There is but one form of pleasureIt is true that no ·man ever fully sucthe pleasure of succeeding.
ceeds who has not sometime failed but
This is true whether we are consider- the man who rises from failure to success
ing sensory pl~asures, social pleasures, the is the man who finds failure unbearable.
pleasures of work, play, or any other phase He makes such a vigorous reaction against ·
this unpleasant state that he breaks the vicof life.
ious
circle and soon reestablishes the brokrrhere is but one pleasure-U1e feeling
en
beneficent
circle.
of success.
never succeed by developing
You
will
Happiness is that supreme form of
pleasure in which we lose ourselves in some a consciousness of failure. You will succeed only by developing the consciousness
successful worth-while work.
At the very beginning of this lesson, we of success.
There is a great temptation for you to
must point out the difference between hapfeel
that if you had some other fellow's job
piness and contentment, both as to origin
you
could
do it as well as he is doing it and
and as to nature. Happiness comes from
win
the
honors
and success he is winning.
success in the expressional effort; contentIf
you
were
in
some o,ther country, you
ment comes from success in -the effort to
think
you
would
be
successful. You would
adapt the expressions to the conditions of
environment. The whole of life is covered find that if you got this new job, or moved
by these two efforts, first, the effort to ex- to the new home that you were just as
press the self; second, the effort to adapt much a failure there as you were in the old
these expressions to the conditions of en- one and just as much a success.
vironment.
Of course, you are fitted for some jobs
If you are failing in either phase of the better than you are for others, and of course
life effort, you are correspondingly miser- it would be better for you to find out just
able; if you are successful, you are either what jobs you are fitted for. But not all
happy or contented. In either case, your the vocation experts in the world could tell
feeling state is a pleasant one.
you as much about your job as you can tell
A trite, but nevertheless true para- yourself when you learn to think straight
phrase of a still more trite saying is "Nothing and to be honest with yourself.
succeeds but success." Success results in
Find the thing your own heart prompts
pleasure. Pleasure is the direct result of a you to do-not merely the thing that looks
mild, normal stimulation of the life powers like it would win the highest honors and
and processes. Such stimulation leads to fame but the thing that you like and in
increased function and power, which lead3 which you have a real interest. Be sure that
to more success, more pleasure, more stim- you do not allow ulterior wishes to blind
ulation, more efficiency and so the circle you to your work.
goes on, an important beneficent circle.
You may be really interested in plumbThere is a vicious circle corresponding ing but think that if you could invent a
to this beneficent circle, failure, displeasure carburetor it would make you rich, and so
depression of bodily processes and powers, waste your: time and energies and court
inefficiency, failure, displeasure, etc., around failure by working on some "fancy fixings"
and around the circle. This vicious circle while all of the time your real interest is
must be broken and the beneficent circle es- in 'viping joints, fitting pipes, putting in
tablished, before you can be certain of win- bath rooms and doing ordinary, every day
ning a.ny very great success in life.
plumbing.
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tic tendency to inflict pain is brought under control by the development of pity.
There are a number of these unconscious-conscious couples of tendencies and
their opposed virtues. Sometimes the effort to bring the unconscious tendency under control is overdone, with the result
that modesty becomes prudishness, pity becomes maudlin, modest behavior becomes
bashfulness and then, many persons make
a secondary defense against these feelings
by going to the opposite extreme.
For instance, the bashful boy has become bashful by trying to bring into check
his egoistic unconscious tendency to forwardness and disregard for the rights of
others. A normal correction of this unconscious tendency would have made him
merely courteous, quiet and unassuming.
Over correction renders him painfully
bashful. An effort to correct his bashfulness now leads him to be over self-assertive without the background of real power
and confidence that the original unconscious expression would have given.
This is a simple illustration of the exceedingly complex lives many persons are
living. This illustration shows us to some
degree where our energies go, and why our
lives so frequently result in barrenness and
failure.
We do not wish to be rid of the normal
conflicts. We do not wish to be saved from
problems. But we should learn to deal
with these conflicts as natural and we
should learn to deal with them honestly.
The dishonest pretense of the repressive methods of dealing with the unconscious tendencies has brought disaster in
the past and will continue to do so.
There is no reason why we should be
ashamed of a primitive unconscious desire.
We should -honestly admit to ourselves that
the desires exist in our natures and then
bring them under control of ideals that redirect our energies, rather than merely try
to repress them.
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The little girl who constantly wishes
to show her pretty body should not be
shamed. She should be taught to divert
this energy ;.nto productive channels by
teaching her to make pretty pictures or
pretty clothes or to keep her room nice.
This will actually drain the energy from the
exhibitionistic tendency and will at the
same time avoid the establishment of the
conflict which can only waste energy.
The little boy who has a sadistic tendency that leads him to torment and tease
his playmates, to pull the legs off of flies
and to empale spiders on pins, can be diverted into constructive channels by teaching him to take care of and protect the
younger children and by educating him to
be a surgeon or in some other way usefully employ this destructive tendency and its
energy.
·Repression leads to conflict. Sublimation leads to social expression of the natural unconscious energies of life.
We will always have conflicts in every
phase of life. There are always problems to
be solved, difficulties to be overcome, obstacles to be surmounted.
It is by the overcoming of such difficulties that we make progress and refine the
crude material of life into the finished products of the highly developed woman or
man. But remember it is by solving problems, by overcoming opposition that we
gain.
Bring your conflicts to an end; don't
allow them to continue until they bring you
to an end. Do something about it. Decide
one way or the other and he sure that the
decision is yours.
Don't allow the forces with which you
are in conflict to make the decision for you.
The conflict that goes on unendingly is
wasteful, destructive, an unmixed evil. '
The conflict which leads to the development of your power, your decision, your
consciousness of mastery is one of life's
greatest blessings.
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If ordinary, every day plumbing is
your work, it is just as noble as being President or anything else that is acclaimed by
the mob. It is the only thing that will bring
you the fullest measure of success and
happiness .
Find your own natural heart interest,
lhc interest that is spontaneous and be sure
that it belongs to you. Then when you have
found this, put yourself, heart and soul into
it and you can be sure of success.
No matter where you are or what you
are doing, no matter whether you have
found your life work or not, while you are
waiting to find it do the thing you are doing as well as you can do it. If possible,
do it better than it has ever been done. You
can be sure of this, if every day you are
making a little improvement, this will give
you the consciousness of success and this
is the consciousness on which success anywhere is built.
There is a pretty good chance, furthermore, that the thing you are doing is the
thing you like to do and your discontent
comes from the failure that attends indolence, lack of interest and the consequent
lack of success and progress.
Suppose you are in the wrong job and
you know it; suppose you are in an environment that is not fair to your capacity, your
employer does not appreciate you, does not
give you a square deal, and no one "understands" you. To work at that job in such a
way as to make yourself miserable and to
give you a consciousness of failure is unfitting you to make a success of your real
work whenever you get at it.
You must like whatever you are doing.
There is no proper substitute for this.
A young woman came to us one day
saying that she hated her work, hated her
employer, was miserable, and wanted to
know how she could change her employer so
she could correct these conditions. We pointed out to her that she was beginning on the
wrong end of the job; she could not and
would not have any right to change her
employer.
The only person in the world she had
a right to reform was herself and the only
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person she could reform was herself. Wealso insisted that she must like her work or
get out of it. She said she couldn't give up
her job. Therefore, we insisted that she
must learn to like it and she insisted with
equal force that she never could.
vVe told her to make it her business to
see how well she could do her work-not
with the idea so much of pleasing her employer, as with the intention of making her
work perfect; not from fear of criticism, but
merely for the sake of doing superior work.
She finally got the idea and began to
put it into practice, with the result that in
a short time she came to see us one day radiant, and reported that not only had she
learned to lil{e her work, but she had even
learned to like her employer and lately he
had become very amiable and had even
complimented her on the good work she
was doing.
One of our patients confessed to a foolish dread of life just because of her dislike
for washing dishes. She told us that she
would go to bed at night thinking with disgust of the dishes she had washed that day
and wake up the next morning thinking of
the dishes she had to wash that day. Life
seemed to her, to paraphrase a popular saying, "just one dirty dish after another".
The thought of the dirty dishes and slopping around in dish water disturbed her so
much that she was constantly missing the
really pleasant things she wantc;d in life.
We talked it over with her several
times and tried to interest her in trying to
see how clean she could make her dishes
and how efficiently she could do her work,
with the result tl1at in a few days she learned to like to wash dishes and this eventually came to be the pleasantest part of her
day's work.
V.le pointed out to her that she could
refuse to wash tl1e dishes and since she did
wash them she was doing so because she
had chosen to. It did not matter that the alternative was so disagreeable that she could
not under the circumstances make any
other choice than she did. She still was
free to choose and was washing dishes from
her own choice. Vve gave her the formula
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that she must either like her job or quit it
and since she had chosen to do this work,
she must learn to like it.
Applying this same principle to the
rest of her work .she learned to find happiness in her daily task. Where before she
was working always with the thought that
some day she would be able to quit working
she now finds her work itself an end and no
longer looks forward to arriving at some
place where she can get along without
working.
The most miserable person in the
world is the idle person and yet most persons do their work with the thought that if
they work hard enough now, some day they
will be able to quit working and sit around
for the rest of their lives.
It is a fact of common observation that
when a man leaves his work, he starts for
his grave. That person who has nothing he
must do, nothing that is so important he
can make constant sacrifices of less important things for its sake, that man or woman
who is out of a job, a job that he calls his
own, is miserable. Such a person usually
gets a job, but the job he usually gets is almost as bad as none at all.
He usually
spends his time searching for happiness,
only to learn that happiness is never found
by searching for it.
We live because of forces in us which
express primarily as the desire to live. The
desire to live becomes; (1), The urge to
self-expression, the ego urge. (2), The
urge to self-protection, the safety urge. (3),
The urge to nutrition or well-being, the
euphoria urge. (4), The urge to procreation
or race perpetuation, the sex urge.
(1) The urge to self-expression is the
most direct expression of the basic desire
to live. This is the best of all the bases for
success. By this urge you do things because you desire to do them. The reason
for your action is in you, not derived from
outside of you. You act because you desire to act and as you desire to act, not because someone else desires you to act and
tells you how to do it.
This is primarily the great motive
force in life and when allowed sufficient de-

velopment through childhood, when not
too greatly inhibited by the ordinary repressive methods of training, it will insure
success. However, most parents succeed in
repressing the desires for self-expression
and in substituting their own desires.
This is a perverted form of the desire
for self-expression. It becomes perverted
into the desire for approbation which leaves
but little of the urge to self-expression
and becomes mainly a means for the ex- '
pression of the urge to self-protection- the
safety urge.
When you have the feeling that the
world approves of you. then you feel safe
from interference and. from any possible
danger that might result from the world's
disapproval of you.
The self-expression urge, if unchecked
by the altruistic or social sex urge, leads to
ruthlessness and utter disregard for the
rights and opinions of otl1ers.
Training in self-expression is, of course
necessary to the social being and this training is best given by the parents, assisted
by the teachers during infancy and childhood. But this urge must be trained rather
than repressed.
The repressive method succeeds by
"brealdng the spirit" of the child; the training method succeeds by cultivating the exThe one
pression of the life energies.
method weakens the child but the other
method strengthens it. One method seeks
to dam the life energies; the other seeks to
restrain them at times of flood and then divert them to fruitful lands of human expression.
This is one of the best applications of
the principle of suppression and sublimation. That man is fortunate indeed who
has been taught during childhood by wise
and unselfish parents and by highly trained teachet·s or in the hard school of experience by having to care for himself early in
life, to find in his own desire the reason
for his undertakings and the reason for adapting his methods and the expressions of
his desire to the conditions of his social environment. Such a man is certain to do
something worth while and ~t the same
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time he is certain to be a kind, thoughtful
member of society.
(2) The self-protection or safety urge
is no longer so necessary to man in organized society. In many ways, he is protected by social organizations, by armies, laws
and the police forces so that he no longer
This
depends upon himself for safety.
leads to the accumulation of a good deal of
energy which normally should find an outlet in action.
Tllis is one of the causes of war. You
have energy which normally was expressed
by your ancestors in actions calculated to
protect them from their enemies. Such expressions are no longer required so you
find yourself making artificial situations or
adding to the importance of such situations
as do seem to endanger you.
It is the man living in well organized,
civilized communities where no real danger threatens hin1, the child in a safe home,
the woman constantly surrounded by every
protection that love and a highly organized
society can give; it is these who read detective stories and adventure stories; it is these
who worry and who find themselves when
called upon to face real danger, disturbed
and furown into worry states, rather than
into the efficient activity which characterizes the person used to meeting real danger.
Some persons find in the safety urge
the only basis for success. They have been
taught from infancy to do things in order to
avoid punishment or some other event
wllich might endanger them. They are
taught to be good in order to avoid the
wrath of God and perpetual torment; they
are taught to obey in order to avoid the
disapproval or the rod of the parents and
teachers. A concerted effort is made to
teach them to rule their lives by fear and
by the safety urge.
This is the most weakening of all
methods of self-development and the only
condition under which it could be made
the proper basis for success is by emphasizing the idea that by succeeding one can
avoid the dangers of failure. When this is
the real motive of effort, then a man's
chances of success are in proportion to his
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cowardliness. The greater his fear of failure, the better his chances to succeed.
Such a man is likely to become a miser.
(3) The nutrition urge or the urge to
well-being is another very common source
of motive. Many persons live at about the
motive level of the "hawg". They work in
order to eat; the only reason they ever do
anything is for the sake of food, clothing,
shelter, automobiles, or anything else that
will contribute to their bodily or mental
well being.
They are constantly engaged in an effort to arrive at some state in which they
can be assm·ed of plenty to eat, plenty to
wear, warmth in winter, cool in summer.
They combine the nutrition urge with the
safety urge. They rule their lives by the
two least worthy of all the urges.
Such a person will probably have very
little interest in anything he is doing, unless
he gets hungry, or cold, or tired of walking to and from his office. Bodily discomfort will drive him into action. But so
long as he is comfortable, has enough of
money to spend and there is no danger of
his having to go hungry, or cold, he takes
very little interest in anything but his own
feelings. ·
If you are one of these unfortunates
and you are able to realize it, then by all
means arrange matters so that you will be
hungry occasionally, so that you will find
yourself cold at times and make these urges
strong enough that tl1ey will drive you to
some real accomplishments.
(4) The sex urge leads to the enrichment of life by all of the things that are
finest in life. It leads you to the love which
builds homes and surrounds you with clrildrcn; it leads to the development of an intCl·est in the laws wllich protect your loved
ones and assures to them future enjoyment
of U1e results of your labors; it leads to interest in beauty, the arts and social graces.
In many persons it becomes the dominating motive and the basis df the highest success.
The sex urge brings under control the
other three egoistic urges and makes it possible for man to live successfully with other
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men. It should not be the only strong motive. When it is, it sometimes defeats its
own purpose by making a person too altruistic.
If you do not have enough interest in
yourself to accumulate wealth, you can not
give it to yam loved ones. If you do not
have enough interest in yourself to earn
fame, you can not leave your children famous names.
You must be egoistic enough to protect
your own interest and make you be somebody, but you must temper your egoism
with love for others and a desire to see
them be somebody and be happy too.
In order to win any great success in
life, you must make a conscious connection between the work you are doing and
one of the urges.
You must feel that by success in
your work you will emphasize your own

importance and personal value, (urge to
self expression); you will protect yourself
from danger of some sort (urge to self-protection); you will contribute to your bodily
or mental comfort or well-being, (urge to
nuh·ition or euphoria); or you are contributing to the welfare and happiness of
those you love, (sex urge).
\Vhen you work with a feeling that
you will gain some advantage to which the
primary urges impel you, you then will find
that you work with power.
\Vith your interes~ continuing alnd
other things being equal, you succeed. Succeeding, you find pleasure which in its turn
starts the beneficent circle that leads to
more success.
The well-balanced life in which all of
the mges play th~r proper parts is the
ideal life and leads to the highest form of
success, a success that achieves your own
desires and blesses those you love.
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LIVING AS A MASTER
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You are living in the world under conditions which depend partly upon your environment and partly upon your own nature. But it rests entirely with you whether you live as a master or a slave.
Much study and self-training will profit you very little, if you live in the consciousness of a slave.
To realize the greatest returns on your
mental, physical and spiritual investments,
you must live with the consciousness of a
master. You must realize that you are a
man of power, whose purposes nothing can
frustrate; whose pla;ns nothing can overthrow.
You are living, and, being "a good
sport", you will continue to live as long as
you can, no matter whether happiness or
unhappiness, success or failure, health or
misery, be your portion. The attitude of
mind you take toward yourself and your relation to the world is the most important
factor in determining whether your life
shall fall in desirable or undesirable lines.
This is no new discovery, nor are its
teachings confined to this lesson. Many lessons of this Course teach fragments of it.
Every course of lessons that has any practical psychological value teaches some part
of it.
This lesson on living as a master brings
together all these different elements and
presents the teaching in a simple, yet comprehensive way.
Andre Tridon remarks in his book on
Psychoanalysis that in the struggle with
reality "the strongest and the weakest go
down in defeat".
No man is strong enough always to be
able to enforce his will upon the world .
The man who is so strong that he never
learns to adapt himself to the world, but
continues in his effort to force the world to
adapt itself to him, wears out and destroys
himself in this futile effort.
On the other hand, the man who discovers that he can not entirely overcome

the world and then ceases to make any effort to enforce his will upon it, but accepts
without question every demand that the
world makes upon him, loses his initiative,
loses his selfhood. He becomes the abject
slave of the world.
Both the strong man and the weak
man are defeated by the world. It is only
the man who is· strong enough to insist upon having his way part of the time, yet so
weak that he knows he can not have his
way all of the time, who adapts himself to
conditions which he can not, or which can
not be, overcome and yet forces the world
to adapt itself to him where possible. He
alone wins.
All phases of life can be classified under the two heads: (1) Expression; (2)
Adaptation.
The balanced life is the life in which
there is balance between these two phases,
enough of expression to insure a strong
personality, enough of adaptation to insure
efficient contact with the environment.
The self which you express into the
world is exceedingly complex. In the first
place there is your eternal being, the Divine
natut'e, the everlasting reality of you.
The Divine self manifes·ts as the
mounting desire for improvement, aspiration, ambition, the longing for better things.
The Divine self has the nature of Being
the eternal, uncreate. Indefinite as to specific purposes, it manifests as principles,
tendencies, aspirations toward, and longing
for perfection in whatever form of expression life may take.
In the second place, you have the racial nature, the inheritance of millions of
ancestorS! of every level of life. Each of
these ancestors has contributed some influence, great or small, to the racial nature.
Each of these contributions has been of
great value at some stage of development.
But constant improvement is the
course of nature. The impulsions toward
perfection of the expressing self, determine
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that. As the result of constant progression,
the powerful natural impulses of one age,
while still natural in their inheritance, no
longer properly serve as moulds for life in
the next age.
You are developed to a point in the
ascending scale of life where many of the
simpler clements of your nature no longer
fit into the scheme of life as sources of
motive and shaping causes. Thus, parts of
your nature are at war with other parts.
Born wilh the instincts of an animal, the
modern elements of your nature enforce
the subjugation of these ancient elements.
It is impossible for you to express all
the different tendencies of your nature. As
pointed out above, the primitive elements
are at war with the more modern elements.
To live on the basis of your primitive animal instincts, governed by their associated
desires and impulses would make it impossible for you to express those characteristics, desires, and impulses acquired from
more recent ancestors.
Yolll' powers of mind, your personality, that summing up of your tendencies
and habits called "character" are, to a very
considerable degree, products of the necessity for effecting a compromise between
the primitive and modern tendencies of
your complex nature.
Many persons go down to defeat in the
effort to make this compromise.
They
either try to live the wholly instinctive selfindulgent life or they try to live entirely by
the rule of ethical teaching, which too rigidly followed always leads to mental and
ner vous pathology.
You probably believe that in this conflict tl1e primitive element is natural, the
modern element is artificial. It seems to
you that it is easy to follow the primitive
element, to live by the animal instincts, impulses, and tendencies and difficult to live
by the peculiarly human traits of your nature. You are mistaken in this idea.
If you tried to live wholly by the animal nature, if you made this your concern
as you make it your concern to live by the
human elements of your nature, you would
find this just as difficult.

\Ve have seen cases in which the patient was endeavoring to live by the rule
of his animal nature. These folk had just
as much trouble to avoid yielding to their
human tendencies, as you have to avoid
yielding to your animal tendencies.
You must learn to realize that the human side of you is just as natural as the
animal side. Of course, it has not been
natural so long and it is not so fundamental in your organization, but it is none the
less perfectly natural.
You need not fear, therefore, when you
bring the animal nature into subjugation to
yom more strictly human nature that you
are on this account becoming enslaved. You
are merely determining which part of you
will be master. It is still you yourself who
does it and you are more truly master as
human when the human side of your nature controls the animal side than you
would be if the animal side controlled the
human side of you.
The important point is to realize that
you choose which element of yom nature
shall command. The choice is yours, and
no one and no conditions can choose for
you, and no one and no conditions can prevent you from choosing. You are free in
this choice. You have only to realize yom
freedom.
So long as you think that the ethical
standard, the religious creed, the family
tradition, or the civic law control yom
choice, you are not free. When you know
that the power of these agencies depends
upon yom acceptanc~ and that all the power they have over you is power you have
delegated to them, you are free.
Yom freedom has never been abridged
in reality, but only in yom thought of yomself. You can always choose to break the
civic law, to disobey the ethical code, or the
family tradition, to disregard the religious
creed. When you follow them, it is because you choose to do so.
You may obey because of some fear,
for instance, of public opinion, of punishment, or other unpleasant result. You still
choose between the alternatives, and the
choice is yours.
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Do not lose sight of the fact that you
alone are responsible for your actions and
that the larger part of the conflict is between the two elements of your own nature. When you choose to follow the codes
of civilization, you are merely choosing a
guide for the interpretation of the promptings of the human element of your own
nature. When you choose to disobey such
codes, you are merely choosing again a
guide for the expression of your animal
nature.
The codes of civilization are expressions of the human elements of man's nature. Many of them are abortive expressions, many of them perversive, many of
them are the result of pathological conditions of failure of adaptation on the part of
the men who have codified them.
Even so, every element of civilization
expresses more or less a human element
of man's nature. The hope of the future
of civilization is that these elements will become more natural, more true to the standard human nature, less influenced by those
who, having failed to make proper compromise between the warring elements of
their own natures, go to pathological extremes in their efforts to compensate for
unsuccessful development.
What the world needs is fewer reformers and more standard, normal men
who take an active part in the intellectual
life of the race .
So long as you are not under actual
physical restraint, are reasonably healthy,
and your actions originate in your own
nervous processes, you are responsible for
everything you do. With this responsibility
goes the ability to do the thing for which
you are responsible. So long as you refuse to
accept this responsibility, you can not use
the ability which such responsibility would
entail.
One of the chief reasons for loss of the
consciousness of mastery is the desire to
get away from responsibility. When you
try to blame someone else for your failures
and unhappiness, you recognize their control of your life and admit that you have
lost control.

You can not make someone else responsible for anything in your life without
at the same time giving him commensurate
power. If you wish to regain and hold control over your own life, you must recognize
your own responsibility for it. The willingness to accept responsibility is one of the
fundamental necessities of mastery.
Learn to accept responsibility in your
heart for all your voluntary actions and
you will soon have control of 'your life.
You will soon be in position to realize and
manifest your complete mastery. You will
soon be able to live as a master.
You are always faced with alternatives of action. Even when there is only
one course of positive action presented to
you, there is always the alternative of refusal to act. You must always make some
choice. The choice is always in harmony
with your strongest wish.
Sometimes you know that your wishes
determine your actions; sometimes the
wish which governs your choice is unknown to you, but no matter what the circumstances, your voluntary actions are all
determined by your wishes. It is important for you to realize this.
You probably live now under the
thought that you are doing many things
contrary to your wishes; doing many things
because you must, rather than because you
choose to do them.
Tllis delusion is due to your failure to
take into account all of your circumstances.
You usually disregard some of the circumstances when you consider the relation of
your wishes to your actions.
You begin by wishing that this and
that and the other factor in the case did not
exist; you wish it did not cost so much to
do this thing; that it would not hurt you to
do this other thing; that you did not so
fear or desire to do something else, and
then, because you can not have these wishes, you feel that the choice of action you
made under the circumstances that do exist is not free choice; not your own choice.
You can not, as we pointed out in the
beginning, change the world, except very
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slightly here and there, and you can not
greatly change yourself.
rrhere are certain definite factors of
every situation that must be taken into account, many ol' them factors that can not
be changed in the least. You can agree
with them or disagree with them. You can
adapt yourself to them or vainly try to adapt them to you,but you can not disregard
them. No matter what these factors may
be, no matter what your relation to them
may be, all your voluntary actions will be
on the basis of what you wish to do under
the circumstances. You will act as you do
b<'cause you wish to avoid something or
get something, but you will always act as
you wish.
Learn to realize this. Learn to know
. that your will has not been conquered, that
it is not a matter of will at all; it is a matter of your wishes.
Instead of railing
against the bondage of circumstances, accept the circumstances for what they are,
determine what you can make different
nncl then decide what you are going to do
about it, realizing that it is your decision.
This is the important point, realize that
it is your decision.
'Vhen you know that the decision is
yours, that it is your wish that determines
the decision, that you can, if you choose,
act differently and that when you do, your
action is determined by your choice, you
tl1en have the consciousness of mastery,
you accept responsibility for your actions
and thereby gain control over them
You will find that not only will this
give you the happiness of conscious mastery, but it will give you an increasing power over even the circumstances of environment. Living in this consciousness brings
all your powers into their fullest expression.
Not only do you act as you choose, but
the power with which you do anything is
your own power.
Someone may tell you to do some certajn thing, may bring to bear upon you influences that will leave you very undesirable alternatives, but he can not give you
the power to do the thing he tells you to do.
The other fellow can command you to do

something and give you compelling reasons for doing it, but be cannot make you
ab]e lo do it.
Therefore, it is with your own power
U1at you do what you succeed in doing, no
matter why or for the sake of whom you
do it. This is another idea upon which you
can base the consciousness of mastery.
In the effort to acquire the consciousness of mastery, many men have turned
wi lh success to religion. Some of them
have found what they sought in the teachings of Jesus. Others have found, however, that they merely traded masters, for
the ideas of God and man's relation to God
that were given them in the name of religion, have made them feel as veritable
"worms of the dust."
They have been
taught to feel that all power is in God and
that they are subjects of this greatest of
Kings, slaves of this greatest of Lords.
'Vhen religion gives you the consciousness of God as omnipotent and all-loving
and all-wise and then makes you conscious
of unity with God, it will bring you to the
master consciousness.
Here again we find the master affirmation applicable and useful. Affirm in the
face of aU thoughts of weakness, "I am
man, child of the Infinite Father, whose
Nature I inherit and express."
Meditate on the meaning of this affirmation. Realize that you are claiming for
yourself, as a child of the Infinite Father,
those powers of the Infinite Father's
Nature, those elements of the Infinite
Father's power, those phases of the Infinite
Father's wisdom, capable of being transmitted to and expressed by you, His child.
Your power is the power of omnipotence, not all of it, of course, but part of
omnipotence and furthermore, it is without limit.
The body limits its expressions, but
that limit is not a fixed one and when you
become able to think more power, you will
find yourself able to express more. Your
knowledge is part of Infinite wjsdom
and while you do not know all that can be
known, there is no limit to your possibility
of kno\ving except such limits as you place
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upon your own capacity by the sorl of
thoughts you think about that capacity anrl
the efforts you make to learn.
Furthermore, your powers, your wisdom, are direct inheritances from the Infinite Source of all power and wisdom.
You do not have them. from other men
howe ·er much they may serve as channels for conveyance of these powers to you.
Your powers arc your powers, and
they are sufficient when you learn to know
them for what they are, learn to express
them in the consciousness of mastery over
your life.

Learn lo realize that the reasons for
your choice lie in your own nature. Learn
lo know yomself, the exceedingly complex
nature you call yomself.
Learn to realize that even though life
demands constant adaptation, the adaptation is yours. No mutter how hard the alternative, you have chosen, the choice is
yours.
You choose according to your wish.
You arc the master.
LeaTn to meet every situation with,
and be willing to accept the full responsibility entailed by, the affirmation, "Under
God, I am master in my life".
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CONSCIOUS PARTNERSHIP WITH GOD
You are, by nalurc and inheritance, a
life partner with God.
When you come to realize your relationship with God, when you know your share in
the ownership and government of God's universe, you then enter the Kingdom to which
all other things are added.
Thus you become a conscious brother
of Jesus, you become a true follower of
Him, manifesting Christhood as He has called upon you to do.
There is one Cause, one Source, one
Governing Principle and all the Universe in
all its manifestations of cause, principle and
source is a manifestation of unity.
Since man arrived at self-consciousness
and became able to formulate ideas of the
abstract, he has been striving to discover and
formulate his Source.
Metaphysics, r cl i g i on, philosophy,
science are all more or less orderly efforts to
formulate the universe and its Source. "Then
men find some part of this Somcc they
name il, and il has been call<>d by many
names.
Metaphysics calls it "the essence of essences." Philosophy calls it "first cause."

Science calls il "the laws of nature," or, "the
Imvs of force and matter." Religion calls
it "Jehovah," "Allah," "Brahm," "God."
No man can name it out of its name,
for no one can name it, Each name only
designates as much as the one who uses it
has found, but does not name the Source ilself.
In these lessons we call the first Source,
God.
God is indefinable, incomprehensible
even inapprehensible.
Therefore,. we make no attempt to define God. Any definition we use for om
names for God merely defines om concept
of the term and is a statement of the degree
in which we approach the conception of the
inconceivable.
When you undertake to form conscious
par tnership with God, learn to think, "There
is no place where God is not; God is here.
There is no time when God is not; God is
IJOW. There is no place where God is more
than here, there \Vas no time when God was
more than now. Here and now in the place
and the time of my prnyer God is, my in-
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finite supply, my dependence, my Shepherd."
lou can qualify God's universe but you
cannot qualify God. There is just one answer to the various questions: Where is
God? 'Vhat is God? What is the nature
of God'? To all these questions the answer
is simply, "God is."
You can determine where the universal
expression of God is, you can determine
what the universal expression of God is,
and you can determine what the nature of
the universal expression of God is, but these
arc merely expressions. God is the cause
and governor of all that is and all that can
be, erca te or uncreate, universal or extrauniversal.
e seek God through seeking an underslnnding of God's universe and by learning to know the Knower of the Universe,
in other words by studying those manifestations of the Divine Plan outside of man and
those manifestations of the Divine Plan that
are man.
As with all knowledge, knowledge of
God also, is based on expression and we
never know more of God than we express.
It is only by living Divinely that we
know Divinity, only by living in a Godly
way that we know God. Thinking, talking,
meditating, none of these methods will carry
us further than to prepare us to express our
thoughts in conscious concepts, clearly spoken words, or Divinely merciful actions.
The power of God in the universe has
been very appropriately described as the
Infinitely Expanding Purpose of Nature. A
thoroughgoing concept of this inherent crea1ivc power is equivalent to a realization of
God as omnipresent, indwelling.
You must learn to think of the creative
power ns intelligent, as in and of creation,
Lhe essential natures of creatures. We find
in lhe Bible many statements of this· idea,
but very few persons understand them.
In Genesis, 1 :27, we find the statement
"So God created man in His own image, in
the image of God created He him." "Behold,
tlw Kingdom of God is within you." Luke
17:21. "Ye shall know that I am in My
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Father, and ye in Me and I in you." John
14:20.
These are very fine statements' in the
langunge of that day and people, of the idea
of indwelling, inherent creative power.
Let us put the same idea into the language of science and see if this will help us
more clearly to understand it because we are
better used to thinking in such terms:
In the beginning of the universal expression of the Divine Plan, the Infinitely
Expanding Purpose becomes embodied in
substance.
Substance is a metaphysical concept of
that which is directly the source of matter;
force and law, or governing principle. As
a scientific concept substance might be considered a sort of static electricity, or some
form of energy capable of differentiating into negative and positive electricity and other
forces; or possibly, some form of ether.
Substance lies beyond the reach of either
philosophical, metaphysical, or scientific
concepts. We can only affirm that there
must be something underlying the simplest
phenomenon of the universe, at present unknown.
In the beginning, therefore, of the universal expression of the Divine Plan, Infinitely Expanding Purpose becomes embodied in substance.
Its creative striving results in the evolution from substance, of negative electrons
and that mysterious nucleus of matter, the
posHive field, which are the bases of what
we know as positive and negative electricity
and the real foundation of the material universe.
(Given the negative electrons and the
positive fields as they are, the qualities and
nature of our universe must follow as matters of course. We might call this universe
of ours an electronic universe. With a different sort of unit, the universe would be
different. So far as we know, there may
be mnny different types of universal units,
so different from the electron that the resulting uniwrses must remain entirely unknown to us of this electronic universe.)
Pressing onward to more complete selfrevealment. the Divine Plan organizes posi-
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tive and negative units of universal electricity into atoms.
The same inherent Infinitely Expanding
Purpose forces atoms to combine according
to their natures in compounds, at first simple, and then increasingly complex.
Forever pressing onward to greater expression, the Expanding Purpose develops
.
organic matter.
The next step in the evolution of the
Divine Plan is the organization of living
matter in the cell.
(The cell is the unit of structure and
function of the living world. All phenomena of life can be explained by the cell.
The real problem is to explain the cell. The
explanation is to be found in the cell itself
in its inherent forces, in its Expanding Pur~
pose which achieves greater expression,
greater unfoldment by this organization of
the primitive protoplasmic compounds. So
successful is the cell as a form of living
matter that practically all living matter as
known to science, exists in this form.)
Having attained to the highest possible
expression in the cell, the Expanding Purpose next proceeds to organize cells in loose
colonies, called the colonizing single-celled
animals, protozoa and single-celled plants,
protophyta.
The next step is the organization of
cells in the form of many celled beings.
(The individual cells in the bodies of
many-celled animals retain their primitive
characteristics to a very co,'nsiderable degree, each cell being a complete living unit.
But most of them undergo such a high degree of specialization and differentiation
that their continued life depends upon the
life of a preponderance of the cells in the
association. The distinguishing characteristic of any cell as· compared with single-celled animals is their organization rather than
the characteristics of individual cells. The
many-celled animals :nllght be compared to
a single-celled animal as an army might be
compared to one of the single indh.jduals of
which it is composed.)
The Expanding Purpose finds an ex~
ceedingly great variety of expressions in the

many-celled animals and plants; but tlus
is not enough. Having reached the limit of
expression in Q1e cellular world, it develops
a new mode of expression called mind. The
Infinitely Expanding Purpose finding expression in mind now develops its cellular
beings in many new ways. Without changing the bodily ·structure to any marked degree it develops all sorts of new capacities
for expressions.
Still unsatisfied, the Expanding Purpose
proceeds in the unfoldment of the Divine
Plan
by developing the creative imacrina•
b
bon. In the creative imagination of man,
the Expanding Purpose becomes conscious.
Mind, in its first beginnings, was dimly
conscious and in all succeeding periods of
development it has been beconling increasingly so. But its consciousness, as its nlind,
has been concerned with the development of
the creature.
·
The higher forms of those creatures having mind, show an increasing range of reaction to the conditions of environment. In the
hjgher forms of the lower animals, we find
them becoming conscious of the environ- ·
ment as something apart from themselves.
This consciousness of environment is
at first very vague, but becomes increasingly clear and finally, in man, we find mind
able to deal with the environment as if entirely distinct from the knower. In these
so-c.'1lled higher creatures, and especially in
man, we find the Creative Purpose conscious
of both subject and object.
In the creative imagination, the Expanding Plirpose has achieved a still higher form
of consciousness, consciousness of power to
change the object, consciousness of power
to build, to modify, to introduce an element
of newness into the rei a lions of things and
even to produce new things by controlling
the laws of nature.
When Burbank crosses two plants an<l
produces a new plant, he demonstrates
creative imagination.
He demonstrates
!he highest possible stage of unfoldment and
self-rcveabncnt of the Divine Plnn. "Then
Edison invented the phonograph, the moving picture or the electric light, he manifest-
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Nl the highest phase of expression of the lnfinitcly Expanding Purpose.
"'hen Jesus tells you, "Seek ye first the
Kingdom of God, and His righteousness; and
all these things shall be added unto you,"
He is telling you to justify your life by its
seU'-rPvealing aspirations and ambitions; to
look 'rithin for your purposes and powers
and when you have attained to that self-realiznlion which is the Kingdom of God, all
other things will be added unto you. You
will have become a conscious partner with
God.
Let us recapitulate. The Infinitely Expanding Purpose finds its expression in substance, electrons, atoms, molecules, protoplasm, cells, colonizing cells, multi-cellular
beings, mind, object-consciousness, creativeconsciousness. At the present stage of the
unfoldment of the Divine Plan, the supreme
expression is in the creative-consciousness.
Seers, philosophers, the greater poets,
inventors, discoverers in all realms, creative
naturalists and biologists, supreme above
all, Jesus, the Christ, manifest the highest
expressions of the Infinitely Expanding Purpose.
The important point for you to get
from this lesson is the concept that God,
the Creator, the Expanding Purpose, your
Power, is your essential nature, the very essence of your life, the Source of your Being. This is the lesson Jesus taught us;
this is the lesson that every great teacher
has tried to teach.
You may find limitations outside, but
you will find all your power in yourself.
Do not seek to guide your life by what
you think others will think of you or expect

of you. Learn to guide your life by the
Divine impulses of your own highest nature.
Believe in your dreams and in your power to
achieve them. Believe in your heart and
learn to love yourself and your fellowmen.
Jesus said, "For this is the message that ye
heard from the beginning, that we should
love one another."
Be just with the justiee you wish to have
meted out to you. But be careful you do
not confuse justice with an idea of revenge.
Be merciful as you expect to be mercifully dealt with.
Be humble before God and before all
men. Vaunt not yourself before men or
God. Bow down to no man, but stand upright and strong in your consciousness of
God indwelling; the source, the justification, the power of your life.
Learn to know all men as your brothers, the man in the gutter and the man in
the place of power.
Be generous with the generosity of one
who has. Do not try to give what you do
not possess and do not try to gain possessions by robbing some other man. What you
would withhold, you will lose; what you
give, you will get, when love rules your
life.
Be strong enough to find pleasure in the
strength of others and do not find it necessary to prove your strength by the weakness of others.
Become conscious of God indwelling,
the manifesting cause, source, power, of
your life. Live in the consciousness that
your life serves the Infinitely Expanding
Purpose and you will live in conscious partnership with God.

THE END
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A SERVICE IN HEALING AND INSTRUCTION
The Weltmer Institute is a great service in healing and instruction to those who are
seeking health, happiness and prosperity.
This service is so arranged that all who seck its blessings may receive them. In
addition to our facilities for helping all who com(' to Nevada, we are able through correspondence, to help people in their own homes.
In brief, this is our service to you:
The Weltmer Sanitarium, with every facility for healing, housing, feeding and nursing care under the direction of our trained staff.
The Weltmer School of Healing.
A resident Clinical Class Course in
which we use and teach purely scientific methods of spiritual-mental
healing based upon the demonstrated facts of psychology, hygiene, and
massage.
The Complete Correspondence Course in Suggestive Therapeutics and
Applied Psychology. An exhaustive home-study Course of study of psychology, general philosophy, Suggestive Therapeutics and right living.
This Course supplies the student with a liberal education in all the laws
of Suggestive Tlwrupeulics. It is published in 45 sections.
All or part of tll.is service is offered to you.
If you are seeking health and have not found it elsewhere, write to the Weltmer
Sanitarium for full information regarding its s<'rvice. We will mail you our Sanitarium Catalog, a diagnosis blank for you to fill out, and some very valuable informa-

tion.

f you feel the inner urge to help others, those who are sick an? afflicted; if y~u
wml to insure your own health and the lwalth of your own family, then you Will
want to know more about the Resident Clinical Class Course which ~s held here in
Nevada. In this case, write to The Dean of lhe School, Weltmer Inshlutc, and by return mail you will receive full information n•gnrding these classes and the date the

next one will begin.

If you are sick, or you have some one

in your own fan;.ily who is sick; or .if you
's work of healing the sick, then you w1ll want to enroll for the
wan t t o take up thl
·
1· c
· d
Com lete Correspondence Course in Su~gcstive Thcrape~hcs. T us ourse IS use as
p · tl Cl'nical Class studies so if you are planmng to come here to Nevada,
a text m 1e I
'
d t l •t
Many of our
· ·s best to enroll for the CoiTespondence Course an s uc Y 1 now. . •
ll 1 . •
h e taken only the Correspondence Course and through 1L have become
practitioners av
.
·
k
.
proficient enough to gain great success m t1us wor .
k · 1'f
we
can
help
you.
So
write
us a letter today,
1
askh~:t~r~~:S~u~~~~u;nf:~~at~~n ~out some one of the three different services listed

above.
For we can help you, in many ways.

,

The W eltmer Institute of Suggestive Therapeutics
MISSOURI,
NEVADA,

U.S. A.

